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Prevenience Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
Compiled by Mark Tidd and David Tidd 
Document last modified September 30, 2008 
 
The Prevenience set contains 350 cards (110 common,  110 uncommon, 110 
rare, 20 basic land). 
 
This FAQ has two sections, each of which serves a d ifferent purpose. 
 
The first section ("General Notes") explains the ne w mechanics and 
concepts in the set. The second section ("Card-Spec ific Notes") 
contains answers to the most important questions pl ayers might ask 
about a given card in the set. 
----- 
GENERAL NOTES 
 
***New Keyword Ability: Transform*** 
 
Transform is a static ability that enables you to p lay certain creature 
cards as an instant or sorcery spell, rather than a s a creature spell. 
 
Antipodean 
{7}{U}{U}{U} 
Legendary Creature – Kraken 
10/10 
Antipodean is unblockable. 
When Antipodean comes into play, return all other c reatures to their 
owner’s hands. 
Transform Sorcery (You may choose to play this card as this sorcery 
rather than as a creature spell.)  – Target player draws seven cards. 
 
The official rules for transform are as follows: 
 
502.99. Transform 
 
502.99a Transform is a static ability that function s in any zone from 
which the card can be played. “Transform Instant" m eans "You may choose 
to play this card’s instant spell mode rather than playing it as a 
creature spell." “Transform Sorcery" means "You may  choose to play this 
card’s sorcery spell mode rather than playing it as  a creature spell." 
Playing a spell by choosing its transform ability m ode follows the 
rules for paying alternative costs in rules 409.1b and 409.1f-h. 
 
502.99b Since any spell with the transform ability is modal, the player 
announces the mode choice immediately after the pla yer announces that 
he or she is playing the spell. 
 
502.99c If the creature spell mode is chosen, the s pell's card type, 
supertype, and subtype are those printed on the car d. If the transform 
instant or sorcery spell mode is chosen, the spell’ s card type becomes 
instant or sorcery, and the supertype, subtype, pow er and toughness, 
and all rules text printed on the card above the tr ansform ability are 
ignored. For example, if the transform sorcery spel l mode of Antipodean 
is chosen when the card is played, the spell’s card  type becomes 
Sorcery, not Legendary Sorcery – Kraken.  
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502.99d If the spell targets one or more targets on ly if a particular 
mode is chosen for it, its controller chooses those  targets only if he 
or she chose that mode. Otherwise, the spell is pla yed as though it did 
not have those targets. 
 
502.99e A card with the transform ability is put in to play from the 
stack under the control of the spell's controller ( if the creature 
spell mode was chosen) or is put into its owner's g raveyard from the 
stack (if the transform instant or sorcery spell mo de was chosen) as 
the final step of the spell's resolution.  
 
502.99f Instants and sorceries can’t come into play , so the “legend 
rule” for legendary permanents doesn’t apply if a l egendary creature is 
in play and another card with the same name is then  played as a 
transform instant or sorcery spell. 
----- 
* A card with the Transform ability works just like  a normal modal 
card. As you play a card with the Transform ability , you choose which 
mode (creature or instant/sorcery) is being played.  The choice is made 
when you play the spell. You can choose only one of  a card's modes. 
 
* You then choose any target or targets, but only i f you chose the 
Transform instant or sorcery mode. If the Transform  instant or sorcery 
mode of a card (such as Alluvial Kavu) has a target , you can't choose 
that mode unless you can choose a legal target for it. 
 
* When you play a spell and choose its Transform mo de, you really are 
playing the spell -- you're just choosing a differe nt mode. The spell 
can be countered as normal. Effects that prevent yo u from playing a 
spell also prevent you from playing the Transform m ode of the spell. 
 
* Playing a card by choosing its Transform mode wor ks just like playing 
any other card, with one exception: The creature’s power and toughness, 
its card type, supertype and subtypes, and all rule s text above the 
Transform ability are ignored.  
 
* For each Prevenience creature with the Transform ability, choosing 
the creature spell mode just gets you the creature (and ignores the 
Transform language), while choosing the Transform m ode just gets you 
the Transform instant or sorcery ability. 
 
* When you play a spell and choose its Transform mo de, its mana cost 
doesn't change. Effects that cause you to pay more or less for a spell 
(like the Leeches) will cause you to pay that much more or less while 
playing it in its Transform mode, too. That's becau se those effects 
affect the total cost of the spell.  
 
* If you're playing a card with the Transform abili ty "without paying 
its mana cost," you can choose its normal creature spell mode or choose 
its Transform instant or sorcery spell mode, unless  a particular card 
(such as Conversion Portal) prevents you from doing  so.  
 
* A card played as a Transform instant or sorcery s pell follows the 
normal timing rules for instants and sorceries. 
 
* The timing of a creature card with the Transform ability might 
change, depending on which mode you choose. If a cr eature card without 
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flash has a Transform instant ability (such as West wind Ancient), you 
can play the Transform instant ability on the card any time you could 
play an instant, but you can play the card as a cre ature only any time 
you could play a sorcery. If a creature card with f lash has a Transform 
sorcery ability (such as Bog Defender), you can pla y the card as a 
creature any time you could play an instant, but yo u can play the 
Transform sorcery ability on the card only any time  you could play a 
sorcery. 
 
* If a player targets a Transform instant or sorcer y spell with a 
Deflection-type spell or if a player takes control of the spell (with 
Mirror of Odin, for example), he or she can change the target of the 
Transform spell but not the mode of that card. 
 
* There is a cycle of Legendary Dragons with the Tr ansform ability 
(Ancestral Dragon, Armageddon Dragon, Hallowed Drag on, Lorekeeper 
Dragon, and Twilight Dragon), and another cycle of Legendary creatures 
with the Transform ability (Machius, Aspect of Wrat h, Antipodean, 
Harbinger of the Wastes, Earthbound Dragon, and Leg acy of Karviddam). 
If an Armageddon Dragon or Antipodean is in play, a nother card with the 
same name can be played in its Transform sorcery mo de without violating 
the “legend rule.” When the Transform sorcery spell  resolves, it is 
removed from the stack and put directly into its ow ner’s graveyard, 
while the Legendary creature with the same name rem ains in play. 
----- 
***Rule Change: Changing the Mode of a Copy Spell** * 
 
A Prevenience card (Marauding Dilemma) is the first  Magic card to allow 
the mode to be changed when a spell is copied. 
 
Marauding Dilemma  
{1}{R}{R} 
Sorcery 
Choose one - Destroy target land; or target player discards two cards 
at random, then draws two cards. Then you may pay { 1}{R}{R}. If you do, 
copy this spell. You may choose a new mode and a ne w target for the 
copy. 

 
A new Rule 415.8 (Changing Modes) is added to the C omprehensive Rules 
and a new term “Change a Mode” is added to the Glos sary. 
 
415.8. Changing Modes 
 
415.8a The mode of a spell or ability can change on ly to another legal 
mode and only if a card specifically permits a chan ge in mode (such as 
Marauding Dilemma from Prevenience). If the mode ca n't be changed to 
another legal mode, the original mode is unchanged.  
 
415.8b Modal spells and abilities may have differen t targeting 
requirements for each mode. Simply changing a spell  or ability's mode 
can't change its targets, unless a card also specif ically permits a 
change in targets. If a mode can’t be changed witho ut changing a 
target, but the card doesn’t specifically permits a  change in targets, 
the original mode is unchanged. 
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Glossary  
 
Change a Mode 
The mode of a spell or ability can change only to a nother legal mode. 
If the mode can't change to another legal mode, the  original mode is 
unchanged. Simply changing a spell or ability's mod e can't change its 
target. You can change the mode of a spell or abili ty only if an effect 
tells you that you may change its mode. See rule 41 5.8, "Changing 
Modes." 
----- 
***Theme: Chain Spells*** 
 
The Prevenience set has three cycles of instants an d sorceries (“Chain 
spells”) that resolve an initial effect, then give its caster the 
option to copy the spell by paying some cost.  
 
(1) Copying the Spell without Mana . The cost to copy the Chain spell 
for the first cycle doesn’t require any mana, but t he spell’s 
controller must sacrifice a land, sacrifice a creat ure, and discard a 
card. This cycle is Exile, Spawn Simulacra, Epidemi c, Rubble, and 
Cloudburst. 
 
Epidemic 
{3}{B} 
Instant 
Destroy target nonblack creature. It can’t be regen erated. Then you may 
sacrifice a land, sacrifice a creature, and discard  a card. If you do, 
copy this spell. You may choose a new target for th e copy. 
 
(2) Copying the Spell with Mana Only . The cost to copy the Chain spell 
for the second cycle requires only the payment of m ana in amount and 
type equal to the spell’s original mana cost. That cycle is Battle 
Tested, Guided Recollection, Unholy Morass, Reduce- Recycle-Reuse, and 
Marauding Dilemma. 
 
Guided Recollection 
{2}{U} 
Sorcery 
Return target instant card from your graveyard to y our hand. Then you 
may pay {2}{U}. If you do, copy this spell and choo se a new target for 
the copy. 
 
(3) Copying the Spell with Mana + Discard . The cost to copy the Chain 
spell for the third cycle requires the payment of m ana in amount and 
type equal to the spell’s original mana cost and re quires discarding 
one card of a particular color. That cycle is Act o f Faith, Homeland 
Security, Grotesque Result, T.N.T. (The New Threat) , and Enlarge. 
 
Enlarge 
{1}{G} 
Instant 
Target creature gets +2/+2 until end of turn. Then you may pay {1}{G} 
and discard a green card. If you do, copy this spel l. You may choose a 
new target for the copy. 
----- 
* The Chain spell’s instructions are followed in or der. 
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* Paying to make a Chain spell continue is done as part of the 
resolution of the spell.  
 
* The copy ability is optional. You choose whether to use it when the 
original effect resolves.  
 
* There's never more than one "link" in the chain o n the stack at once. 
Each new copy of the Chain spell is created when th e previous one 
resolves. If any of the spells are countered (eithe r by a spell or an 
ability, or by having an illegal target when it res olves), the chain is 
broken and no more copies are made. 
 
* For the Chain spells that are copied without payi ng mana, you can’t 
sacrifice a land or sacrifice a creature or discard  a card, unless you 
can complete all three costs of copying the spell. 
 
* The player putting the copy of the Chain spell on  the stack controls 
that spell. 
 
* The copy of the Chain spell isn't played - it's j ust put onto the 
stack - so it won't trigger any ability (such as th e ability of 
Spellseep Moths) that triggers when a spell is play ed. 
 
* Once the copy of the Chain spell is on the stack,  it works just like 
any other spell. It can be targeted by other spells  and abilities that 
target a spell and it can be countered by spells an d abilities that 
"counter target spell." 
 
* The copy of the Chain spell will have the same ta rgets as the spell 
it's copying, unless you choose new ones. You may c hange any number of 
the targets, and must change the target if required  to do so by the 
language on the card (such as Guided Recollection).  
 
* The copy of the Chain spell has the same text and  color as the 
original spell (including a change in the original spell’s color to 
colorless because of Bajada Moongazer’s ability), a nd can itself being 
copied.  
----- 
***Returning Mechanic: Landwalk*** 
 
The Prevenience set contains around 50 cards that d eal with landwalk. 
This is over one-fifth of all cards dealing with la ndwalk in the entire 
history of Magic: the Gathering (excluding Portal a nd Starter sets). 
The feel of landwalk in Prevenience reminds players  of a significant 
theme in Magic’s fabled Legends set, which had held  the record with 20 
landwalk cards. 
 
Ratufa, Deranged Squirrel 
{3}{G} 
Legendary Creature – Squirrel  
3/3 
Nonbasic landwalk 
Other Squirrel creatures get +1/+1 and have legenda ry landwalk. 
Sacrifice Ratufa, Deranged Squirrel: Search your li brary for a card 
named Rabid Squirrels and reveal it. Then shuffle y our library and put 
that card on top of it. 
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* A “landwalk ability” is Plainswalk, Islandwalk, S wampwalk, 
Mountainwalk, Forestwalk, Nonbasic landwalk, Legend ary landwalk, or any 
similar ability where the creature is unblockable a s long as the 
defending player controls at least one land which h as the specified 
subtype or supertype. See Rule 502.6 .  
 
* In other words, a “landwalk ability” is an abilit y that has "walk" in 
the name and makes the creature with the ability un blockable as long as 
the defending player controls a land matching the d escription. 
 
Prevenience has cycles of common and uncommon landw alk creatures for 
each color’s own basic land type, as well as for th e basic land types 
of both enemy colors.  
 
Prevenience also has a cycle of uncommon creatures with flash and the 
static ability of being able to block creatures wit h landwalk of one 
basic land type (the “Landwalk Defenders”). The Lan dwalk Defenders are 
Righteous Defender, Tidal Defender, Bog Defender, G oblin Architecture, 
and Camouflage Defender. 
 
Righteous Defender 
{3}{W}  
Creature – Knight Spirit  
1/5 
Flash 
{Tap}: Target attacking or blocking creature gets + 2/+2 until end of 
turn. 
Righteous Defender can block creatures with plainsw alk as though they 
didn’t have plainswalk. 
 
* This static ability doesn’t remove plainswalk fro m a creature. It 
just makes creatures with plainswalk blockable by R ighteous Defender 
as if they didn’t have plainswalk. 
----- 
***Cycle: Leeches*** 
 
The Prevenience set has a cycle of rare "Leech" cre atures. Each one 
“leeches,” for itself or for its controller, some a bility or condition 
that is applicable to another creature or player. E ach Leech also makes 
spells of a particular color one colored mana cheap er to play. The five 
Leech creatures are Dazzling Leech, Omnipotent Leec h, Reaver Leech, 
Sylarian Leech, and Draining Leech. 
 
Sylarian Leech 
{2}{R}{R} 
Creature – Leech 
3/3 
Red spells cost {R} less to play.  
{R}, Choose one - Double strike; fear; first strike ; flying; trample; 
or vigilance: Target creature with that ability los es it until end of 
turn and Sylarian Leech gains that ability until en d of turn. 
 
* This cost-reducing ability is mandatory and affec ts all players. A 
player can't choose to pay the unreduced cost. 
 
* This ability reduces the total cost of the spell in the appropriate 
color, regardless of whether the spell’s controller  chose to pay 
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additional or alternative costs. For example, wheth er you play Flood of 
Anger by paying its {3}{R} mana cost or by paying i ts alternative cost 
({1}{R} and discarding two cards at random), one Sy larian Leech in play 
causes that spell to cost {R} less. 
 
* Sylarian Leech's ability reduces only the colored  portion of a red 
spell's cost. A Goblin King (which normally costs { 1}{R}{R} to play) 
would cost {1}{R} with one Sylarian Leech in play a nd would cost {1} 
with two or more Sylarian Leeches in play. 
 
* Unlike most other cost reducers, a Leech doesn't affect the colorless 
mana portion of costs, even if the player chose to pay that portion 
with red mana. A Gambling Ogre (which normally cost s {2}{R} to play) 
would cost {2} with one Sylarian Leech in play and would still cost {2} 
with two or more Sylarian Leeches in play.  
 
* Sylarian Leech doesn't reduce a red spell's mana cost or converted 
mana cost. It simply lets a player pay less for a s pell of the right 
color.  
 
* This ability can lower the cost of a spell of tha t particular color 
to zero, but not below zero. For example, with a Sy larian Leech in 
play, Goblin Traitor would cost {0} and T.N.T. (The  New Threat) would 
cost {1} to play. On the other hand, paying the alt ernative cost of 
Lightning Strike with a Sylarian Leech in play woul d still cost {0} and 
discarding a card at random. 
 
* A Leech can't affect its own cost. 
----- 
***Theme: Prediction*** 
 
The Prevenience set has a cycle of Mystic creatures  with an activated 
ability which taps for an effect.  Each of these cr eatures also has an 
ability to untap itself, if you correctly predict t he name of the top 
card of your library. The Mystic Prediction creatur es are Serene 
Optimist, Thought Master, Crypt Numerary, Goblin Br ain Surgeon, and 
Nurturing Ent. 
 
Goblin Brain Surgeon 
{2}{R} 
Creature – Goblin Mystic 
1/1 
{Tap}: Goblin Brain Surgeon deals 1 damage to targe t creature. 
{1}{R}, Name a card: Put the top card of your libra ry into your 
graveyard. If that card is the named card, untap Go blin Brain Surgeon. 
 
* You can play the prediction ability, even if the creature is 
untapped. The top card of your library is still put  into your 
graveyard. 
 
* If the prediction ability is countered for any re ason (for example, 
from Forceful Interdictor’s activated ability), non e of its effects 
happen. 
 
There are other predictions throughout Prevenience,  such as Geographic 
Prediction, Hypnotic Prediction, and Death by Chanc e.  
----- 
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***Cycle: Promise Auras*** 
 
There is a cycle of five Promise Auras in this set.  Each Promise Aura 
has an ability affecting the particular creature it  is enchanting while 
the Promise Aura is in play, and has a different ab ility affecting all 
enchanted creatures while the Promise Aura is in a graveyard. The 
Promise Auras are Promise of Peace, Promise of Wisd om, Promise of 
Corruption, Promise of Revenge, and Promise of Stre ngth. 
 
Promise of Peace 
{2}{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature  
Enchanted creature can’t attack or block. 
As long as Promise of Peace is in your graveyard, e ach enchanted 
creature gets +1/+3 and has vigilance. 
 
* While the Promise Aura is in play, its only abili ty is the ability 
that affects the creature it’s enchanting (for Prom ise of Peace – 
“can’t attack or block”). The Promise Aura’s gravey ard ability (for 
Promise of Peace – “each enchanted creature gets +1 /+3 and has 
vigilance”) has no effect while the Aura is in play . 
 
* The Promise Aura’s graveyard ability affects all enchanted creatures 
as soon as the Promise Aura is put into a graveyard . The Aura’s in-play 
ability has no effect while the Promise Aura is in a graveyard. 
 
* The Promise Aura’s graveyard ability affects all enchanted creatures, 
including those controlled by the opponents of the Aura’s owner. It 
doesn’t matter whether the enchanted creature has a n Aura attached to 
it or is an “enchanted creature” because of a spell  or ability (such as 
Nomad Auramancer’s ability). 
 
* The graveyard ability of each Promise Aura will t rigger once for each 
enchanted creature. For example, if there are multi ple copies of 
Promise of Peace in graveyards,   each enchanted creature would get +1/+3 
and gain vigilance for each Promise of Peace in a g raveyard. 
----- 
***Theme: Protection from enchanted creatures*** 
 
The Prevenience set introduces a new protection abi lity - Protection 
from enchanted creatures. There is a cycle of three  green creatures 
with this ability: Dawn Planeshifter (common), Trib e Leader (uncommon), 
and Draining Leech (rare). 
 
Tribe Leader 
{4}{G} 
Creature – Ape 
4/4 
Protection from enchanted creatures 
Whenever a green creature you control becomes block ed, it gets +1/+1 
and gains trample until end of turn. 
 
* The "Protection from enchanted creatures" ability  means the 
following: 
- All damage that would be dealt to Tribe Leader by  enchanted creatures 
is prevented. 
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- Tribe Leader can't be blocked by enchanted creatu res. 
- Tribe Leader can't be targeted by abilities from enchanted creatures. 
 
* Tribe Leader doesn't have protection from enchant ments, so it can be 
enchanted by Auras. 
----- 
*** Cycle: Alternative Costs for Gold Creatures *** 
Prevenience has a cycle of uncommon gold creatures with a static 
ability and a mana cost of one colored mana of thre e different colors. 
Each of those uncommon gold creatures also has an a lternative cost of 
{4} colorless mana plus one colored mana of any of those three colors. 
If the alternative cost is paid, the creature loses  its static ability. 
The five creatures are Acidic Devil, Crystalline Gu ardian, Hibernating 
Serpent, Spined Hydra, and Victual Troll. 
 
Acidic Devil 
{U}{B}{R} 
Creature - Devil 
3/3 
Fear 
You may pay {4}{U}, {4}{B}, or {4}{R} rather than p ay Acidic Devil’s 
mana cost. If you do, Acidic Devil loses fear. 
{4}{B}: Acidic Devil gains fear until end of turn.  
 
* “If you do” means “If you pay {4}{U}, {4}{B}, or {4]{R}” (the 
alternative cost). 
 
* If Acidic Devil is put directly into play (with L egacy of Karviddam’s 
Transform ability, for example) or returned from a graveyard to play 
(with Soultrawler Wraith’s ability, for example), A cidic Devil’s 
alternative cost was not paid and it will retain it s static ability of 
fear. 
 
* Acidic Devil is blue, black, and red, and its con verted mana cost is 
3, even if you paid {4}{U}, {4}{B}, or {4]{R} when the card was played. 
----- 
***Theme: Hosing Colors with Their Own Strengths***  
 
The Prevenience set returns color hosers, but with a twist. Each color 
has reverse-engineered what its enemy colors have u sed as weapons 
against it in the past. Now each color has the same  kinds of weapons 
available against those particular enemies. For exa mple: 
 
Beta of Creation 
{U} 
Enchantment 
Whenever an opponent plays a green creature spell, if Beta of Creation 
is an enchantment, Beta of Creation becomes a 4/4 B east creature. 
 
Peaceful Sea 
{3}{G} 
Instant 
Return all blue permanents to their owners' hands. 
----- 
***Cycle: Nonbasic Lands with Basic Land Types*** 
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A cycle of common Prevenience nonbasic lands each h ave a basic land 
type. The five common nonbasic lands are Dwarven Cr ater, Ebon Wreckage, 
Havenwood Ruins, Memorial to Trokair, and Svyelunit e Debris. 
 
Ebon Wreckage 
Land -- Swamp 
Ebon Wreckage comes into play tapped. 
({T}: Add {B} to your mana pool.) 
{3}, Sacrifice Ebon Wreckage: Add {U}{B}{R} to your  mana pool. 
 
* These lands have basic land types, but they're no t basic lands. 
Things that affect basic lands don't affect it. For  example, you can't 
find Ebon Wreckage with Reclaiming Wilderness or Sy lvan Renewal 
("search your library for a basic land card"). 
 
* Things that affect basic land types do affect the se lands. Svyelunite 
Debris does enable a creature with Islandwalk, and counts as an Island 
for purposes of Coldwater Prowler, Status Quo, and Flood of Anger. All 
Ebon Wreckages are destroyed by Drained Wetlands. 
 
* A player with Dwarven Crater in play and at least  one card in his or 
her hand can play the alternative cost of Lightning  Strike (“If you 
control a Mountain, you may discard a card at rando m rather than pay 
Lightning Strike’s mana cost.”). 
 
* If a player plays Ebon Wreckage’s sacrifice abili ty to add {U}{B}{R} 
to his or her mana pool, that player did not tap a land for mana. 
 
* Keep in mind that lands themselves are normally c olorless. For 
example, Ebon Wreckage is not black. 
----- 
***Returning Theme: Legends*** 
 
Prevenience has 22 Legendary creatures, including t en gold ones. Only 
Legends, Champions of Kamigawa, Portal: Three Kingd oms, and Time Spiral 
have more Legendary creatures than Prevenience. 
 
Mesmerizing Auress 
{1}{G}{W}{U} 
Legendary Creature – Human Druid 
3/3 
Aura spells you play cost {X} to play, where X is t hat spell’s 
converted mana cost minus 1.  
Whenever you play an Aura spell, draw a card. 
Sacrifice an Aura: Regenerate Mesmerizing Auress. 
 
* If two or more permanents with the same name have  the supertype 
legendary, all are put into their owners' graveyard s. This is called 
the "legend rule." See Rule 420.5e . If only one of those permanents is 
legendary, this rule doesn't apply. 
 
* If a Legendary creature is in play, another card with the same name 
can be played in its Transform sorcery mode without  violating the 
“legend rule.” When the Transform sorcery spell res olves, it is removed 
from the stack and put directly into its owner’s gr aveyard, while the 
Legendary creature with the same name remains in pl ay. See new Rule 
502.99f . 
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* If an effect asks a player to choose a creature t ype (like Tribal 
Nemesis’ comes-into-play ability), Legend is not a valid option. 
 
* Changing a legendary creature's type or subtypes doesn't stop it from 
being legendary. 
----- 
 

CARD-SPECIFIC NOTES 
 
Act of Faith 
{1}{W} 
Instant 
Target permanent you control gains protection from the color of your 
choice until end of turn. Then you may pay {1}{W} a nd discard a white 
card. If you do, copy this spell. You may choose a new target for the 
copy.  
 
* See CHAIN SPELLS in the General Notes section. 
 
* Each Aura of the chosen color that is on the perm anent targeted by 
Act of Faith will be put into its owner’s graveyard  when this spell 
resolves. 
----- 
Angel of Vengeance 
{5}{W}{W} 
Creature – Angel 
4/5 
Flying 
{7}{W}{W}{W}: Return Angel of Vengeance from your g raveyard to your 
hand. Play this ability only during your upkeep. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  - Destroy all artifacts, creatures, and 
enchantments. 
 
* You can't play the Angel's activated ability unle ss it's in 
your graveyard. 
----- 
Angelic Infusion 
{3}{W}{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
You can’t lose the game and your opponents can’t wi n the game. 
 
* You can be at any life total or be unable to draw  a card because your 
library is empty, but you won’t lose the game while  you control Angelic 
Infusion.  
 
* If you play Rule of Threes and then don’t control  three creatures and 
three lands and have three cards in hand at the beg inning of your next 
upkeep, but you control Angelic Infusion (even if i t’s enchanting an 
opponent’s creature), you won’t lose the game. Reme mber that in the 
Magic: the Gathering game, an effect that says you "can't" do something 
overrides an effect that says you can or must do so mething. 
 
* Effects that say the game is a draw still work. 
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* You can concede a game while Angelic Infusion in play. A concession 
causes you to leave the game, which then causes you  to lose the game. 
(Once you concede, you no longer control Angelic In fusion, so its 
ability can't prevent you from losing the game.) 
 
* In DCI-sanctioned, single-elimination play, you c an lose a game if 
the "highest life total" rule needs to be used to d etermine the winner 
of an unfinished game. Angelic Infusion only preven ts losing as part of 
the game, not due to parts of the DCI tournament ru les. (See the Magic: 
The Gathering DCI Floor Rules for more information. )  
 
* In multiplayer games, your opponents can't win us ing cards such as 
Battle of Wits (from Odyssey).  
 
* If you control Angelic Infusion in a Two-Headed G iant game, your team 
can't lose the game and the opposing team can't win  the game. 
----- 
Aquiline Drifter 
{3}{W} 
Creature – Bird Knight 
2/2 
Flying 
If a card would be put into a graveyard from anywhe re, remove it from 
the game instead. 
 
* Aquiline Drifter’s last ability is a static abili ty which creates a 
replacement effect that affects cards that would be  put into a 
graveyard from any game zone. This includes from pl ay (if a nontoken 
permanent is destroyed or would otherwise be put in to the graveyard), 
from the stack (if a spell is countered, or if an i nstant or sorcery 
spell or a Transform ability resolves), from the pl ayer's hand or 
library, and so on.  
 
* Aquiline Drifter’s last ability prevents the card  from ever reaching 
the graveyard, so abilities that would trigger when  the card is put 
into a graveyard (such as Divine Heraldry’s search ability or Legacy of 
Karviddam’s Squirrel token ability) never trigger. 
 
* When Aquiline Drifter would go to the graveyard, it will be removed 
from the game instead. Replacement effects are appl ied as the original 
event happens. Aquiline Drifter is not in the grave yard yet, so its 
replacement effect is applied as it would go to the  graveyard. 
 
* If a spell or ability an opponent controls causes  a player to discard 
Starlight Convert while Aquiline Drifter is in play , there are two 
replacement effects for putting Starlight Convert i nto a graveyard. 
Starlight Convert’s owner chooses whether to remove  Starlight Convert 
from the game (because of Aquiline Drifter’s replac ement effect) or to 
put it into play with two +1/+1 counters on it (bec ause of Starlight 
Convert’s replacement effect). See Rule 419.9a . 
 
* Similarly, if a player gains control of an instan t or sorcery spell 
with Mirror of Odin while Aquiline Drifter is in pl ay, there are two 
replacement effects for putting the targeted instan t or sorcery spell 
into a graveyard. The player playing Mirror of Odin  and gaining control 
of the targeted instant or sorcery spell chooses wh ether to remove that 
spell from the game (because of Aquiline Drifter’s replacement effect) 
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or to return it to its owner’s hand (because of Mir ror of Odin’s 
replacement effect). See Rule 419.9a . 
----- 
Arabian Knights 
{1}{W} 
Creature – Human Knight 
2/2 
Plainswalk 
Arabian Knights can’t be blocked by creatures with power greater than 
Arabian Knights’s power. 
 
* Arabian Knights compares each blocker's power to its own power as 
blockers are being declared. 
 
* After Arabian Knights becomes blocked by a creatu re, increasing the 
blocking creature's power to a power greater than A rabian Knights’s 
power has no effect on the block. 
----- 
Battle Tested 
{2}{W} 
Instant 
Creatures you control get +1/+1 until end of turn. Then you may pay 
{2}{W}. If you do, copy this spell. 
 
* See CHAIN SPELLS in the General Notes section. 
 
* Only creatures in play when Battle Tested resolve s get +1/+1. If you 
put a creature into play later in the turn, that cr eature won't get 
+1/+1. 
----- 
Blessed Resolve 
{1}{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature you control 
Enchanted creature has vigilance. 
Whenever enchanted creature attacks or blocks, or a  player plays an 
activated ability of enchanted creature with {Tap} in its activation 
cost, you gain 2 life. 
 
* If an activated ability with {Tap} in its activat ion cost is granted 
to enchanted creature by another effect (such as Ma stery of Runes), 
Blessed Resolve’s controller will gain 2 life whene ver that ability is 
played. 
 
* The phrase “a player plays an activated ability o f enchanted creature 
with {Tap} in its activation cost” looks for the {T ap} symbol. The 
phrase "Tap an untapped {creature you control}" (li ke the activated 
abilities of Unruly Horde and Canopy Cover) isn't t he same and doesn't 
count. 
 
* If the creature enchanted by Blessed Resolve chan ges controllers (by 
Rootwater Matriarch, for example), Blessed Resolve’ s controller will 
still gain the 2 life whenever enchanted creature a ttacks or blocks, or 
the new controller plays an activated ability of en chanted creature 
with {Tap} in its activation cost. 
----- 
Charmed Dragon 
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{3}{W}{W} 
Creature – Dragon 
5/5 
Flying, first strike, trample 
When Charmed Dragon comes into play, each other pla yer may put any 
number of artifact, creature, enchantment, and/or l and cards from his 
or her hand into play. 
Discard two cards: Return Charmed Dragon to its own er's hand. 
 
* Each other player chooses the cards to be put int o play from his or 
her hand in turn order. A player does not have to r eveal the chosen 
cards, so long as it is clear which cards were chos en. After all 
choices are made, the cards are put into play simul taneously.  
 
* The cards are put into play and will not trigger effects which 
trigger on such cards being "played" (like the abil ities of Deceptive 
Spirit and Verduran Master). 
 
* Anything that triggers during the resolution of C harmed Dragon’s 
comes-into-play ability will wait to be put on the stack until 
everything is put into play. Then comes-into-play t riggered abilities 
for the cards that were put into play are put onto the stack in turn 
order. 
 
* If a card put into play this way has an X in its mana cost (such as 
Altered Predator), treat X as zero. 
----- 
Circle of Protection: Landwalk 
{1}{W} 
Enchantment 
As Circle of Protection: Landwalk comes into play, choose a basic land 
type. 
{1}: The next time a source of your choice with lan dwalk of the chosen 
type would deal damage to you this turn, prevent th at damage. 
 
* “Landwalk of the chosen type” means Forestwalk, I slandwalk, 
Mountainwalk, Plainswalk, or Swampwalk. 
 
* A source of damage includes damage that a creatur e assigned to you 
and which is on the stack, even if the creature is no longer in play. 
 
* This ability can be used even when there is no da mage to prevent. It 
prevents the next damage (if any) from the source t his turn. 
 
* It can be used on non-combat damage which happens  to come from a 
creature with the chosen landwalk ability. 
 
* If the source you chose loses landwalk of the cho sen type before the 
damage is dealt, this damage-prevention effect does n't apply. 
----- 
Darksteel Griffin 
{4}{W}{W} 
Creature – Griffin 
3/3 
Flying, first strike 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  - Target permanent becomes indestructible. 
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("Destroy" effects and lethal damage don't destroy that permanent. This 
effect doesn’t end at end of turn.)  
 
* Being indestructible stops only effects that woul d destroy the 
permanent, including destruction due to lethal dama ge and destruction 
that doesn't allow regeneration. An indestructible permanent can be 
removed from the game, returned to a player's hand,  put into a 
graveyard, or sacrificed. 
 
* A creature targeted by Darksteel Griffin’s Transf orm ability will be 
put into the graveyard if its toughness becomes 0 o r less.  
 
* Damage accumulates on indestructible creatures, a nd that damage is 
removed during the cleanup step. 
 
* You can use a regeneration effect on an indestruc tible permanent, but 
since that permanent can't be destroyed, the effect  will never apply. 
 
* Lethal damage is defined as an amount of damage g reater than or equal 
to a creature’s toughness. Even though an indestruc tible creature isn't 
destroyed by lethal damage, that definition is stil l used for things 
like assigning trample damage. 
 
* If a creature with lethal damage on it stops bein g indestructible 
(because it lost all abilities when it was targeted  by Keeper of the 
Prism’s Transform ability, for example), it's destr oyed the next time 
state-based effects are checked. 
----- 
Divine Heraldry 
{2}{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
Enchanted creature gets +2/+2 and has lifelink.  
When Divine Heraldry is put into a graveyard from p lay, you may search 
your library for up to three cards named Divine Her aldry, reveal them, 
and put them into your hand. If you do, shuffle you r library. 
 
* If Divine Heraldry is destroyed and then removed from the game by 
Bitterwood Outcast’s Transform ability, this Aura w ill have been in its 
owner’s graveyard long enough to trigger its search  ability. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If Divine Heraldry’s controller is searching his or her library 
during his or her main phase, the player may play a  Surreptitious Scout 
located in his or her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
 
* If a replacement effect (like Aquiline Drifter’s)  has Divine Heraldry 
move to a different zone instead of being put into the graveyard, its 
ability won't trigger at all. 
----- 
Farmstead Healer 
{2}{W} 
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Creature – Human Cleric 
1/1 
{Tap}: Prevent the next 2 damage that would be deal t to target creature 
or player this turn. If Farmstead Healer is enchant ed, prevent the next 
4 damage to that creature or player instead. 
 
* Whether 2 damage or 4 damage is prevented depends  on whether 
Farmstead Healer is enchanted when its activated ab ility resolves. 
----- 
Geographic Prediction 
{W}{W} 
Enchantment 
{1}: If you would draw a card, you may instead have  target opponent 
choose land or nonland. Then reveal the top card of  your library. If it 
is not a card of the chosen kind, you gain 10 life.  
 
* You can play this ability multiple times, but you  only get the effect 
once each time you would draw a card. 
 
* If an effect would cause you to draw multiple car ds (such as Value 
and Truth), you choose for each individual draw whe ther to replace it 
by Geographic Prediction’s effect. Each replaced dr aw is handled 
separately. In other words, you could use Geographi c Prediction and 
reveal for the first card to be drawn, then you cou ld draw a card for 
the second, then reveal for the third card to be dr awn, and so on.  
 
* Geographic Prediction’s effect replaces card draw s. This effect is 
applied, even if no cards could be drawn because th ere are no cards in 
your library. Therefore, you can't lose the game by  being required to 
draw more cards than are in your library as long as  you can pay {1} for 
each card that you would have drawn. See Rule 419.6 h. 
----- 
Glaring Ettin 
{3}{W} 
Creature – Ettin 
1/3 
Whenever Glaring Ettin attacks, tap all creatures w ith power less than 
or equal to Glaring Ettin’s power. 
 
* This triggered ability affects each creature in p lay, including 
creatures you control.  
 
* Glaring Ettin compares its power to each other cr eature's power when 
its triggered ability resolves. 
 
* If you control another creature with power less t han or equal to 
Glaring Ettin’s power, whether or not that creature  is attacking, that 
creature would be tapped when this triggered abilit y resolves. If 
Glaring Ettin attacks while it has vigilance (from Blessed Resolve, for 
example), it taps itself with its triggered ability . Attacking 
creatures that are already tapped are unaffected. 
----- 
Graceful Antelope 
{2}{W}{W} 
Creature – Antelope 
1/4 
Plainswalk 
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Whenever Graceful Antelope deals combat damage to a  player, you may 
have target land become a Plains until Graceful Ant elope leaves play.  
 
* This triggered ability overwrites previous land t ypes. For example, 
if you play the ability targeting a Forest, the lan d will become a 
Plains, not a Plains and a Forest. The land will lo se the ability to be 
tapped for green mana and gain the ability to be ta pped for white mana, 
just like any other Plains. 
 
* Although this ability changes the targeted land's  land types, It 
doesn't affect its name, its supertypes (such as wh ether or not it's 
legendary, snow, or basic), or its other types. The  ability will cause 
the land to lose all of its printed abilities and g ain the ability 
"{T}: Add {W} to your mana pool." 
 
* If you play the Antelope's ability targeting Saga  of Antiquities 
while the Saga is an Aura, the Saga will lose its a bility to be an Aura 
until end of turn, and will fall off of the creatur e it was enchanting. 
It will remain in play as a Plains. If the Saga was  tapped, it is not 
untapped by this effect. 
 
* If Graceful Antelope's ability is played on a lan d that's also a 
creature (because of Altered Predator or Verdant Do mination), it will 
still be both a land and a creature. 
----- 
Keeper of the Prism 
{3}{W} 
Creature – Anderth Nomad Mystic 
1/4 
{Tap}: Add three mana of any combination of colors to your mana pool. 
Spend this mana only to play Aura spells. 
Transform Instant (You may play this card as this instant rather than  
as a creature spell.)  – Target creature loses all abilities and becomes 
a 2/2 Prism that is all colors until end of turn.  
 
* The mana from the Keeper’s activated ability can be three mana of the 
same color, or two mana of one color and one mana o f a different color, 
or one mana of each of three different colors. The mana can't be 
colorless. 
 
* You don't have to spend all three mana on the sam e Aura spell. 
 
* This mana can't be spent to play activated abilit ies of Auras. 
 
* This mana can't be used to pay costs imposed afte r the Aura spell is 
initially played (such as by Force Majeure). 
 
* The Keeper’s Transform ability overwrites most ot her effects that 
change or set the Prism creature’s power and toughn ess. But certain 
other effects can still apply to that creature. The y are: 
-- Effects that happen after the Keeper's Transform  ability resolves 
that change the Prism creature’s power or toughness  (like Battle Tested 
or Grotesque Result), or set its power and toughnes s to certain values 
(like Hallowed Dragon’s Transform ability). 
-- Counters that change the Prism creature’s power and toughness (such 
as a +1/+1 counter from Camouflage Charm), regardle ss of when they were 
put on it. 
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-- Static abilities that change its power and tough ness (such as the 
ability from Promise of Peace while the Promise is in a graveyard, if 
the Prism creature is enchanted), regardless of whe n they first took 
effect. 
-- Effects that switch the Prism creature's power a nd toughness (such 
as the activated ability from Flowstone Presence), regardless of when 
they first took effect.  
 
* The Keeper’s Transform ability doesn't counter ab ilities that have 
already triggered or been played. In particular, yo u can't play this 
fast enough to stop a creature's "At the beginning of your upkeep" or 
"When this creature comes into play" abilities from  triggering, since 
they trigger before players get priority. 
 
* If the Prism creature gains an ability after the Keeper’s Transform 
ability resolves, it will keep that ability. 
 
* The Prism creature is white, blue, black, red, an d green, and it is 
multicolored. After the Keeper’s Transform ability resolves, an effect 
that later changes the Prism creature’s colors will  overwrite the 
effect of this Transform ability. For example, play ing Grotesque Result 
on it will turn it just black. 
----- 
Machius, Aspect of Wrath 
{7}{W}{W}{W} 
Legendary Creature – Avatar 
5/7 
Double strike, vigilance 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Each player chooses one permanent he or she 
controls, then removes the rest from the game.  
 
* If a Machius is in play, another Machius card can  be played in its 
Transform mode without violating the “legend rule.”  When the 
Transformed spell resolves, it is removed from the stack and put into 
its owner’s graveyard, while the Legendary creature  remains in play (if 
it’s the one permanent that was chosen by its contr oller). 

 
* If the power of Machius changes (from some other effect, such as 
Enlarge) between the assignment of first-strike com bat damage and the 
assignment of normal combat damage, Machius will de al a different 
amount of damage in each combat damage step. 
 
* Removing double strike from a creature during the  first combat damage 
step (from Sylarian Leech’s ability, for example) w ill stop it from 
assigning combat damage in the second combat damage  step. 
 
* When Machius’ Transform ability resolves, players  (starting with you 
and continuing in turn order around the table) choo se one permanent and 
then remove from the game all permanents not chosen . 
----- 
Martial Law 
{4}{W} 
Instant 
Whenever a spell or ability an opponent controls ca uses a creature you 
control to leave play this turn, return that creatu re to play under its 
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owner's control and you may destroy target creature  that opponent 
controls. 
 
* Martial Law affects the creatures you control at every moment during 
this turn. This is different from the way many simi lar cards (such as 
Battle Tested) work, because Martial Law doesn't ch ange the 
characteristics of the creatures - it just changes the rules of the 
game for a turn.  
 
* Martial Law's effects will be triggered by spells  and abilities that 
destroy a creature you control (whether by dealing damage to it, or 
from a spell or ability such as the activated abili ty of Infernal Pit), 
return a creature you control to its owner’s hand ( such as Homeland 
Security), put a creature you control in its owner’ s graveyard (like 
the +1/-1 activated ability of Flowstone Presence),  or that remove a 
creature you control from the game (such as Strange  Odyssey). 
 
* Martial Law's effects will be triggered by spells  and abilities that 
force you to sacrifice a creature (such as Lost in AEther and the 
Transform ability of Honor on the Wastes), return a  creature you 
control to its owner’s hand (like the triggered abi lity of Tradewind 
Waveshaper), or remove a creature you control from the game (like the 
Transform ability of Machius, Aspect of Wrath). 
 
* Martial Law's effects will be triggered by spells  and abilities that 
are not targeted (like Micromutate, Implosion, and the Transform 
abilities of Squee’s Best Student and Angel of Veng eance). 
 
* If you control more than one creature in play and  all of your 
creatures leave play at once because of a spell or ability an opponent 
controls (such as the effect of Peaceful Sea, if yo u control multiple 
blue creatures in play), then the effects of Martia l Law triggers 
separately for each of them.  
 
* The “you may destroy target creature that opponen t controls” is 
optional, so you may play Martial Law even if the o pponent doesn’t have 
a creature you can target. 
 
* If a spell or ability an opponent controls causes  a creature you 
control to be put into a graveyard after Martial La w resolved and while 
Aquiline Drifter is in play, there are two replacem ent effects for 
putting that creature into a graveyard. As the cont roller of that 
creature, you choose whether to remove that creatur e from the game 
(because of Aquiline Drifter’s replacement effect) or to return it to 
play (because of Martial Law’s replacement effect).  See Rule 419.9a . 
 
* If (1) you play Martial Law and use its effect to  return to play a 
particular creature that left play this turn and yo u also target a 
specific creature to be destroyed which that oppone nt controls, and (2) 
that opponent then plays Martial Law and uses its e ffect to return his 
or her specific creature to play and also targets y our particular 
creature that originally left play to be destroyed,  and (3) each player 
continues to target the other player’s same creatur e to be destroyed, 
the game can get into a state in which a set of act ions could be 
repeated forever. This infinite loop is handled by Rule 421.3 . The 
result is that one player will eventually not targe t the other player’s 
creature to be destroyed and both creatures will en d up in play. 
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----- 
Martyr of Grace 
{2}{W} 
Creature – Insect Cleric 
2/1 
Swampwalk 
Sacrifice Martyr of Grace: Destroy target enchantme nt. 
Transform Instant  (You may play this card as this instant rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Counter target spell that targets a permanent 
you control.  
 
* A spell with multiple targets (such as Exodus fro m Reality, Cloud of 
Ash, or Freefall) is a legal target for Martyr of G race’s Transform 
ability, as long as at least one of those targets i s a permanent you 
control. 
----- 
Mastery of Runes 
{W}{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
Enchanted creature becomes a Cleric and has “{Tap}:  Target creature you 
control gains protection from the color of your cho ice until end of 
turn. This effect doesn’t remove Mastery of Runes.”  
 
* This replaces all creature types the enchanted cr eature may have had. 
 
* This grants the enchanted creature the ability, w hich means that if 
you play it on an opponent's creature, the opponent  decides when to 
play the ability. 
 
* "Summoning sickness" applies. The new ability can 't be played, unless 
the enchanted creature has been under its owner's c ontrol since the 
beginning of that player's most recent turn or it h as haste. See Rule 
212.3f . 
 
* If a creature you control gains protection from t he color of an Aura 
enchanting it (other than the creature enchanted by  Mastery of Runes 
using the ability it gained from Mastery of Runes t o give itself 
protection from white), the Aura will be put into i ts owner's 
graveyard.  
 
* If the creature enchanted by Mastery of Runes gai ns protection from 
white from some other source (such as Act of Faith or Absolute Chaos), 
Mastery of Runes will be put into its owner's grave yard. 
----- 
Noble Paladin 
{4}{W} 
Creature – Human Knight 
Flash  
First strike 
When Noble Paladin comes into play, it deals 2 dama ge to target 
attacking or blocking creature. 
 
* If Noble Paladin comes into play during the comba t phase and its 
controller is the only player with attacking creatu res or blocking 
creatures (for example, if all attacking or blockin g creatures 
controlled by each other player were dealt lethal c ombat damage, 
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otherwise destroyed, or removed from combat), then Noble Paladin’s 
controller must target one of his or her attacking or blocking 
creatures to be damaged by Noble Paladin’s triggere d ability. 
----- 
Nomad Auramancer 
{2}{W}{W} 
Creature – Anderth Nomad Mystic 
2/2 
Each creature you control is enchanted, even if no Aura is attached to 
it. 
{Tap}: Search your library for an Aura card with en chant creature and 
put it into play attached to target creature. Then shuffle your 
library.  
  
* The “each creature you control is enchanted” is a  static ability that 
has no effect on those creatures other than letting  them interact with 
things that care about Auras or enchanted creatures . 
 
* Only Auras with enchant creature may be searched for, so a Promise of 
Strength or a Symbol of Malice (both Auras with enc hant permanent) 
can’t be put in play with Nomad Auramancer's activa ted ability, even if 
they would be attached to a creature. 
 
* If Nomad Auramancer's activated ability is used t o search for an 
Aura, the Aura will be put into play attached to ta rget creature. The 
Aura doesn't target any creature, but Nomad Auraman cer's ability does 
target a creature.  
 
* If the Aura can’t be attached to the targeted cre ature (for example, 
a Promise of Wisdom on a Legacy of Karviddam that h as protection from 
blue), it can't be put into play and stays in your library. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If the controller of Nomad Auramancer is searchin g his or her library 
for an Aura during his or her main phase, that play er may play a 
Surreptitious Scout located in his or her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps Nomad Auramancer's activated s earch ability. 
----- 
Reverse the Sands 
{6}{W}{W} 
Sorcery 
Redistribute any number of players’ life totals. (Each of those players 
gets one life total back.) 
 
* You choose which player gets which life total whe n the spell 
resolves.  
 
* You can't split up a life total when you redistri bute it. For 
example, suppose that in a two-player game your lif e total is 5 and 
your opponent's life total is 15 when Reverse the S ands starts to 
resolve. You can choose to (a) leave the life total s as they are, or 
(b) make your life total 15 and your opponent's 5. You can't choose to 
make your life total 20 and your opponent's 0. 
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----- 
Riposte 
{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Flash  
Enchant creature  
When Riposte comes into play, the next 1 damage tha t would be dealt to 
enchanted creature this turn is dealt to target cre ature or player 
instead. 
 
* If either the creature enchanted by Riposte or th e creature targeted 
by Riposte’s comes-into-play ability has left play before the 1 damage 
would be dealt, that 1 damage isn't redirected. 
 
* Redirected damage retains its information. For ex ample, your opponent 
attacks you with a 1/1 Malevolent Specter ("Wheneve r Malevolent Specter 
deals combat damage to a player, that player discar ds a card. If he or 
she can’t, that player loses 3 life.") and you bloc k with a Spellseep 
Moths (assuming that you don’t control a Plains) be fore you play 
Riposte to enchant the blocking creature. If you ta rgeted your opponent 
with Riposte’s comes-into-play ability, the 1 comba t damage that 
Malevolent Specter would deal to the enchanted Spel lseep Moths will be 
redirected to your opponent. Malevolent Specter's a bility then triggers 
during the combat damage step and your opponent wil l have to discard a 
card (or if he or she can’t, lose 3 life). The redi rected 1 damage is 
still combat damage. 
----- 
Starlight Convert 
{1}{W} 
Creature – Anderth Nomad Mystic 
1/3 
If a spell or ability an opponent controls causes y ou to discard 
Starlight Convert, put it into play with two +1/+1 counters on it 
instead of putting it into your graveyard.  
As long as Starlight Convert has any +1/+1 counters  on it, it has 
protection from black and from red. 
 
* If a spell or ability an opponent controls causes  a player to discard 
Starlight Convert while Aquiline Drifter is in play , there are two 
replacement effects for putting Starlight Convert i nto a graveyard. 
Starlight Convert’s owner chooses whether to remove  Starlight Convert 
from the game (because of Aquiline Drifter’s replac ement effect) or to 
put it into play with two +1/+1 counters on it (bec ause of Starlight 
Convert’s replacement effect). See Rule 419.9a . 
 
* It doesn’t matter whether Starlight Convert got a  +1/+1 counter from 
its own ability or from any other source (such as C amouflage Charm or 
Phoenix Flames). It has protection from black and p rotection from red 
as long as it has one or more +1/+1 counters on it.  
----- 
Strange Odyssey 
{W}{W} 
Instant 
Remove target creature an opponent controls from th e game. Then that 
player reveals the top card of his or her library. If it’s a creature 
card, that player may put the card into play. 
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* If the creature is an illegal target as Strange O dyssey resolves, 
Strange Odyssey is countered and nothing happens. T hat means that your 
opponent won't be able to reveal the top card of hi s or her library, or 
put into play any creature card that would have bee n revealed that way. 
 
* If Preserver of Secrets is in play when Strange O dyssey resolves, the 
top card of the opponent’s library can’t be reveale d. However, the 
other part of Strange Odyssey's effect (removing ta rget creature from 
the game) that doesn't depend on searching for, fin ding, revealing, or 
looking at cards in a library will still work norma lly. 
----- 
Tohsen, Campaign Commander 
{5}{W} 
Legendary Creature – Human Knight 
3/3 
{1}{W}: Target creature other than Tohsen, Campaign  Commander gets 
+1/+1 until end of turn. 
{W}: Target creature gains first strike or vigilanc e until end of turn. 
 
* You choose whether the targeted creature gains fi rst strike or 
vigilance when the second activated ability resolve s. 
 
* Multiple instances of first strike or vigilance o n the same creature 
are redundant. 
----- 
Tragic Visionary 
{3]{W} 
Creature – Anderth Spellshaper 
2/4 
{1}{W}, Discard a card: Destroy target artifact or enchantment. 
{1}{W}, {Tap}, Discard a non-Aura card: Return targ et Aura card from 
your graveyard to play. 
 
* You target the Aura when you play the second acti vated ability, but 
you don't choose which permanent to put it on until  the ability 
resolves. 
 
* The second activated ability doesn't target a per manent, and neither 
does the Aura that's coming into play. You may retu rn an Aura from your 
graveyard to play attached to a permanent that has shroud. However, the 
permanent must be able to be legally enchanted by t hat Aura. You can't 
return a green Aura (such as Xyloid Camouflage) to play attached to a 
creature that has protection from green (such as Ha rbinger of the 
Wastes), for example. 
 
* If you use Tragic Visionary’s activated ability t o return an Aura to 
play, it will be put into play attached to an appro priate permanent. If 
no appropriate permanent exists for it to be attach ed to, that Aura 
can't be put into play and stays in your graveyard.  
 
* You can choose to return an Aura from your gravey ard to play attached 
to a permanent another player controls. You still c ontrol that Aura.  
----- 
Worshipped Pegasus 
{3}{W} 
Creature – Pegasus 
2/2 
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Flying 
Tap an untapped creature you control other than Wor shipped Pegasus: 
Worshipped Pegasus gets +1/+2 until end of turn. 
{Tap}: Until end of turn, if you control a creature , damage that would 
reduce your life total to less than 1 reduces it to  1 instead. 
 
* Since the +1/+2 activated ability does not have t he {Tap} symbol, you 
can use the ability before this creature begins a t urn under your 
control.  
 
* Worshipped Pegasus’s last ability doesn't prevent  damage, but it does 
stop unpreventable damage from reducing your life t otal below 1. The 
damage is still dealt, and abilities that trigger o n damage being dealt 
(such as Dredger Wurm’s and Alpha Wolf’s abilities)  still trigger. 
 
* This last ability applies only if your life total  is being reduced by 
damage. Other effects or costs (such as "lose 1 lif e" or "pay 1 life") 
can reduce your life total below 1 as normal.  
 
* This won't prevent you from losing the game if yo ur life total is 0 
or less. If your life total was 1 when you were dea lt combat damage by 
Malevolent Specter, your life total would remain at  1 if you could 
discard a card. If you can’t, your life total would  be less than 0 and 
you would lose the game.  
 
* If your life total was 1 when you were dealt comb at damage by 
Destroyer of Runes, your life total would remain at  1 if you didn’t 
control any artifacts or enchantments. If you did c ontrol an artifact 
or enchantment, your life total would be 0 or less and you would lose 
the game (unless you controlled Angelic Infusion). 
 
* This won't prevent you from losing the game if so me other effect 
(such as Rule of Threes, or being unable to draw a card) causes you to 
lose the game. 
 
* If this last ability resolves, but then Worshippe d Pegasus leaves 
play and you don’t control any other creatures when  damage resolves 
that would reduce your life total to less than 1, t his ability does 
nothing. 
----- 
Acinvar Xonox 
{4}{U} 
Creature – Beast 
2/4 
When Acinvar Xonox comes into play, if only blue ma na was spent to play 
it, draw two cards. 
Whenever Acinvar Xonox blocks or becomes blocked, y ou may return it to 
its owner’s hand at end of combat. 
 
* Acinvar Xonox’s comes-into-play ability will not trigger if it is put 
into play with an effect (such as Ensorcelling Djin n’s comes-into-play 
ability), even if only blue mana was spent to play the card with the 
effect. Putting a card into play is different from playing a card. 
 
* Acinvar Xonox’s second ability triggers if it is blocked with an 
effect like Slithering Zealot’s because the ability  doesn't say 
"blocked by a creature." 
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* If Acinvar Xonox’s second ability triggers, it ma y be returned to its 
owner's hand at end of combat only if it’s still in  play.  
----- 
Ageless Iceclimber 
{3}{U} 
Creature – Spirit 
2/2 
Mountainwalk 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Choose a creature type. Draw a card for each 
permanent you control of that type.  
 
* You don't choose a creature type until its Transf orm ability 
resolves. 
 
* This Transform ability counts the number of perma nents you control of 
the chosen type, not just the number of creatures y ou control. It will 
also take your tribal permanents into account, alth ough Prevenience 
doesn’t have any tribal permanents. 
----- 
Aura of Uncertainty 
{2}{U} 
Enchantment 
{2}{U}: Attach target Aura enchanting a creature to  another creature. 
If those creatures are controlled by different play ers, sacrifice Aura 
of Uncertainty. 
 
* Only the Aura is targeted and not either creature . This means Aura of 
Uncertainty can move Auras to be attached to a crea ture with shroud, if 
the Aura is legal on that creature. You can't attac h a white Aura (like 
Angelic Infusion) to a creature that has protection  from white (such as 
Ihsan’s Shade). 
 
* It doesn't matter who controls the target Aura, e ither creature, or 
Aura of Uncertainty. However, you must sacrifice Au ra of Uncertainty if 
you attach the target Aura which is enchanting a cr eature controlled by 
one player to a creature that is controlled by anot her player.  
 
* You don’t gain control of the target Aura, so you  can’t play any 
abilities the Aura has. 
 
* You can’t target an Aura that is enchanting a non creature permanent 
(an artifact, enchantment, or land). You can target  an Aura with 
enchant permanent (such as Promise of Strength and Symbol of Malice) 
that is enchanting a creature, but you can move tha t Aura only to be 
attached to another creature. 
 
* Firewater Sorcerer’s activated ability can change  which Aura is 
targeted by Aura of Uncertainty, but it can't chang e where that Aura 
will be moved. 
 
* When the ability resolves, you choose a creature to attach the Aura 
to. It can't be the creature the Aura is already at tached to and it 
must be able to be enchanted by the Aura. If no suc h creature exists, 
the Aura doesn't move. 
----- 
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Azure Skyscaper 
{4}{U} 
Creature – Madia Wizard 
3/3 
Flying 
{U}: Until end of turn, if you tap a land for mana,  it produces {U} 
instead of any other type. 
 
* This activated ability affects lands you control when it resolves and 
any lands you gain control of this turn. 
 
* This effect changes the type of mana produced, bu t not the amount. 
For example, if a land (like Mossfire Valley from O dyssey) that's 
tapped for mana would add {R}{G} to your mana pool,  it adds {U}{U} to 
your mana pool instead. 
 
* Effects which generate more mana based on what ty pe of mana the land 
produces (such as Mystic of Paradise’s ability) wil l be affected in 
color (since the land only produces {U}), but not i n amount. 
 
* External effects that generate more mana (such as  Fertile Ground from 
8th Edition) still generate their additional mana a s directed without 
being affected by this ability. The mana generated can be of any color. 
 
* If you activate the sacrifice ability of one of P revenience’s common 
nonbasic lands, you will add one mana of each of th e three colors on 
that card to your mana pool, not {U}{U}{U}. For exa mple, if Havenwood 
Ruins is sacrificed, you will add {R}{G}{W} to your  mana pool. You do 
not tap that land for mana as part of its sacrifice  ability. 
----- 
Barren’s Best Student 
{2}{U}{U} 
Creature – Human Wizard 
2/2 
Skip your upkeep step. 
{U}, {Tap}: Tap or untap target permanent. 
{1}{U}{U}, {Tap}: Draw a card.   
{3}{U}{U}, {Tap}: Return target permanent to its ow ner’s hand. 
 
* Your upkeep step is skipped entirely. Your turn p roceeds from untap 
step to draw step. 
 
* Upkeep-triggered abilities (like Tradewind Wavesh aper’s) don't 
trigger, and "Play this ability only during your up keep" abilities 
(like Angel of Vengeance’s and Octopede’s) can't be  played. 
 
* The target permanent to be tapped or untapped is chosen on 
announcement, but you don't choose whether you will  tap or untap the 
permanent until the first activated ability resolve s. 
  
* Tapping an Aura or Equipment doesn't tap the crea ture it's attached 
to and vice versa. Tapped enchantments work normall y. Tapped artifacts 
work normally unless they say otherwise. 
 
* You can choose to tap a permanent that's already tapped, or untap one 
that's already untapped. If you do, nothing happens . 
----- 
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Beta of Creation 
{U} 
Enchantment 
Whenever an opponent plays a green creature spell, if Beta of Creation 
is an enchantment, Beta of Creation becomes a 4/4 B east creature. 
 
* Beta of Creation’s ability triggers when the next  green creature 
spell is played, but not when a green creature card  is played in its 
Transform instant or sorcery spell mode.  
 
* Beta of Creation becomes a creature before the gr een creature spell 
resolves.  
 
* It changes from an enchantment into a creature, e ven if the green 
creature spell is countered. 
 
* After its triggered ability resolves and it turns  into a creature, 
Beta of Creation is no longer an enchantment. 
 
* If Beta of Creation is played in your precombat m ain phase and an 
opponent plays a Camouflage Defender in that same p hase, Beta of 
Creation becomes a creature but can’t attack. A non creature permanent 
that turns into a creature is subject to the "summo ning sickness" rule: 
It can only attack, and its {Tap} abilities can onl y be played, if its 
controller has continuously controlled that permane nt since the 
beginning of his or her most recent turn. See Rule 212.3f . 
 
* If a green creature is put into play with an effe ct (such as 
Camouflage Charm, Rabid Squirrels, Deepwood Evoluti on’s Transform 
ability, or Phoenix Flames’s triggered ability), Be ta of Creation will 
remain an enchantment. Putting a green creature int o play is different 
from playing a green creature spell. 
----- 
Bird of Visions 
{1}{U} 
Creature – Mythical Bird 
1/1 
Flying 
{Tap}, Sacrifice Bird of Visions: Look at the top f our cards of your 
library. Put one of them into your hand and the res t on the bottom of 
your library in any order. 
 
* The ability of Bird of Visions makes you look at the top four cards, 
not draw them. It won't trigger abilities that trig ger when cards are 
drawn, so you can’t use Geographic Prediction’s abi lity and your 
opponent doesn’t draw a card if he or she controls Omnipotent Leech. 
 
* If you have fewer than four cards in your library , you keep one and 
put the rest back. If you have no cards in your lib rary, you do 
nothing. 
 
* If Preserver of Secrets is in play, this activate d ability does 
nothing. 
----- 
Deceptive Spirit 
{2}{U}{U} 
Creature – Spirit 
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3/3 
Flash 
Flying 
Whenever a player plays a creature spell, return De ceptive Spirit to 
its owner's hand. 
Transform Instant  (You may play this card as this instant rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Counter target spell.  
 
* Deceptive Spirit’s ability triggers when a creatu re card is played as 
a normal creature spell, but not when the Transform  instant or sorcery 
spell mode of that card is chosen. 
----- 
Deep Spawn 
{5}{U}{U}{U} 
Creature – Homarid 
Trample 
At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice Deep Spa wn unless you put 
the top two cards of your library into your graveya rd.  
{U}: Deep Spawn gains shroud until end of turn and doesn't untap during 
your next untap step. Tap Deep Spawn. 
 
* The only time an Aura targets a permanent is when  the enchantment is 
being originally played. Afterward, it doesn't targ et the permanent, so 
if Deep Spawn is enchanted and then gains shroud be cause of its 
activated ability, the Aura remains on it. 
 
* The second activated ability of Tragic Visionary doesn't target a 
permanent, and neither does the Aura that's coming into play. You may 
return an Aura from your graveyard to play attached  to Deep Spawn that 
had gained shroud from its activated ability. 
 
* The ability of Aura of Uncertainty doesn't target  a creature, and 
neither does the Aura that's being moved and attach ed to the new 
creature. You may attach an Aura with Aura of Uncer tainty’s ability to 
Deep Spawn that gained shroud from its activated ab ility. 
 
* If Deep Spawn is untapped at the time its control ler's next untap 
step begins, the "doesn't untap" effect doesn't do anything. It won't 
apply at some later time when that creature is tapp ed. 
 
* The "doesn't untap" effect doesn't track the crea tures' controllers. 
If Deep Spawn changes controllers before its old co ntroller's next 
untap step (because of Rootwater Matriarch, for exa mple), it will not 
untap during its new controller's next untap step. 
----- 
Dreamcrusher 
{3}{U} 
Creature – Illusion Mutant Warrior 
5/5 
Dreamcrusher is unblockable. 
When Dreamcrusher comes into play, each other playe r may draw three 
cards. 
{3}{U}: Remove Dreamcrusher from the game, then ret urn it to play under 
its owner’s control at end of turn. 
 
* When its activated ability resolves, Dreamcrusher  is removed from the 
game, then returned to play at end of turn. The gam e sees the returning 
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card as a different permanent from the one that lef t play.  Any 
counters, Auras, and so on are removed. Any spells or abilities 
targeting Dreamcrusher no longer target it. When it  returns to play, it 
comes back untapped and is treated as a new version  of the card. 
 
* When its activated ability resolves, it will trig ger any "leaves 
play" abilities (for example, if it had been enchan ted with Daring). 
When it returns to play at end of turn, it will tri gger any "comes into 
play" abilities (each other player may again draw t hree cards). Note 
that the card does not go to the graveyard, so it w ill not trigger any 
"put into a graveyard" abilities.  
 
* Normally, Dreamcrusher will return to play at the  end of the same 
turn it's removed. But if it's removed during the e nd-of-turn step, 
it's too late to return it this turn. It has to wai t to return to play 
until the next end-of-turn step. 
----- 
Ensorcelling Djinn 
{6}{U}{U} 
Legendary Creature – Djinn 
6/6 
Flying 
When Ensorcelling Djinn comes into play, remove the  top ten cards of 
target player’s library from the game. Choose a cre ature card removed 
that way and put it into play under your control. 
 
* The creature card is put into play and will not t rigger effects which 
trigger on creature cards being "played" (like the abilities of 
Deceptive Spirit and Verduran Master). 
----- 
Exodus from Reality 
{2}{U} 
Instant 
Tap or untap up to two target permanents. Return ea ch nonland permanent 
tapped this way to its owner’s hand unless its cont roller pays {1}. 
 
* You may choose 0, 1, or 2 permanents as targets. For example, you 
might choose 0 permanents so that you have fewer th an three cards in 
hand at the end of your turn, if you control Omnipo tent Leech.  
 
* If either of the target permanents is not there o n resolution, the 
other target is still affected. 
 
* You can choose to tap a permanent that's already tapped, or untap one 
that's already untapped. If you do, nothing happens . Unless the target 
permanent is tapped by this spell, it can’t be retu rned to its owner’s 
hand. 
----- 
Forceful Interdictor 
{4}{U} 
Creature – Madia Wizard 
2/2 
Forestwalk 
{Tap}: Counter target activated ability. (Mana abilities can’t be 
targeted.) 
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* Forceful Interdictor’s activated ability can targ et only another 
activated ability (an activated ability is in the f orm "cost: effect").  
 
* Forceful Interdictor’s activated ability can't ta rget triggered 
abilities, which normally start with "when", "whene ver", or "at". 
 
* Forceful Interdictor’s activated ability can't ta rget a mana ability 
because mana abilities don't use the stack and have  already resolved by 
the time the Interdictor’s controller gets priority . 
 
* Forceful Interdictor’s activated ability can coun ter the activated 
ability of a Martyr of Grace (“Sacrifice Martyr of Grace: Destroy 
target enchantment.”), even if the Martyr of Grace has protection from 
blue (from Act of Faith, for example). The Martyr's  sacrifice ability 
is activated, so the Interdictor’s activated abilit y can counter it. 
The Martyr's protection from blue applies only to t he Martyr as a 
creature, not to abilities from the Martyr, and the  Interdictor targets 
only the activated ability from that creature. 
----- 
Guided Recollection 
{2}{U} 
Sorcery 
Return target instant card from your graveyard to y our hand. Then you 
may pay {2}{U}. If you do, copy this spell and choo se a new target for 
the copy. 
 
* A creature card in your graveyard that has a Tran sform instant 
ability can’t be returned to your hand with Guided Recollection. 
----- 
Hackneyed Destiny 
{U} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
{U}: Until end of turn, change the text of enchante d creature by 
replacing all instances of one basic land type with  another.  
{3}{U}: Return Hackneyed Destiny to its owner’s han d. 
 
* You choose the two basic land types when the firs t activated ability 
resolves. You can't change a basic land type to the  same basic land 
type; you must choose a different basic land type. 
 
* This activated ability only changes what is print ed on the creature 
card (or set on a token when it was created or set by a copy effect, 
such as Spawn Simulacra). It will not change any ef fects that are on 
the permanent (such as forestwalk granted to a crea ture enchanted by 
the Aura Xyloid Camouflage). 
----- 
History Repeats 
{5}{U}{U}{U} 
Sorcery 
Return all permanents to their owners' hands, excep t for creatures 
named Last Survivor. End the turn. 
 
* Ending the turn this way means the following thin gs happen in order: 
1) All spells and abilities on the stack are remove d from the game. 
This includes History Repeats, though it will conti nue to resolve. It 
also includes spells and abilities that can't be co untered. 
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2) State-based effects are checked. No player gets priority, and no 
triggered abilities are put onto the stack. 
3) The current phase and/or step ends. The game ski ps straight to the 
cleanup step. The cleanup step happens in its entir ety. 
Rule 509  contains the official rules for ending the turn. 
 
* Though spells and abilities on the stack that are  removed from the 
game won't get a chance to resolve, they technicall y aren’t being 
"countered." This means that History Repeats can re move from the game 
spells that "can't be countered" (due to Power Play , for example). 
However, since History Repeats is a sorcery, normal ly the stack will be 
empty when it resolves. 
 
* If any triggered abilities do trigger during this  “ending the turn” 
process, they're put onto the stack during the clea nup step. If this 
happens, players will have a chance to play spells and abilities, and 
then there will be another cleanup step before the turn finally ends. 
 
* Since History Repeats is a sorcery and is not pla yed during the end 
phase, any "at end of turn"-triggered abilities (li ke Relentless 
Champion’s) don't get the chance to trigger on the turn History Repeats 
is played because the end of turn step is skipped. These abilities will 
trigger at the end of the next turn. 
----- 
Hygroscopic Elemental 
{2}{U} 
Creature – Elemental 
3/4 
Hygroscopic Elemental is unblockable. 
When Hygroscopic Elemental comes into play, return two lands you 
control to their owners' hands.   
 
* When the ability resolves, if one of the lands ha s become an illegal 
target (because it's no longer in play, for example ), you return the 
other one to your hand. If both of the lands have b ecome illegal 
targets, the ability is countered. This has no effe ct on Hygroscopic 
Elemental. 
----- 
Last Survivor 
{U} 
Creature – Merfolk Mutant 
1/1 
You have no maximum hand size. 
{Tap}: You may put a land card from your hand into play. Play this 
ability only if you have seven or more cards in han d. 
 
* A player's "maximum hand size" is the number of c ards that player 
must discard down to during his or her cleanup step . (The maximum hand 
size is normally seven.) 
 
* If you control Last Survivor, you don't discard d uring your cleanup 
step, no matter how many cards you have in hand. 
 
* However, if both Last Survivor and another effect  that sets your 
maximum hand size (like Thought Eater from Odyssey)  are in play, the 
most recent effect in play decides your maximum han d size. 
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* The land put into play by this activated ability does not count 
toward your one land per turn limit because the lan d was put into play 
by an effect of another card. Putting a land into p lay doesn't count as 
"playing a land." 
----- 
Merfolk Hero 
{U}{U} 
Creature – Merfolk Mutant 
3/3 
At the beginning of your upkeep, tap Merfolk Hero u nless you pay 
{U}{U}. 
Sacrifice Merfolk Hero: Target creature gains shrou d until end of turn 
and is unblockable this turn. 
 
* The only time an Aura targets a permanent is when  the enchantment is 
being originally played. Afterward, it doesn't targ et the permanent, so 
if an enchanted creature gains shroud because of Me rfolk Hero’s 
activated ability, the Aura remains on the creature . 
 
* The second activated ability of Tragic Visionary doesn't target a 
permanent, and neither does the Aura that's coming into play. You may 
return an Aura from your graveyard to play attached  to a creature that 
gained shroud from Merfolk Hero’s activated ability . 
 
* The ability of Aura of Uncertainty doesn't target  a creature, and 
neither does the Aura that's being moved and attach ed to the new 
creature. You may attach an Aura with Aura of Uncer tainty’s ability to 
a creature that gained shroud from Merfolk Hero’s a ctivated ability. 
----- 
Mirror of Odin 
{1}{U}{U} 
Instant 
Gain control of target instant or sorcery spell. (This can target 
Transform instant and sorcery spells.) You may choose new targets for 
it. If that card would be put into a graveyard this  turn, return it to 
its owner’s hand instead. 
 
* You may change an instant or sorcery spell's targ et with Mirror of 
Odin, but you can't change its mode (A modal spell includes a Transform 
instant or sorcery spell, and otherwise usually beg ins with “Choose one 
–“). If you play Mirror of Odin to gain control of a Bog Charm and the 
Charm’s “remove up to three target cards in a singl e graveyard from the 
game” mode had been chosen, you can change the targ ets from the three 
cards that were targeted to any three cards in any single graveyard, 
but you can’t change the mode to “destroy target cr eature that was 
dealt damage this turn.” See Rule 415.7b . 
 
* You may change a Transform instant or sorcery spe ll's target with 
Mirror of Odin, but you can't change the mode of th e targeted creature 
card from playing it as the normal creature spell t o playing it as a 
Transform instant or sorcery spell, or vice versa. See Rule 415.7b . 
 
* After Mirror of Odin resolves, you control the ta rgeted instant or 
sorcery spell (including a Transform spell). Any in stance of "you" in 
that spell's text (in Unholy Morass, for example) n ow refers to you, 
"an opponent" refers to one of your opponents, and so on. The change of 
control happens before new targets are chosen, so a ny targeting 
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restrictions such as "target opponent" (in Unholy M orass, for example) 
or "targets a permanent you control" (in Martyr of Grace’s Transform 
ability, for example) are now made in reference to you, not the spell's 
original controller. You may either change those ta rgets to be legal in 
reference to you, or, if those are the spell's only  targets, the spell 
will be countered on resolution for having illegal targets. When the 
spell resolves, any illegal targets are unaffected by it and you make 
all decisions the spell's effect calls for. 
 
* You may change any of the targeted spell's target s. If you change a 
target, you must choose a legal target for the spel l. If you can't, you 
must leave the target the same (even if that target  is now illegal).  
 
* If the targeted spell is a Chain spell (such as E pidemic, Enlarge, or 
Guided Recollection) which has an ability that enab les you to copy it 
after the other effects of the original instant or sorcery spell have 
resolved, you decide whether to copy that spell. If  you do, you will 
have to pay all costs to copy it and the copy of th e Chain spell will 
be controlled by you. 
 
* If you gain control of the Transform instant spel l mode of Deceptive 
Spirit (“Counter target spell”) with Mirror of Odin , you can change the 
target of that ability to Mirror of Odin. If you do , Deceptive Spirit’s 
Transform instant spell will be countered when it t ries to resolve 
because Mirror of Odin will no longer be on the sta ck.  
 
* In a multi-player game, if Player A played an art ifact or enchantment 
spell, Player B played the Transform instant spell mode of Omniscient 
Sprites [“Gain control of target artifact or enchan tment spell. You may 
choose a new target for it. (The permanent comes into play under your 
control.) ”], and you then played Mirror of Odin to gain cont rol of 
Omniscient Sprites’s Transform instant spell, the a rtifact or 
enchantment would come into play under your control  instead of under 
Player B’s control. 
 
* The targeted instant or sorcery spell returns to its owner's hand 
directly from the stack. It never hits the graveyar d. 
 
* If a player gains control of an instant or sorcer y spell with Mirror 
of Odin while Aquiline Drifter is in play, there ar e two replacement 
effects for putting the targeted instant or sorcery  spell into a 
graveyard. The player playing Mirror of Odin and ga ining control of the 
targeted instant or sorcery spell chooses whether t o remove that spell 
from the game (because of Aquiline Drifter’s replac ement effect) or to 
return it to its owner’s hand (because of Mirror of  Odin’s replacement 
effect). See Rule 419.9a . 
----- 
Omnipotent Leech 
{3}{U}{U} 
Creature – Leech 
4/1 
Blue spells cost {U} less to play.  
Whenever an opponent draws a card, you draw a card.   
At the end of your turn, if you have three or more cards in hand, 
sacrifice Omnipotent Leech. 
 
* See LEECHES in the General Notes section. 
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* Omnipotent Leech's triggered card-drawing ability  isn't optional. 
Whenever any opponent draws a card, you must draw a  card, too. 
 
* You draw the card from your library as normal, no t from your 
opponent's library. 
 
* Omnipotent Leech's last ability triggers only if you have three or 
more cards in your hand as your end of turn step be gins. The ability 
checks again as it resolves, and if your hand has t wo or fewer cards in 
your hand as that ability resolves, Omnipotent Leec h remains in play. 
----- 
Omniscient Sprites 
{3}{U} 
Creature – Faerie Wizard 
1/3 
Flying 
{2}: Target player reveals his or her hand and the top card of his or 
her library. 
Transform Instant  (You may play this card as this instant rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Gain control of target artifact or enchantment 
spell. You may choose a new target for it. ( The permanent comes into 
play under your control. )  
 
* If Omniscient Sprites’ activated ability is playe d while Preserver of 
Secrets is in play, the targeted player will reveal  his or her hand, 
but he or she can’t reveal the top card of his or h er library. 
 
* After Omniscient Sprites’ Transform instant spell  resolves, you 
control the artifact or enchantment spell. Any inst ance of "you" in 
that spell's text (for Angelic Infusion, for exampl e) now refers to 
you, "an opponent" (for Decaying Forest, for exampl e) refers to one of 
your opponents, and so on. The change of control ha ppens before a new 
target is chosen, so any targeting restrictions suc h as "enchant 
creature you control" (for Blessed Resolve, for exa mple) are now made 
in reference to you, not the spell's original contr oller. You may 
either change that target to be legal in reference to you, or, if that 
is the spell's only target, the spell will be count ered on resolution 
for having an illegal target. When the spell resolv es, any illegal 
target is unaffected by it and you make all decisio ns the spell's 
effect calls for.  
 
* You may change the targeted artifact or enchantme nt spell's target. 
If you change a target, you must choose a legal tar get for the spell. 
If you can't, you must leave the target the same (e ven if that target 
is now illegal).  
 
* The artifact or enchantment comes into play under  your control. If 
it’s an Aura that you attach to a creature controll ed by an opponent, 
you play any activated abilities of that Aura (such  as Hackneyed 
Destiny and Xyloid Camouflage, for example), not th e enchanted 
creature’s controller. 
----- 
Preserver of Secrets 
{3}{U} 
Creature – Madia Wizard 
2/3 
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Preserver of Secrets can’t be the target of spells.  
Players can’t search libraries, reveal cards from t he top of any 
library, or look at cards in any library. ( Players can draw cards.) 
 
* Remember that in the Magic: the Gathering game, a n effect that says 
you "can't" do something overrides an effect that s ays you can or must 
do something.  
 
* Preserver of Secrets can be the target of abiliti es, and can also be 
affected by untargeted spells (like Peaceful Sea an d Micromutate). 
 
* Preserver of Secrets can’t be the target of spell s only while it is a 
permanent in the in-play zone. It can be the target  of spells while 
it’s in your hand, on the stack, in your graveyard,  removed from the 
game, or in any zone other than the in-play zone. 
 
* The “can’t search” ability applies to all players  and all libraries.  
 
* If an effect says "You may search your library . . . If you do, 
shuffle your library." (like Divine Heraldry’s trig gered ability), you 
can't choose to search since it is impossible, and you won't shuffle. 
 
* If an effect says "Search your library . . . Then  shuffle your 
library." (like Lorekeeper Dragon’s Transform abili ty), the search 
effect fails, but you will have to shuffle. 
 
* Since players can't search, players won't be able  to find any cards 
in a library (like Surreptitious Scout).  
 
* If a spell or ability's effect has other parts th at don't depend on 
searching for, finding, revealing, or looking at ca rds in a library, 
they will still work normally (for example, removin g target creature 
from the game with Strange Odyssey, or choosing lan d or nonland with 
either Geographic Prediction or Provider of Plenty) . 
 
* The Preserver’s last ability doesn’t prevent putt ing one or more of 
the top cards of a library into that player’s grave yard (like the 
ability of Wilderness Anomaly). It also doesn’t pre vent removing one or 
more of the top cards of a library from the game (w ith Death by Chance 
and Crumbling Sanctuary, for example, or with the t riggered abilities 
of Ensorcelling Djinn and Cunning Manipulator.) 
----- 
Promise of Wisdom 
{2}{U} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature  
Enchanted creature is unblockable. 
As long as Promise of Wisdom is in your graveyard, whenever any 
enchanted creature deals combat damage to a player,  its controller 
draws a card. 
 
* See PROMISE AURAS in the GENERAL NOTES section. 
 
* The enchanted creature’s controller draws one car d each time the 
enchanted creature deals combat damage to a player.  This is not one 
card per point of damage.  
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* If an attacking enchanted creature has double str ike (such as Spined 
Hydra or because Unruly Horde’s Transform ability w as played) and isn’t 
blocked, its controller will draw one card in the f irst strike combat 
damage step and will draw another card in the secon d combat damage 
step. 
 
* The graveyard ability of each Promise of Wisdom w ill trigger once for 
each enchanted creature. Each enchanted creature’s controller will draw 
a card for each Promise of Wisdom in a graveyard wh enever an enchanted 
creature that player controls dealt combat damage t o a player. 
 
* The effect applies to all players. If an opponent 's enchanted 
creature deals combat damage to you, that opponent will draw a card, 
even if you attached the Aura to his or her creatur e. 
 
* If the enchanted creature's combat damage is prev ented, its 
controller doesn't draw a card. 
----- 
Reconstructed Hoverguard 
{5}{U} 
Creature – Drone 
4/4 
Flying 
As Reconstructed Hoverguard comes into play, discar d your hand. 
At the beginning of your draw step, draw a card. 
 
*  "As <this> comes into play" indicates choices or co sts that are 
required as part of putting a permanent into play. These apply 
regardless of how the permanent is put into play; i t doesn't matter 
whether it's created directly by a spell or brought  into play by 
another effect (like Legacy of Karviddam’s Transfor m ability). 
 
* Magic: the Gathering rules let you draw a card at  the beginning of 
your draw step. Reconstructed Hoverguard lets you d raw one in addition 
to your normal draw. If you have two Reconstructed Hoverguards in play, 
you draw three cards a turn: your normal draw and o ne card for each 
Reconstructed Hoverguard you control.  
 
* The additional draw triggers just after the norma l draw for the turn 
happens. 
 
* When Reconstructed Hoverguard changes controllers  (because of 
Rootwater Matriarch, for example), the new controll er does not discard 
his or her hand. In that situation, Reconstructed H overguard isn’t 
coming into play, it is already in play. It is just  changing 
controllers. 
----- 
River Scout 
{1}{U} 
Creature – Merfolk Scout 
2/1 
{Tap}: Target land's type becomes the basic land ty pe of your choice 
until end of turn. River Scout doesn’t untap during  your next untap 
step.  
 
* This ability overwrites previous land types. For example, if you play 
the ability targeting a Forest and choose "Island,"  the land will 
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become an Island, not an Island and a Forest. The l and will lose the 
ability to be tapped for green mana and gain the ab ility to be tapped 
for blue mana, just like any other Island. 
 
* Although this activated ability changes the targe ted land's land 
types, It doesn't affect its name, its supertypes ( such as whether or 
not it's legendary, snow, or basic), or its other t ypes. If the ability 
changes the land type to a Plains, it will cause th e land to lose all 
of its printed abilities and gain the ability "{T}:  Add {W} to your 
mana pool." 
 
* If you play the Scout’s ability targeting Saga of  Antiquities while 
the Saga is an Aura, the Saga will lose its ability  to be an Aura until 
end of turn, and will fall off of the creature it w as enchanting. It 
will remain in play as the basic land type you chos e. If the Saga was 
tapped, it is not untapped by this effect. 
 
* If River Scout's ability is played on a land that 's also a creature 
(because of Altered Predator or Verdant Domination) , it will still be 
both a land and a creature. 
 
* If River Scout is untapped at the time its contro ller's next untap 
step begins, the "doesn't untap" effect doesn't do anything. It won't 
apply at some later time when that creature is tapp ed. 
 
* The "doesn't untap" effect doesn't track the crea tures' controllers. 
If River Scout changes controllers before its old c ontroller's next 
untap step (because of Rootwater Matriarch, for exa mple), it will not 
untap during its new controller's next untap step. 
----- 
Rootwater Matriarch 
{2}{U}{U} 
Creature – Merfolk 
2/3 
{Tap}: Gain control of target creature as long as t hat creature is 
enchanted.  
 
* A creature is "enchanted" if it has any Auras on it (or if Nomad 
Auramancer is in play). However, once Rootwater Mat riarch gains control 
of a creature that is enchanted only because of Nom ad Auramancer’s 
static ability, the Matriarch’s controller will los e control of that 
creature as soon as it changes controllers. 
 
* The ability can target any creature, even one tha t has no Auras 
attached to it. However, targeting a creature that' s not enchanted will 
have no effect. 
 
* Whether the targeted creature is enchanted is che cked continually, 
starting when the Matriarch’s ability is played. If , before the ability 
resolves, there's any point at which the creature i sn't enchanted, the 
ability has no effect - even if the creature is enc hanted by the time 
the ability resolves. 
 
* The control-change effect ends if at any time the  creature has no 
Auras attached to it. 
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* Unlike many similar creatures, Rootwater Matriarc h untaps as normal 
during your untap step. Whether it's tapped or unta pped has no bearing 
on the control-change effect. 
 
* Changing a creature's controller will not cause a ny “leaves play” or 
“comes-into-play” effects to trigger. The creature was already in play 
and remains in play, it just changes controllers. 
 
* Changing a creature's controller removes that cre ature from combat, 
so it is no longer an attacking or blocking creatur e. 
----- 
Sandbar Drake 
{3}{U} 
Creature – Drake 
2/2 
Flying 
When Sandbar Drake comes into play, if only blue ma na was spent to play 
it, you may search your library for a card named Sa ndbar Drake, reveal 
it and put it into your hand. If you do, shuffle yo ur library. 
Sandbar Drake can block only creatures with flying.  
 
* Sandbar Drake’s comes-into-play ability will not trigger if it is put 
into play with an effect (such as Ensorcelling Djin n’s comes-into-play 
ability), even if only blue mana was spent to play the card with the 
effect. Putting a card into play is different from playing a card. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If the controller of Sandbar Drake is searching h is or her library 
during his or her main phase, that player may play a Surreptitious 
Scout located in his or her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps Sandbar Drake’s triggered sear ch ability. 
----- 
Spawn Simulacra 
{3}{U} 
Sorcery 
Put a token into play as a copy of target nontoken,  nonlegendary 
creature. Then you may sacrifice a land, sacrifice a creature, and 
discard a card. If you do, copy this spell and choo se a new target for 
the copy. 
 
* See CHAIN SPELLS in the General Notes section. 
 
* Rule 503 governs the copying of creatures. 
 
* Spawn Simulacra doesn't copy whether the targeted  creature is tapped 
or untapped.  
 
* The spell is targeted and checks the validity of the target when 
played and when resolving. If the targeted creature  is not still there 
when the copy resolves or otherwise becomes an ille gal target, the copy 
ability is countered and no token is put into play.  
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* The creature token copies the printed values of t he targeted creature 
it's copying, as well as any copy effects that have  been applied to 
that creature. It won't copy counters on the target ed creature, nor 
will it copy other effects that have changed the ta rgeted creature's 
power, toughness, types, color, or so on (such as G rotesque Result). It 
also doesn't copy any Auras attached to that creatu re -- you get 
exactly what's printed on the chosen card and nothi ng more.   But if any 
copy effects have affected that target creature, th ey're taken into 
account. 
 
* If Spawn Simulacra (or a copy thereof) is played,  then the targeted 
creature becomes a copy of another creature before its ability resolves 
(due to Mirrorweave from Shadowmoor, for example), the token will be a 
copy of whatever creature the targeted creature is currently a copy of. 
At the end of the turn, the targeted creature will revert back to what 
it was, but the token will stay as it is. 
 
* Any comes-into-play abilities of the copied creat ure will trigger 
when the creature token comes into play. Any "as co mes into play" (such 
as Tribal Nemesis) or "comes into play with" (such as Octopede) 
abilities of the chosen creature will also work. 
 
* A token that's a copy of another permanent or car d has a converted 
mana cost equal to that permanent or card's convert ed mana cost. 
 
* You may sacrifice the creature token made by the original Spawn 
Simulacra spell as part of the cost of copying that  spell.  
 
* If the copy of the creature is already in play wh en the copied 
creature is destroyed, the copy will remain in play  as a copy of the 
chosen creature. The original does not need to be i n play in order for 
the copy to remain in play as a copy of that creatu re. 
----- 
Sudden Whirlpool 
{1}{U}{U} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Flash 
Enchant creature  
Enchanted creature has “{1}: Exchange control of th is creature and all 
creatures blocking or blocked by it. (This removes those creatures from 
combat.)  Prevent all combat damage that would be dealt by t hose 
creatures this turn.” 
 
* No permanents are targeted by this effect, so a p ermanent with shroud 
may be exchanged this way. 
 
* The exchange is simultaneous, and happens on reso lution. 
 
* When an exchange ability like Sudden Whirlpool’s resolves, if the 
entire exchange can't be completed, no part of the exchange occurs. 
If two or more creatures are blocking the creature enchanted with 
Sudden Whirlpool and one of the blocking creatures leaves play or can’t 
be exchanged for any other reason, the exchange won ’t happen even 
though each player would still control a creature t hat could have been 
exchanged. 
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* There's no way for you to gain a creature without  losing another one 
in the process. 
 
* The damage prevention effect applies even if the exchange doesn’t 
occur or if any of the blocking or blocked creature s leaves play. 
----- 
Surge of the Sea 
{U}{U}{U} 
Enchantment 
At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice an Islan d unless you pay 
{U}{U}{U}. 
Blue creatures can’t be the target of nonblue spell s or abilities. 
Blue creatures get +2/+0.  
Nonblue creatures get -2/-0. 
 
* Surge of the Sea's second ability won't remove no nblue Auras attached 
to blue creatures. An Aura that's already in play i sn't a spell or 
ability, and doesn't target anything. 
 
* An nonblue Aura may be returned from a graveyard to play attached to 
a blue creature because of white Tragic Visionary’s  second activated 
ability, since that ability doesn't target a perman ent and neither does 
the Aura that's coming into play. 
 
* A creature that is blue and one or more other col ors (such as 
Ancestral Dragon) will get the +2/+0 bonus. 
----- 
Telluric Sentry 
{2}{U} 
Creature – Beast Mutant 
2/1 
Forestwalk 
When Telluric Sentry comes into play, if only blue mana was spent to 
play it, you may tap up to two target creatures wit hout flying. 
 
* Telluric Sentry’s comes-into-play ability will no t trigger if it is 
put into play with an effect (such as Ensorcelling Djinn’s comes-into-
play ability), even if only blue mana was spent to play the card with 
the effect. Putting a card into play is different f rom playing a card. 
----- 
Temporal Entrancer  
{4}{U}{U} 
Creature – Madia Spellshaper 
4/4 
Whenever Temporal Entrancer attacks and isn’t block ed, remove the top 
two cards of defending player's library from the ga me. You may play 
those cards as long as Temporal Entrancer remains i n play. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Target player takes an extra turn after this 
one.  
 
* The removed card is played using the normal timin g rules for its card 
type, as well as any other applicable restrictions such as "Play [this 
card] only during combat." For example, you can't p lay the card during 
an opponent's turn unless has flash, it's an instan t, or it’s a 
creature card with a Transform instant ability (you  would have to 
choose the Transform mode). Similarly, if the remov ed card is a land, 
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you can't play it if you've already played a land t hat turn. If it's a 
nonland card, you'll have to pay its mana cost. The  only thing that's 
different is you're playing it from the removed-fro m-the-game zone. 
 
* If you don't play the removed card that turn, it remains removed from 
the game and you can play it in later turns as long  as Temporal 
Entrancer remains in play. 
 
* Once you play a card this way, it leaves the remo ved-from-the-game 
zone. You won't be able to play it from there again . When this card 
leaves the stack, it is put into its owner’s gravey ard. 
 
* Cards that are removed from the game by a Tempora l Entrancer's 
ability and which are not played before that Tempor al Entrancer leaves 
play will all stay removed from the game, even if a nother Temporal 
Entrancer comes into play. 
 
* If multiple "extra turn" effects resolve in the s ame turn, take them 
in the reverse of the order that the effects resolv ed. 
----- 
Tradewind Waveshaper 
{5}{U} 
Creature – Merfolk Wizard 
3/4 
Islandwalk 
At the beginning of each player’s upkeep, that play er returns a nonland 
permanent he or she controls to its owner's hand. 
 
* Returning a nonland permanent to its owner's hand  is mandatory and 
affects all players, including the controller of Tr adewind Waveshaper.  
 
* The ability doesn't target anything, so creatures  with protection 
from blue (such as Legacy of Karviddam) can be retu rned, as can 
creatures with shroud. 
 
* The player affected chooses a nonland permanent t o return to its 
owner's hand when the ability resolves. No one will  be able to respond 
to the choice. 
----- 
Argothian Betrayer 
{3}{B} 
Creature – Elf Minion 
2/2 
Forestwalk, swampwalk 
{1}{B}, Sacrifice Argothian Betrayer: All creatures  get -1/-1 until end 
of turn. 
 
* All creatures which are in play when its activate d ability resolves 
are affected, including creatures with shroud or pr otection from black. 
Each creature that enters play later in the turn is  not affected. 
----- 
Bird of Torment 
{1}{B} 
Creature – Mythical Bird 
1/1 
Flying 
{Tap}, Sacrifice Bird of Torment: Target player sac rifices a creature. 
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* This activated ability doesn't target a creature,  just a player. It 
can force the player it targets to sacrifice his or  her only creature, 
even if the creature has shroud or protection from black. The targeted 
player decides which of his or her creatures to sac rifice. 
 
* You can target yourself if you want to - this wil l cause you to 
sacrifice one of your own creatures. 
----- 
Blood Golem 
{3}{B} 
Creature – Golem 
6/3 
When Blood Golem comes into play, sacrifice two cre atures or sacrifice 
Blood Golem. 
{B}: Regenerate Blood Golem. 
 
* This triggered comes-into-play ability isn't targ eted, so you can 
sacrifice any two creatures you control. If you don ’t control two other 
creatures, or you choose not to sacrifice two creat ures, you must 
sacrifice Blood Golem. 
 
* You may sacrifice Blood Golem as one of the two c reatures. 
----- 
Bog Charm 
{B} 
Instant 
Choose one – Return target Minion or Zombie creatur e card from your 
graveyard to your hand; or remove up to three targe t cards in a single 
graveyard from the game; or destroy target creature  that was dealt 
damage this turn. 
 
* You choose the mode and the target or targets whe n you play the 
spell. If there are no legal targets for any of the  modes, you can't 
choose that mode. 
 
* For the second mode, you pick the 0, 1, 2, or 3 t arget cards in a 
single graveyard when you play the spell. If any of  the targets are not 
there on resolution, the others are still affected.  
 
* If you choose the third mode, the effect is manda tory. If you control 
the only creature that's been dealt damage this tur n, you must target 
that creature.  
 
* If all damage that would be dealt to a creature t his turn is 
prevented, no damage is actually dealt and that cre ature can't be 
targeted by the third mode of Bog Charm. 
 
* The third mode cares whether a creature has been dealt damage, not 
whether it still has damage on it. If a creature is  lethally damaged 
and regenerates, all damage is removed from that cr eature. But since it 
was actually dealt damage earlier in the turn, it c an be targeted by 
Bog Charm. 
----- 
Corpse Tree 
{B}{B} 
Creature – Plant 
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0/2 
Whenever a creature is put into a graveyard from pl ay, put a blight 
counter on Corpse Tree. 
{B}{B}: Destroy each creature with converted mana c ost equal to the 
number of blight counters on Corpse Tree. Sacrifice  Corpse Tree at end 
of turn. 
 
* This activated ability destroys creatures with co nverted mana cost 
exactly equal to the number of blight counters on i t when the ability 
resolves, not equal to or less than that number. 
 
* Creature lands and most token creatures have conv erted mana cost 0. A 
token creature that's a copy of another creature (b ecause of Spawn 
Simulacra or Heart-Trees of Bitterwood, for example ) has a converted 
mana cost equal to that permanent or card's convert ed mana cost. 
 
* Creatures in play (like Altered Predator) treat { X} in their mana 
cost as 0 for the purposes of calculating converted  mana costs. 
 
* If Corpse Tree is not in play when its activated ability resolves, 
the ability has no effect. 
 
* Unlike most similar abilities (like Engineered Ex plosives from Fifth 
Dawn and Powder Keg from Urza’s Destiny), Corpse Tr ee is sacrificed at 
the end of the turn the ability is activated, but i t’s not sacrificed 
as a cost of activating its ability. For example, i f Corpse Tree is in 
play with no blight counters on it, its controller could pay {B}{B}. 
When this ability resolves, all creatures with a co nverted mana cost of 
0 are destroyed. If one CMC 0 creature was put into  a graveyard from 
play, one blight counter is put on Corpse Tree. The  Tree’s controller 
could then pay {B}{B} later in the same turn. When this second ability 
resolves, all creatures with a converted mana cost of 1 are destroyed. 
If two CMC 1 creatures were put into a graveyard fr om play, two more 
blight counters are put on Corpse Tree. The Tree’s controller could 
again pay {B}{B} later in the same turn. While this  third ability is on 
the stack, if another player sacrificed a creature,  a fourth blight 
counter is put on Corpse Tree. When this third abil ity resolves, all 
creatures with a converted mana cost of 4 are destr oyed (all creatures 
with a converted mana cost of 3 would have been des troyed, if no 
creature had been sacrificed). 
----- 
Decaying Forest 
{3}{B} 
Enchantment 
Whenever a green card is put into an opponent's gra veyard from 
anywhere, you may draw a card. 
 
* The ability triggers when a green card is put int o an opponent's 
graveyard from being discarded, milled, or countere d, as well as a 
green card going to the graveyard from play. 
 
* If a replacement effect (like Aquiline Drifter’s)  has the green card 
move to a different zone instead of being put into the graveyard, the 
ability won't trigger. 
----- 
Drive the Horde 
{6}{B} 
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Sorcery  
Black creatures get +2/+0 and gain fear until end o f turn. 
 
* When this spell resolves, all black creatures in play get the +2/+0 
bonus and gain fear until end of turn. Black creatu res that enter play 
later in the turn (and all creatures in play that b ecome black later in 
the turn because Graveborn Alliance or Grotesque Re sult was played) do 
not. 
----- 
End of the Road 
{2}{B} 
Instant 
Destroy target creature with a landwalk ability.  
Draw a card. 
 
* A “landwalk ability” is Plainswalk, Islandwalk, S wampwalk, 
Mountainwalk, Forestwalk, Nonbasic Landwalk, Legend ary Landwalk, or any 
similar ability where the creature is unblockable a s long as the 
defending player controls at least one land which h as the specified 
subtype or supertype. See Rule 502.6 . 
 
* If the creature becomes an illegal target, you do  not draw a card. 
----- 
Foul Wind 
{X}{B}{B} 
Sorcery 
Target player sacrifices a creature with power equa l to X and loses 
life equal to the sacrificed creature’s power. You gain that much life. 
 
* This doesn't target a creature, just a player. It  can force the 
player it targets to sacrifice his or her only crea ture with power 
equal to X, even if the creature has shroud or prot ection from black. 
The targeted player decides which of his or her cre atures to sacrifice, 
if he or she controls more than one creature with p ower equal to X. 
 
* If the player targeted doesn’t control any creatu res with power equal 
to X when this spell resolves, then no creature is sacrificed, that 
player doesn’t loses any life, and you don't gain a ny life. 
----- 
Frightened Lurker 
{2}{B} 
Creature – Zombie Minion 
3/2 
When an Aura becomes attached to Frightened Lurker,  sacrifice it. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Target player discards two cards unless he or 
she discards a creature card with Transform.  
 
* Once an Aura becomes attached to Frightened Lurke r and its ability 
triggers, there's no way to save it from being sacr ificed. Countering 
the Aura spell or destroying the Aura before this a bility resolves 
can't save Frightened Lurker. 
 
* Attaching Saga of Antiquities as an Aura to Frigh tened Lurker will 
trigger Frightened Lurker’s sacrifice ability. 
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* Attaching an Aura to Frightened Lurker with Aura of Uncertainty or 
Tragic Visionary’s ability will trigger Frightened Lurker’s sacrifice 
ability. 
 
* When the Lurker’s Transform ability resolves, tar get player can 
discard either one card with Transform or two cards  which may or may 
have Transform. The player can even discard two car ds with Transform if 
he or she chooses. 
----- 
Graveborn Alliance 
{1}{B}{B} 
Creature – Demon 
All creatures are black. 
Minion creatures get +1/+1. 
Zombie creatures get +1/+1.  
 
* This effect overwrites all creatures' colors. Cre atures will be black 
instead of any other color or colors. If an effect later changes the 
color of a creature (like Keeper of the Prism’s Tra nsform ability), 
that creature will become the new color or colors f or the duration of 
the later effect. 
 
* Changing a permanent's color won't change its tex t. If you turn 
Dazzling Leech black, it will still affect white sp ells. If you turn 
Legacy of Karviddam black, it will still have prote ction from blue. 
 
* Unless they state otherwise, lands and artifacts are normally 
colorless because they have no colored mana symbols  in their mana 
costs. Giving an animated land or an artifact creat ure a color will 
make it black, but won't change its card type; it'l l still be a land or 
an artifact. 
 
* Zombie Minion creatures get +2/+2 for each Graveb orn Alliance in 
play. 
----- 
Grisly Bonescaper 
{2}{B} 
Creature – Zombie Blacksmith 
2/2 
{B}, {Tap}, Sacrifice a creature: Regenerate target  creature. When it 
regenerates this way, put a +1/+1 counter on it. 
{B}, {Tap}, Sacrifice an artifact or nonbasic land:  Tap target untapped 
creature and put a +1/+1 counter on it. 
 
* You may sacrifice Grisly Bonescaper to pay for it s activated ability 
to regenerate target creature. 
 
* The second activated ability targets an untapped creature. If the 
target becomes tapped by the time the ability tries  to resolve, the 
ability will be countered. 
----- 
Grotesque Result 
{1}{B} 
Instant 
Target creature gets +3/-1 and becomes black until end of turn. Then 
you may pay {1}{B} and discard a black card. If you  do, copy this 
spell. You may choose a new target for the copy.  
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* See CHAIN SPELLS in the General Notes section. 
 
* An effect that changes a permanent's colors overw rites all its old 
colors unless it specifically says "in addition to its other colors." 
When Grotesque Result resolves, the affected creatu re will just be 
black. It doesn't matter what colors it used to be.  
 
* Changing a permanent's color won't change its tex t. If you turn 
Dazzling Leech black, it will still affect white sp ells. If you turn 
Legacy of Karviddam black, it will still have prote ction from blue. 
 
* Unless they state otherwise, lands and artifacts are normally 
colorless because they have no colored mana symbols  in their mana 
costs. Giving an animated land or an artifact creat ure a color will 
make it black, but won't change its card type; it'l l still be a land or 
an artifact. 
----- 
Honor on the Wastes 
{4}{B}{B} 
Creature – Spirit Knight 
3/3 
First strike, protection from black, protection fro m white 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Each player loses 2 life, then discards two 
cards, then sacrifices two creatures, then sacrific es two lands. 
 
* The protection abilities mean the following: 
- All damage that would be dealt to Honor on the Wa stes by black or 
white sources is prevented. 
- Honor on the Wastes can't be enchanted by black o r white Auras. 
- Honor on the Wastes can't be blocked by black or white creatures. 
- Honor on the Wastes can't be targeted by black or  white spells. It 
also can't be targeted by abilities from black or w hite sources. 
 
* When this Transform ability resolves, each player  loses 2 life. Then, 
starting with the active player and proceeding in t urn order, each 
player chooses two cards to discard (without seeing  what other players 
have chosen) and all discards happen simultaneously . Then, starting 
with the active player and proceeding in turn order , each player 
chooses two creatures to sacrifice (this time playe rs can see what 
other players have chosen) and all sacrifices happe n simultaneously. 
Then the process that happened for creatures is rep eated for lands. 
----- 
Hypnotic Prediction 
{B}{B} 
Sorcery 
Target player reveals his or her hand. You name a c ard, then that 
player discards a card at random. If that card is t he named card, that 
player discards another card at random. 
 
* You name the card during Hypnotic Prediction's re solution, after the 
player reveals his or her hand and immediately befo re he or she 
discards a card at random. There is no way for the player to do 
anything between you naming the card and the player  discarding. 
----- 
Infectious Bloodsucker 
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{3}{B}{B} 
Creature – Vampire 
4/4 
All Vampires have "Whenever a creature dealt damage  by this creature 
this turn is put into a graveyard, return that card  to play under your 
control and it becomes a Vampire." 
When Infectious Bloodsucker leaves play, sacrifice all Vampires you 
control. 
{Tap}: Regenerate target Vampire. 
 
* The ability Infectious Bloodsucker grants to each  Vampire triggers on 
any damage the Vampire dealt to any creature, not j ust combat damage. 
 
* If a Vampire deals nonlethal damage to a creature  and then a 
different effect (like Bog Charm) or damage source causes that creature 
to be put into a graveyard later in the turn, Infec tious Bloodsucker's 
ability will trigger - the damaged creature will re turn to play under 
your control and become a Vampire. 
 
* If a creature damaged by a Vampire whose type is not normally 
"creature" (such as an animated land that becomes a  2/2 green Dryad 
with Altered Predator’s activated ability) is put i nto a graveyard from 
play, the card will be returned to play under your control, but it 
won't become a Vampire. If it later becomes a creat ure, it still won’t 
become a Vampire. 
 
* If a token creature damaged by a Vampire is put i nto a graveyard from 
play, nothing will happen. 
 
* Whoever controls the Vampire at the time the abil ity triggers will 
return the applicable cards to play under his or he r control. It 
doesn't matter who controlled the Vampire at the ti me the damage was 
dealt. For example, if an enchanted Vampire dealt d amage and then 
changed controllers (because of Rootwater Matriarch ’s activated 
ability) before the creature card was returned to p lay from its owner’s 
graveyard would result in that creature card coming  into play under the 
new controller of the enchanted Vampire. 
 
* If a creature that the Vampire dealt damage to is  put into a 
graveyard and then leaves the graveyard by some mea ns, the game loses 
track of it. The Vampire's ability won't be able to  return it to play, 
even if it's put back into the graveyard before the  end of the turn. 
 
* When Infectious Bloodsucker leaves play, it will look back in time 
(to the point just before it left play) to see if i ts leaves-play 
ability (“sacrifice all Vampires you control”) trig gers. That means 
that if Infectious Bloodsucker lost its triggered a bility while in play 
(due to Macromutation, for example) and then was de stroyed, the ability 
would not trigger.  
 
* The activated ability can target any Vampire, not  just a creature 
returned to play with the first ability. Infectious  Bloodsucker is a 
Vampire, so its ability can be used to regenerate i tself. 
----- 
Levok, Death Unbidden 
{1}{B}{B}{B} 
Legendary Creature – Lich 
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5/5 
If damage would be dealt to Levok, sacrifice that m any permanents 
instead. 
If Levok is put into a graveyard from play, return it to play under its 
owner’s control at end of turn. 
{Tap}: Put target creature card in a graveyard into  play under your 
control. 
 
* All of the permanents are sacrificed by Levok’s c ontroller at the 
same time, when the damage would have been dealt. S o if Levok is one of 
the permanents you sacrifice due to its first trigg ered ability, you 
must still sacrifice enough other permanents to equ al the amount of 
damage that would have been dealt to it. 
 
* If you don't control enough permanents, sacrifice  all permanents you 
control. 
 
* If a player controls Levok, Death Unbidden and da mage is dealt to 
Levok while Crumbling Sanctuary is in play, there a re two damage 
replacement effects. Levok’s controller can choose to apply the 
replacement effect from Crumbling Sanctuary first a nd mill cards. Then 
the replacement effect from Levok's ability will no t be applied, as 
there is no damage to replace, so Levok’s controlle r won't have to 
sacrifice any permanents. 

 
* If a replacement effect (like Aquiline Drifter’s)  has Levok move to a 
different zone instead of being put into the gravey ard, its second 
ability won't trigger at all. 
 
* When Levok is put into a graveyard from play, it will look back in 
time (to the point just before it left play) to see  if its second 
ability triggers. That means that if Levok lost its  triggered ability 
while in play (due to Keeper of the Prism’s Transfo rm ability, for 
example) and then was destroyed, the ability would not trigger and 
Levok would stay in its owner’s graveyard.  
 
* If a Levok is in play when another Levok comes in to play, both Levoks 
are put into their owners' graveyards, due to the " legend rule." See 
Rule 420.5e . If two Levoks are in a graveyard as the end of tu rn step 
begins, the ability to return it from a graveyard t o play that triggers 
"at end of turn" goes on the stack for each Levok. See Rule 313.1 . When 
the second Levok comes into play as a result of its  triggered ability, 
both Levoks are again put into their owners' gravey ards (See Rule 
420.5e ), and the “at end of turn” zone-change triggered a bilities won't 
go on the stack until the next turn's end phase. In  other words, the 
end of turn step doesn't "back up" so new "at end o f turn"-triggered 
abilities can go on the stack. See Rule 313.2 .  
 
* If three Levoks are in a graveyard as the end of turn step begins, 
the ability to return it from a graveyard to play t hat triggers "at end 
of turn" goes on the stack for each Levok. See Rule  313.1 . When the 
second of the three Levoks comes into play as a res ult of its triggered 
ability, the two Levoks in play are again put into their owners' 
graveyards (See Rule 420.5e ), and their “at end of turn” zone-change 
triggered abilities won't go on the stack until the  next turn's end 
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phase. The third Levok would come into play and rem ain in play until 
the next turn's end phase. 
 
* You choose the target creature card in a graveyar d when the activated 
ability is put on the stack. You can target a creat ure card that has 
protection from black because cards in graveyards d on't have abilities 
unless they say so (like Levok and the Promise Aura s do). 
----- 
Levok’s Taskmage 
{3}{B] 
Creature – Minion Wizard 
1/2 
{Tap}, Sacrifice X creatures: Target creature gets -X/-X until end of 
turn.  
{X}, {Tap}: Remove X target creature cards in a sin gle graveyard from 
the game. For each creature card removed this way, put a 1/1 black 
Minion creature token into play. 
 
* If you play the second ability, the targeted crea ture cards are 
removed from the graveyard as an effect, not as a c ost. Other players 
will get a chance to respond (with Bog Charm, for e xample) before this 
ability resolves.  
----- 
Micromutate 
{3}{B}{B}{B} 
Sorcery 
If you control a Swamp, you may sacrifice three cre atures rather than 
pay Micromutate’s mana cost. 
All creatures get -4/-4 until end of turn. 
 
* If you control a Swamp and three creatures in pla y, you may pay the 
alternative cost (sacrifice three creatures) rather  than the card's 
mana cost. Any additional costs imposed after the s pell is initially 
played (such as those from Force Majeure) are paid as normal. If you 
don't control a Swamp and three creatures in play, you can't choose to 
play the spell using the alternative cost. 
 
* Paying the alternative cost doesn't change when y ou can play the 
spell. A sorcery you play this way can still only b e played during your 
main phase while the stack is empty. 
 
The "if you control a swamp" condition must only be  true when you 
announce you're playing the spell. If the condition  isn't true later, 
you don't have to back up and pay the mana cost. Fo r example, you could 
play Bajada Moongazer’s ability affecting all of yo ur basic lands after 
Micromutate is played and before it resolves. 
 
* Only creatures in play when Micromutate resolves get -4/-4. If a 
creature is put into play later in the turn, that c reature won't get  
-4/-4. 
----- 
Open Graves 
{2}{B} 
Enchantment 
{1}{B}, Remove a nontoken creature you control from  the game: Until end 
of turn, you may play creature cards in your gravey ard.  
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* You may choose to play the Transform instant or s orcery spell mode of 
creature cards in your graveyard. If you do, that c ard will be put back 
into your graveyard when the spell resolves and you  can play it again 
during the same turn. 
  
* If you play a creature card using Open Graves and  something triggers 
only when "played from your hand" (like Heart-Trees  of Bitterwood), 
that something will not trigger. Such things trigge r based on where the 
card came from. 
 
* You can’t return a creature card from your gravey ard to play using 
Open Graves. Returning a card to play is different from playing a card. 
 
* The cards in your graveyard are played and will t rigger effects which 
trigger on such cards being "played" (like the abil ities of Deceptive 
Spirit and Verduran Master). 
----- 
Partially Obscured Shadow 
{B} 
Creature – Horror 
1/1 
Whenever a creature you control is put into a grave yard from play, put 
a +1/+1 counter on Partially Obscured Shadow. 
 
* If a creature token you control is destroyed, it will trigger 
Partially Obscured Shadow’s "put into a graveyard f rom play" ability 
because the token was actually put into the graveya rd (unless Aquiline 
Drifter is in play). 
----- 
Plague of Mosquitoes 
{1}{B}{B} 
Creature – Insect 
1/1 
Flying 
{B}: Regenerate Plague of Mosquitoes. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Destroy target tapped creature.  
 
* The creature must be tapped in order to target it  with the Plague’s 
Transform ability. If the targeted creature is no l onger tapped when 
this Transform ability resolves, then the spell is countered. 
----- 
Promise of Corruption 
{2}{B} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
Whenever enchanted creature deals combat damage to a player, put two 
1/1 black Minion creature tokens into play. 
As long as Promise of Corruption is in your graveya rd, each enchanted 
creature has deathtouch. ( Whenever an enchanted creature deals damage 
to a creature, destroy that creature. ) 
 
* See PROMISE AURAS in the GENERAL NOTES section. 
 
* The controller of Promise of Corruption puts two 1/1 Minion tokens 
into play under his or her control each time the en chanted creature 
deals combat damage to a player, even if the enchan ted creature was 
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controlled by an opponent and the damage was done t o the controller of 
Promise of Corruption.  
 
* If the enchanted creature (a) is attacking, (b) h as double strike 
(like Spined Hydra or because Unruly Horde’s Transf orm ability was 
played), and (c) isn’t blocked, the controller of P romise of Corruption 
will put two 1/1 Minion tokens into play under his or her control in 
the first strike combat damage step and then will p ut two more 1/1 
Minion tokens into play under his or her control in  the second combat 
damage step. 
 
* If the enchanted creature's combat damage is prev ented, no Minion 
tokens are put into play. 
 
* The deathtouch effect while Promise of Corruption  is in your 
graveyard applies to all enchanted creatures in pla y, not just to 
enchanted creatures you control. 
 
* Deathtouch triggers when any damage is dealt by a n enchanted 
creature, not just when combat damage is dealt. 
 
* If all damage that an enchanted creature with dea thtouch would deal 
to a creature is prevented, deathtouch won't trigge r. 
 
* If an enchanted creature with deathtouch deals le thal damage to a 
creature, first the creature is destroyed as a stat e-based effect, then 
deathtouch triggers. If the creature is still in pl ay (because it 
regenerated, for example), it will be destroyed due  to deathtouch (and 
would need to be regenerated again to remain in pla y). 
 
* Multiple instances of deathtouch on the same crea ture are redundant. 
----- 
Reaver Leech 
{2}{B}{B} 
Creature – Leech 
7/7 
Black spells cost {B} less to play.  
Reaver Leech can’t block. 
Whenever an opponent loses life, you lose that much  life. (Damage 
causes loss of life.) 
 
* See LEECHES in the General Notes section. 
 
* Reaver Leech’s ability triggers whenever any play er who is currently 
your opponent, or a player who was your opponent at  the time he or she 
left the game, has lost life. When this ability res olves, it checks how 
much life that opponent lost, then it causes you to  lose that much 
life. It doesn't matter how the opponent lost life or who caused it. 
 
* Reaver Leech’s ability checks only whether life w as lost. It doesn't 
care whether life was also gained. For example, if an opponent lost 4 
life but had gained 6 life earlier during the turn (with Quirion 
Seeker’s Transform ability, for example), Reaver Le ech’s ability will 
trigger and you will lose 4 life. 
 
* If multiple opponents have lost life (for example , from Earthbound 
Dragon’s comes-into-play ability or from Squee’s Be st Student’s 
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Transform ability), Reaver Leech’s ability will tri gger separately for 
each opponent. 
----- 
Reclamation Ghoul 
{4}{B} 
Creature – Zombie Minion Cleric 
4/2 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Return up to three target black creature cards 
from your graveyard to your hand.  
 
* You may choose zero, one, two, or three creature cards as targets for 
Reclamation Ghoul’s Transform ability. If any of th e targets is not 
there on resolution, the others are still returned to your hand. 
----- 
Slayer of the Dark 
{2}{B} 
Creature – Assassin 
3/1 
Swampwalk 
When Slayer of the Dark comes into play, destroy ta rget black creature. 
 
* If the creature targeted by Slayer of the Dark’s comes-into-play 
ability is no longer black by the time the ability resolves, the 
ability will be countered because its only target i s illegal. 
 
* This comes-into-play ability is mandatory. If the  only black 
creatures in play are yours, you must target one of  them to be 
destroyed. 
 
* If there are no other black creatures in play whe n Slayer of the Dark 
comes into play, it must target itself. 
----- 
Soulless Skywalker 
{4}{B}{B} 
Creature – Angel 
5/4 
Flying, trample 
At the beginning of your upkeep, put a +1/+1 counte r on Soulless 
Skywalker, then sacrifice a creature other than Sou lless Skywalker for 
each counter on it. If you can’t, tap Soulless Skyw alker and it deals 
damage equal to its power to you. 
 
* You can't sacrifice Soulless Skywalker to its own  ability. 
 
* You can't choose to tap Soulless Skywalker and be  dealt the damage 
instead of sacrificing other creatures you control.  
 
* When the ability resolves, if you control any oth er creatures, you 
must sacrifice one of them for each +1/+1 counter o n Soulless 
Skywalker. Then, if you were unable to sacrifice en ough creatures, 
Soulless Skywalker is tapped and you're dealt damag e equal to its 
power. 
 
* Creatures with shroud or protection from black ma y be sacrificed. 
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* If you have two Soulless Skywalkers, both abiliti es will trigger at 
the beginning of your upkeep. When the first Soulle ss Skywalker's 
ability resolves, you can sacrifice the second Soul less Skywalker 
toward satisfying the requirement ("Sacrifice a cre ature other than 
Soulless Skywalker" really means "Sacrifice a creat ure other than this 
creature"). When the second Soulless Skywalker's ab ility resolves, you 
won’t have to sacrifice any creatures because it wi ll have left play 
and won’t have any +1/+1 counters on it.  
----- 
Soultrawler Wraith 
{4}{B} 
Creature – Wraith 
3/3 
{2}{B}{B}, {Tap}: Return target creature card of an  opponent's choice 
from your graveyard to play. Each opponent then ret urns target creature 
card of your choice from his or her graveyard to pl ay. 
 
* This ability does not target the opponent, but yo u choose an 
opponent. When the ability goes onto the stack, tha t opponent chooses a 
creature card in your graveyard to be the first tar get of the ability, 
and then you choose a creature card in each opponen t’s graveyard to be 
the second and subsequent targets of the ability. P layers can respond 
while this ability is on the stack by removing any target creature card 
from that graveyard. If some, but not all of the ta rget creature cards 
become illegal targets, the ability resolves for th e remaining targets 
and they are affected normally. If all targets beco me illegal, the 
ability is countered. See Oracle  Official Rulings for Preacher (from 
the Dark) and Magus of the Arena (from Planar Chaos ). 
----- 
Spiritbond Summoner 
{1}{B} 
Creature – Minion Wizard 
1/1 
{2}{B}, {Tap}: Search your library for a Minion cre ature card with 
converted mana cost X, where X is the number of Min ion creatures you 
control, and put that card into play. Then shuffle your library. 
 
* You count the number of Minion creatures you cont rol at the time the 
activated ability resolves. 
 
* If you control no Minions when this ability resol ves, you will not be 
able to put a Minion creature card into play. Howev er, since Spiritbond 
Summoner is itself a Minion, the number of Minion c reatures you control 
will usually be at least one. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If the Summoner’s controller is searching his or her library during 
his or her main phase, the player may play a Surrep titious Scout 
located in his or her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
----- 
Tainted Flesh 
{1}{B}{B} 
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Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
Whenever enchanted creature blocks or becomes block ed, you may 
sacrifice Tainted Flesh. If you do, that creature d eals 2 damage to 
each attacking creature and 2 damage to each blocki ng creature. 
 
* The ability also triggers if enchanted creature b ecomes blocked by an 
effect like Slithering Zealot’s, instead of being b locked by a 
creature. 
 
* The ability causes the 2 damage to be dealt durin g the declare 
blockers step of combat, which is well before even first strike 
creatures deal damage. 
 
* The ability is optional and can be played only by  Tainted Flesh’s 
controller, not by the enchanted creature’s control ler. Tainted Flesh’s 
controller can decide not to sacrifice Tainted Fles h and to allow the 
enchanted creature to deal combat damage as normal.  
 
* When Tainted Flesh is sacrificed, the creature th at had been 
enchanted with Tainted Flesh deals the 2 damage to each attacking 
creature and each blocking creature (and that creat ure is the source of 
the damage, not Tainted Flesh).  
----- 
Unnatural Breeder 
{5}{B} 
Creature – Beast 
3/2 
At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice Unnatura l Breeder unless you 
pay {1}{B}. 
At the end of your turn, put a 1/1 black Minion cre ature token into 
play. 
Unnatural Breeder gets +1/+1 for each Minion creatu re you control. 
 
* Unnatural Breeder must actually be in play at the  end of your turn in 
order for you to put a Minion token into play. The getting of the 
Minion token is not part of paying the upkeep, it i s part of having the 
card in play. 
----- 
Warlord of the Wastes 
{2}{B} 
Creature – Zombie Warrior 
2/2 
Whenever Warlord of the Wastes attacks and isn’t bl ocked, you may 
return target Zombie creature card from your gravey ard to play. 
{1}, Discard two cards: Put a 2/2 black Zombie Mini on creature token 
into play. 
 
* The first ability triggers after blockers are dec lared during the 
declare blockers step. 
 
* This ability checks whether the targeted creature  card in the 
graveyard is a Zombie when the ability resolves. 
 
* If the targeted card is removed from the graveyar d before the first 
ability resolves, the ability will be countered. 
----- 
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Wicked Nightcreeper 
{2}{B}{B} 
Creature – Demon 
4/4 
Wicked Nightcreeper can only attack or block alone.  
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Destroy target land. 
 
* Wicked Nightcreeper "attacks alone" if it's the o nly creature 
declared as an attacker as the declare attackers st ep begins. 
 
* Wicked Nightcreeper "blocks alone" if it's the on ly creature declared 
as a blocker as the declare blockers step begins. 
 
* In a Two-Headed Giant game, Wicked Nightcreeper m ust be the only 
creature declared as an attacker by the entire atta cking team for it to 
be considered "attacking alone" and must be the onl y creature declared 
as a blocker by the entire blocking team for it to be considered 
"blocking alone." 
 
* If Wicked Nightcreeper attacks alone, then a spel l or ability causes 
another creature to be put into play attacking (suc h as Militia’s Pride 
from Lorwyn), that's fine. If Wicked Nightcreeper b locks alone, then a 
spell or ability causes another creature to be put into play blocking 
(such as Flash Foliage from Dissension), that's fin e. 
----- 
Absolute Chaos 
{2}{R}{R} 
Enchantment 
All creatures have protection from white. 
 
* This affects all creatures, not just your own. 
 
* The protection ability means the following: 
- All damage that would be dealt to a creature by w hite sources is 
prevented. 
- Creatures can't be enchanted by white Auras. 
- Creatures can't be blocked by white creatures. 
- Creatures can't be targeted by white spells. Crea tures also can't be 
targeted by abilities from white sources. 
----- 
Alluvial Kavu 
{2}{R}{R} 
Creature – Kavu 
3/3 
{Tap}: Target land becomes an Island or a Plains un til end of turn.  
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Alluvial Kavu deals 5 damage to target 
creature. 
 
* Although this activated ability changes the targe ted land's land 
types, it doesn't affect its name, its supertypes ( such as whether or 
not it's legendary, snow, or basic), or its other t ypes (if it's also a 
creature, for example). If the ability changes the land type to a 
Plains, it will cause the land to lose all of its p rinted abilities and 
gain the ability "{T}: Add {W} to your mana pool." 
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* If you play the Kavu's ability targeting Saga of Antiquities while 
the Saga is an Aura, the Saga will lose its ability  to be an Aura until 
end of turn, and will fall off of the creature it w as enchanting. It 
will remain in play as an Island or a Plains. If th e Saga was tapped, 
it is not untapped by this effect. 
----- 
Angry Zeal 
{R} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature  
Enchanted creature has haste. 
Whenever a creature comes into play under your cont rol, attach Angry 
Zeal to that creature. 
 
* The triggered ability can attach Angry Zeal to an  untargetable 
creature because the ability doesn't target. 
 
* The triggered ability won't attach Angry Zeal to a creature that you 
can't enchant (such as Rogue Wurm). 
 
* This ability doesn’t trigger on a card in play be ing turned into a 
creature (like a land, due to Altered Predator or V erdant Domination). 
That is just a permanent changing type, not somethi ng coming into play. 
 
* This ability doesn't affect creatures you take co ntrol of (with 
Rootwater Matriarch or Lost in AEther, for example)  that are already in 
play. 
----- 
Bajada Moongazer 
{5}{R} 
Creature – Yeti 
4/4 
{Tap}: Target spell becomes colorless. 
{2}: All permanents become colorless until end of t urn. 
{2}: Until end of turn, basic lands you control los e all basic land 
types and gain “{Tap}: Add {1} to your mana pool.” 
 
* The effect of the first activated ability doesn't  wear off. If this 
ability targets a spell that becomes a permanent (a  creature spell, an 
artifact spell, or an enchantment spell), the perma nent will come into 
play colorless and will remain colorless until it l eaves play (or until 
another effect, such as Graveborn Alliance or Keepe r of the Prism, 
changes its color).  
 
* If this first activated ability targets a Chain i nstant or sorcery 
spell, each copy of the targeted spell will also be  colorless. 
 
* The second activated ability doesn’t make the per manents into 
artifacts. They are simply without color until end of turn. 
 
* Only permanents in play when the second activated  ability resolves 
become colorless. If you put a permanent into play later in the turn, 
it will retain its normal color or colors. 
 
* The second activated ability doesn’t prevent a sp ell or ability (like 
Grotesque Result) from adding color to a permanent later in the turn. 
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* When the third activated ability resolves, your M ountains in play 
won’t be able to tap to produce red mana. This effe ct doesn’t affect 
basic lands you play or put in play later that turn  because this 
activated ability does change the characteristics o f your basic lands. 
 
* This third activated ability changes your basic l ands’ land types. It 
doesn't affect their names, their supertypes (such as whether or not 
they are legendary, snow, or basic), or their other  types (if some of 
them are also a creature, for example). The ability  will cause all of 
your basic lands in play (when the ability resolves ) to lose all of 
their printed abilities until end of turn and gain the ability "{T}: 
Add {1} to your mana pool." 
 
* If all of the lands you control were basic when t he third activated 
ability resolves, creatures attacking you with Nonb asic landwalk (like 
Ratufa, Deranged Squirrel) will not become unblocka ble that turn.  
 
* This third activated ability  doesn't affect the common nonbasic lands 
that have basic land types (such as Ebon Wreckage).  
----- 
Burn  
{1}{R}{R} 
Instant 
Burn deals 4 damage to target creature or player. A  creature dealt 
damage this way can't be regenerated this turn. 
 
* Even if Burn doesn't deal lethal damage to a crea ture, that creature 
can't be regenerated for any reason later in the sa me turn. 
 
* Regeneration abilities that would affect the crea ture targeted by 
Burn can still be played; they just won't do anythi ng.  
----- 
Careless Strategist 
{R}{R} 
Creature – Goblin Soldier 
2/2 
Creatures you control can’t block. 
Each other creature you control can’t be blocked ex cept by two or more 
creatures. 
 
* When the second ability is combined with Bitterwo od Outcast’s ability 
that reads "Each other creature you control can't b e blocked by more 
than one creature," it means that Careless Strategi st can be blocked 
only by one creature, Bitterwood Outcast can be blo cked only by two or 
more creatures, and none of your other creatures ca n be blocked. 
----- 
Classic Bully 
{1}{R} 
Creature – Goblin Warrior 
2/1 
When Classic Bully is put into a graveyard from pla y, it deals 1 damage 
to each creature without flying. 
 
* If a replacement effect (like Aquiline Drifter’s)  has Classic Bully 
move to a different zone instead of being put into the graveyard, its 
ability won't trigger at all. 
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* When Classic Bully is put into a graveyard from p lay, it will look 
back in time (to the point just before it left play ) to see if its 
ability triggers. That means that if Classic Bully lost its triggered 
ability while in play (due to Macromutation, for ex ample) and then was 
destroyed, the ability would not trigger.  
----- 
Crimson Phoenix 
{2}{R}{R} 
Creature – Phoenix 
2/3 
Flying 
At the beginning of your upkeep, if your have no ca rds in hand, you may 
return Crimson Phoenix from your graveyard to your hand. 
 
* Crimson Phoenix's triggered ability has an "inter vening 'if' clause." 
That means (1) the ability won't trigger at all unl ess you have no 
cards in hand as your upkeep begins, and (2) the ab ility will do 
nothing if you get a card in hand by the time it re solves. 
----- 
Cunning Manipulator 
{R} 
Creature – Human Wizard 
1/1 
{R}: Reveal the top card of each player’s library.  
{Tap}, Discard a card at random: Remove the top car d of target player’s 
library from the game. You may play that card this turn. 
 
* The removed card is played using the normal timin g rules for its card 
type, as well as any other applicable restrictions such as "Play [this 
card] only during combat." For example, you can't p lay the card during 
an opponent's turn unless it has flash, it's an ins tant, or it’s a 
creature card with a Transform instant ability (you  would have to 
choose the Transform mode). Similarly, if the remov ed card is a land, 
you can't play it if you've already played a land t hat turn. If it's a 
nonland card, you'll have to pay its mana cost. The  only thing that's 
different is you're playing it from the removed-fro m-the-game zone. 
 
* Once you play a card this way, it leaves the remo ved-from-the-game 
zone. You won't be able to play it from there again .  
 
* If you don't play the removed card that turn, it remains removed from 
the game but you can't play it. 
 
* Cards removed from the game by Cunning Manipulato r's ability that are 
not played that turn will stay removed from the gam e. 
----- 
Death by Chance 
{R}{R}{R} 
Sorcery 
Remove the top two cards of your library from the g ame. Shuffle them 
and name one of them. Target opponent chooses a car d. If the chosen 
card is the named card, Death by Chance deals 5 dam age to that 
opponent. Then you may discard a nonland card. If y ou do, copy this 
spell.  
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* The cards are removed face up, so everyone can se e what they are. 
(This is true of every effect that removes cards fr om the game, unless 
the effect specifically says it removes those cards  face down.) 
 
* If you copy this spell, you can’t change the targ et opponent. If you 
could, it would say “you may choose a new target fo r the copy” (like 
Rubble does). 
----- 
Dwarven Instigator  
{4}{R} 
Creature – Dwarf Mutant 
1/1 
{R}, Discard a card at random: Dwarven Instigator g ets +2/+0 and gains 
double strike until end of turn. Play this ability only once each turn. 
 
* If Dwarven Instigator gains double strike from it s ability and then 
its power changes (from some other effect, such as Enlarge) between the 
assignment of first-strike combat damage and the as signment of normal 
combat damage, Dwarven Instigator will deal a diffe rent amount of 
damage in each combat damage step. 
 
* The "Play this ability only once each turn" restr iction applies even 
if Dwarven Instigator changes controllers. If it ch anges controllers 
after its ability has been played, the new controll er won't be able to 
play the ability again until the next turn. 
----- 
Fearsome Strength 
{1}{R} 
Instant 
Target creature gets +2/+0 until end of turn. Creat ures with power less 
than that creature’s power can’t block it this turn . 
 
* After Fearsome Strength resolves, compare each po tential blocker's 
power against the power of the attacking creature t argeted by Fearsome 
Strength as blockers are being declared that turn. 
 
* After the creature targeted by Fearsome Strength becomes blocked by a 
creature, increasing the blocking creature's power to a power greater 
than the attacking creature’s power has no effect o n the block. 
----- 
Firewater Sorcerer 
{4}{R} 
Creature – Elemental Wizard 
2/2 
Islandwalk 
{Tap}: Change the target of target activated abilit y with a single 
target. 
 
* Firewater Sorcerer’s activated ability targets on ly the activated 
ability whose target will be changed. It doesn't di rectly affect the 
original target of that activated ability or the ne w target of that 
activated ability. 
 
* Firewater Sorcerer’s activated ability can change  the target of the 
activated ability of a Martyr of Grace (“Sacrifice Martyr of Grace: 
Destroy target enchantment.”), even if the Martyr o f Grace has 
protection from red (from Act of Faith, for example ). The Martyr's 
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sacrifice ability is activated and it has a single target, so the 
Sorcerer’s activated ability can change its target.  The Martyr's 
protection from red applies only to the Martyr as a  creature, not to 
abilities from the Martyr, and the Sorcerer targets  only the activated 
ability from that creature. 
 
* You don't choose the new target for the activated  ability until 
Firewater Sorcerer’s activated ability resolves. Yo u must change the 
target if possible. However, you can't change the t arget to an illegal 
target. If there is no other legal target for the a ctivated ability, 
the ability's target isn't changed. It doesn't matt er if the original 
target of that activated ability has somehow become  illegal. 
 
* If an activated ability targets multiple things ( like Altered 
Predator’s ability or Levok’s Taskmage’s second abi lity), you can't 
target it with Firewater Sorcerer’s activated abili ty, even if all but 
one of the targets has become illegal. 
 
* If you target an activated ability that can itsel f target another 
activated ability (such as Forceful Interdictor’s a bility), you can 
change the target of that activated ability to Fire water Sorcerer’s 
activated ability. If you do, that activated abilit y will be countered 
when it tries to resolve because Firewater Sorcerer ’s activated ability 
will no longer be on the stack. 
----- 
Flood of Anger 
{3}{R} 
Sorcery 
You may pay {1}{R} and discard two cards at random rather than pay 
Flood of Anger’s mana cost. 
Target opponent reveals his or her hand. You draw a  card for each 
Island and blue card in it.  
 
* If you have at least two cards in your hand, you may pay the 
alternative cost {1}{R} rather than the card’s mana  cost {3}{R}. Any 
additional costs imposed after the spell is initial ly played (such as 
those from Force Majeure) are paid as normal. If yo u don't have at 
least two cards in your hand, you can't choose to p lay the spell using 
the alternative cost. 
 
* Paying the alternative cost doesn't change when y ou can play this 
spell. A sorcery you play this way can still only b e played during your 
main phase while the stack is empty. 
----- 
Flowstone Presence 
{4}{R} 
Creature – Elemental Spellshaper 
3/3 
Flying 
{R}{R}: Flowstone Presence and target creature each  get +1/-1 until end 
of turn.  
{R}, Discard a card at random: Switch target creatu re’s power and 
toughness until end of turn. 
 
* Flowstone Presence's +1/-1 ability can be played multiple times, but 
Flowstone Presence is put into the graveyard after an effect resolves 
that makes its toughness 0. 
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* When figuring a creature's power and toughness, a pply effects in a 
series of sublayers in the following order: (a) eff ects from 
characteristic-defining abilities; (b) all other ef fects not 
specifically applied in c, d, or e; (c) changes fro m counters; (d) 
effects from static abilities that modify power and /or toughness but 
don't set power and/or toughness to a specific numb er or value; and (e) 
effects that switch a creature's power and toughnes s. See Rule 418.5a . 
That means Flowstone Presence's second activated ab ility will always be 
applied last.  
----- 
Gambling Ogre 
{2}{R} 
Creature – Ogre Rogue 
3/2 
{1}{R}, {Tap}: Target player discards a card at ran dom, then draws a 
card. 
 
* Gambling Ogre's ability causes target player to d iscard a card at 
random first and then draw a card. If that player’s  hand is empty, he 
or she will just draw a card. 
----- 
Hired Jackal 
{R} 
Creature – Hound 
2/1 
Haste 
When Hired Jackal comes into play, each other playe r may search his or 
her library for a land card, put that card into pla y, then shuffle that 
library. 
{R}, {Tap}: Target creature can't block this turn. 
 
* A player who doesn't want to shuffle his or her l ibrary may choose 
not to search for a land card. 
 
* Because the "search" requires the player to find a card with certain 
characteristics, he or she doesn't have to find the  card if he or she 
doesn't want to. 
 
* Each other player searching his or her library no rmally can’t play a 
Surreptitious Scout located there because a Surrept itious Scout can be 
played only during a player’s own turn. However, it  may be that 
player’s own turn, if Hired Jackal is put into play  with an effect 
(such as Soultrawler Wraith’s ability). 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this triggered ability to sear ch. 
----- 
Implosion 
{4}{R}{R} 
Sorcery 
Destroy all artifacts and creatures with converted mana cost 4 or 
greater. You discard your hand. 
 
* Most token creatures have converted mana cost 0 ( and wouldn’t be 
destroyed by Implosion). However, a token creature that's a copy of 
another creature with converted mana cost 4 or more  (because of Spawn 
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Simulacra or Heart-Trees of Bitterwood, for example ) has a converted 
mana cost equal to that permanent's converted mana cost (and would be 
destroyed by Implosion). 
----- 
Karjemmas’s Dragon 
{6}{R}{R} 
Legendary Creature – Dragon 
6/6 
Flying, first strike 
{Tap}: Karjemmas’s Dragon deals damage to target cr eature or player 
equal to the number of creatures you control. 
 
* You count the number of creatures you control whe n the ability 
resolves, not when the ability was played. 
----- 
Lightning Strike 
{3}{R} 
Instant 
If you control a Mountain, you may discard a card a t random rather than 
pay Lightning Strike's mana cost.  
Lightning Strike deals 3 damage to target creature or player. 
 
* If you control a Mountain and at least one card i n your hand, you may 
pay the alternative cost rather than the card’s man a cost. Any 
additional costs imposed after the spell is initial ly played (such as 
those from Force Majeure) are paid as normal. If yo u don't control a 
Mountain and at least one card in your hand, you ca n't choose to play 
the spell using the alternative cost. 
 
* The "if you control a Mountain" condition must on ly be true when you 
announce you're playing the spell. If the condition  isn't true later, 
you don't have to back up and pay the mana cost. Fo r example, you could 
play Bajada Moongazer’s ability affecting all of yo ur basic lands after 
Lightning Strike was played and before it resolves.  
----- 
Lost in AEther 
{3}{R} 
Instant 
Exchange control of target creature you control and  target creature an 
opponent controls. Untap those creatures. They gain  haste until end of 
turn. Their controllers sacrifice them at end of tu rn. 
 
* If either of the target creatures becomes illegal  (because it leaves 
play or for any other reason) by the time this spel l resolves, the 
exchange won't happen.  
 
* There's no way for you to gain a creature without  losing another one 
in the process. 
 
* If either of the target creatures is not in play at end of turn, the 
controller of the other target creature must still sacrifice it. 
----- 
Marauding Dilemma 
{1}{R}{R} 
Sorcery  
Choose one - Destroy target land; or target player discards two cards 
at random, then draws two cards. Then you may pay { 1}{R}{R}. If you do, 
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copy this spell. You may choose a new mode and a ne w target for the 
copy. 
 
* See CHAIN SPELLS in the General Notes section. 
 
* If you copy this spell, you can change the mode a nd the target. This 
is different from other copy spells that allow you to change its target 
or targets, but prevent you from changing its mode.  See CHANGING THE 
MODE OF A COPY SPELL in the General Notes section. 
 
* The second mode causes target player to discard t wo cards at random 
first and then draw two cards. If that player has o nly one card in 
hand, he or she will discard it, then draw two card s. If that player’s 
hand is empty, he or she will just draw two cards. 
----- 
Marshwood Kavu 
{3}{R} 
Creature – Kavu 
2/3 
{Tap}: Target land becomes a Forest or a Swamp unti l end of turn. 
Transform Instant  (You may play this card as this instant rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Creatures you control get +2/+0 until end of 
turn.  
 
* Although this activated ability changes the targe ted land's land 
types, it doesn't affect its name, its supertypes ( such as whether or 
not it's legendary, snow, or basic), or its other t ypes (if it's also a 
creature, for example). If the ability changes the land type to a 
Forest, it will cause the land to lose all of its p rinted abilities and 
gain the ability "{T}: Add {G} to your mana pool." 
 
* If you play the Kavu's ability targeting Saga of Antiquities while 
the Saga is an Aura, the Saga will lose its ability  to be an Aura until 
end of turn, and will fall off of the creature it w as enchanting. It 
will remain in play as a Forest or a Swamp. If the Saga was tapped, it 
is not untapped by this effect. 
 
* Marshwood Kavu’s Transform ability affects only c reatures in play at 
the time it resolves. If a creature comes into play  under your control 
later in the same turn, it won't get +2/+0. 
 
* If a creature you control when Marshwood Kavu’s T ransform ability 
resolves changes controllers later in the turn, it will still get +2/+0 
until end of turn. 
----- 
Power Play 
{3}{R}{R} 
Enchantment 
Damage can’t be prevented.    
If a player would gain life, that player gains no l ife instead.   
Each creature attacks each turn if able. 
Spells can’t be countered by spells or abilities. 
 
* The "damage can't be prevented" ability overrides  all forms of 
preventing damage, including protection spells and abilities. Any 
damage prevention shields (like from Circle of Prot ection: Landwalk) 
that are already in place when Power Play resolves become useless. A 
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creature dealt lethal damage can be regenerated (un less it had been 
dealt damage by Burn this turn). 
 
* Damage prevention spells and abilities can still be played. They 
won’t prevent damage, but their other effects will still work normally. 
For example, if your opponent plays Bandage (from 1 0th Edition), the 
“prevent the next 1 damage” effect won’t do anythin g, but your opponent 
will draw a card. 
 
* Protection spells and abilities can still be play ed. They won't 
prevent damage, but their other effects will still work normally. For 
example, a creature with protection from red couldn 't be targeted by 
Burn or blocked by a red creature, but that creatur e could be damaged 
by Law and Order. 
 
* Spells and abilities that replace damage (such as  Crumbling 
Sanctuary) or redirect damage (such as Riposte) are n't affected by 
Power Play's "damage can't be prevented" ability. O nly spells and 
abilities that use the words "prevent" or "protecti on from" are 
affected. 
 
* Spells and abilities that would normally cause th at player to gain 
life (like Quirion Seeker’s Transform ability) stil l resolve, but the 
life-gain part simply has no effect.  
 
* Effects that would replace having that player gai n life with some 
other effect (like Nefarious Lich from Odyssey) won 't be able to do 
anything because it's impossible for that player to  gain life. 
 
* Effects that replace an event with having that pl ayer gain life (like 
Geographic Prediction's effect) will end up replaci ng the event with 
nothing. 
 
* Each creature must attack if, during the declare attackers step, that 
creature (1) has haste or has been continuously con trolled by the 
attacking player since the beginning of that player 's turn, (2) is  
untapped, and (3) doesn’t have any ability or effec t applying to it 
that would keep it from being able to attack (such as defender or being 
enchanted by Promise of Peace). 
 
* "Can't be countered" just means that if an effect  would counter  
a spell, it fails to do so.   Any spells or abilities that would counter 
the targeted spell will still resolve. They just wo n't counter that 
spell. 
 
* Power Play's “can't be countered" ability won't p revent the targeted 
spell from being countered by the game rules (for e xample, if all of 
its targets are illegal). 
 
* The “can't be countered" ability includes spells your opponents play. 
 
* The “can't be countered" ability doesn't apply un til Power Play is in 
play, so the Power Play spell itself can be counter ed (unless another 
Power Play is already in play). 
----- 
Promise of Revenge 
{2}{R} 
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Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature  
Enchanted creature gets +3/+0 and can only attack a lone. 
As long as Promise of Revenge is in your graveyard,  at the beginning of 
each player’s upkeep, Promise of Revenge deals 2 da mage to that player 
for each enchanted creature he or she controls. 
 
* See PROMISE AURAS in the GENERAL NOTES section. 
 
* The enchanted creature "attacks alone" if it's th e only creature 
declared as an attacker as the declare attackers st ep begins. 
 
* If the enchanted creature attacks alone, then a s pell or ability 
causes another creature to be put into play attacki ng (such as 
Militia’s Pride from Lorwyn), that's fine. 
 
* Yes, Promise of Revenge deals damage to players w hile this card is in 
a graveyard.  
 
* If Promise of Revenge is in your graveyard and a player controls 
Nomad Auramancer, then at the beginning of that pla yer’s upkeep, 
Promise of Revenge deals 2 damage to that player fo r each creature he 
or she controls. 
 
* The graveyard ability of each Promise of Revenge will trigger once 
for each enchanted creature. At the beginning of ea ch player’s upkeep, 
that player will be dealt 2 damage by each Promise of Revenge in a 
graveyard for each enchanted creature that player c ontrols. 
 
* The 2 damage is dealt by Promise of Revenge to th e controller of the 
enchanted creature, not to the controller of the Au ra attached to that 
creature. 
----- 
Relentless Champion 
{R}{R}{R} 
Creature – Spirit Warrior 
6/1 
Haste, first strike 
At end of turn, return Relentless Champion to its o wner's hand. 
 
* If Relentless Champion is put into play after the  current turn's end 
of turn step has begun (with Soultrawler Wraith’s a bility, for 
example), the Champion won't be returned to its own er's hand until the 
next turn's end of turn step. 
----- 
Rule of Threes 
{2}{R} 
Sorcery 
At the beginning of your next upkeep, if you contro l exactly three 
creatures and three lands and have exactly three ca rds in hand, you win 
the game. Otherwise, you lose the game. 
 
* All three conditions need to be true when the del ayed triggered 
ability resolves during your next upkeep, or you wi ll lose the game. 
After this spell is played and until the ability re solves during your 
next upkeep, you can control more or fewer than thr ee creatures and 
three lands and/or have more or fewer than three ca rds in hand. 
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* An effect (such as your control of Angelic Infusi on) can prevent the 
game loss effect from Rule of Threes. 
----- 
Scrap Dealer 
{2}{R} 
Creature – Goblin Artificer 
2/2 
When Scrap Dealer comes into play, destroy target a rtifact. If an 
artifact is destroyed this way, put a +1/+1 counter  on Scrap Dealer. 
 
* If an artifact destroyed by Scrap Dealer was rege nerated (by Promise 
of Strength, for example), Scrap Dealer will still get a +1/+1 counter 
on it. 
----- 
Spitting Firebeast 
{2}{R}{R} 
Creature – Elemental Beast 
3/2 
Flying 
Whenever another creature comes into play, Spitting  Firebeast deals 2 
damage to it. 
 
* The triggered ability is not targeted, so it deal s 2 damage to 
creatures with shroud or that otherwise can't be ta rgeted by spells and 
abilities. 
 
* A Spitting Firebeast in play will deal 2 damage t o another Spitting 
Firebeast that is coming into play. 
----- 
Squander 
{3}{R} 
Enchantment 
Whenever a player discards a card or sacrifices a p ermanent, Squander 
deals 2 damage to that player. 
 
* If a player discards any cards during his or her cleanup step to get 
down to the maximum hand size, the ability will tri gger and players 
will receive priority to play spells and abilities.  After that cleanup 
step ends, a new one will begin. 
----- 
Squee’s Best Student 
{3}{R} 
Creature – Goblin Mutant 
2/1 
When Squee’s Best Student comes into play or leaves  play, target 
creature gets +1/-1 until end of turn.  
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Squee’s Best Student deals 2 damage to each 
creature and each player.  
 
* If there are no other creatures in play when Sque e’s Best Student 
comes into play, it must target itself. The ability  is mandatory. 
 
* When Squee’s Best Student leaves play, it will lo ok back in time (to 
the point just before it left play) to see if its a bility triggers. 
That means that if Squee’s Best Student lost its tr iggered ability 
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while in play (due to Keeper of the Prism’s Transfo rm ability, for 
example) and then was destroyed, the ability would not trigger.  
----- 
Sylarian Leech 
{2}{R}{R} 
Creature – Leech 
3/3 
Red spells cost {R} less to play.  
{R}, Choose one - Double strike; fear; first strike ; flying; trample; 
or vigilance: Target creature with that ability los es it until end of 
turn and Sylarian Leech gains that ability until en d of turn. 
 
* See LEECHES in the GENERAL NOTES section. 
 
* If the target creature which is having the abilit y removed leaves 
play or doesn’t have that ability during the resolu tion of this effect, 
then this activated ability has no effect. This is different from 
Phyrexian Splicer, which still grants the chosen ab ility to the other 
target creature. The reason is that there is a seco nd target that is 
still legal for the Splicer’s ability, even if the first one is not, 
whereas the only target for the Leech’s ability wou ld be illegal. 
 
* If a creature loses double strike after assigning  damage in the 
"first strike" combat damage step, that creature wo n't assign damage in 
the "normal" combat damage step. 
----- 
Unruly Horde 
{4}{R}{R} 
Creature – Goblin Berserker 
3/3 
{R}, Tap an untapped Goblin: Choose a creature at r andom or a player at 
random. Unruly Horde deals 3 damage to that creatur e or player. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Creatures you control gain double strike until 
end of turn.  
 
* Unruly Horde can tap itself the turn it comes int o play as part of 
the cost of its activated ability. 
 
* The creature is chosen at random without targetin g it, so a creature 
with shroud or protection from red may be chosen. I f a creature with 
protection from red is chosen, all damage dealt to that creature will 
be prevented (unless Power Play is in play). 
 
* If you had more than one Goblin in play and more than one red mana 
available, you may tap enough Goblins and pay enoug h red mana to put 
more than one of Unruly Horde’s activated abilities  on the stack at the 
same time. If the Horde was randomly targeted and d estroyed by the 
first resolution of its activated abilities, the Ho rde’s other 
activated abilities would still resolve and deal 3 damage to the 
randomly targeted creature or player. 
 
* If the Transform sorcery spell mode of Unruly Hor de was chosen and 
resolved before combat, and then the power of creat ures you control 
changed between the assignment of first-strike comb at damage and the 
assignment of normal combat damage (from Marshwood Kavu’s Transform 
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ability, for example), each attacking creature you control will deal a 
different amount of damage in each combat damage st ep. 
 
* If the Transform sorcery spell mode of Unruly Hor de was chosen and 
resolved and then a creature with haste is played, the new creature 
will not have double strike. Only creatures you con trol when the 
Horde’s Transform ability resolves are affected. 
----- 
Viashino Fury 
{3}{R} 
Creature – Viashino Warrior 
3/1 
Reach ( This creature can block creatures with flying. ) 
Whenever you play a creature spell, Viashino Fury d eals 1 damage to 
target player. 
 
* You can choose a different target player each tim e this triggers. 
----- 
Alpha Wolf 
{G}{G} 
Creature – Wolf 
2/2 
Whenever Alpha Wolf becomes blocked, defending play er may draw a card. 
Whenever Alpha Wolf deals combat damage to a player , you may draw a 
card. 
 
* Alpha Wolf’s first ability triggers if it is bloc ked with an effect 
like Slithering Zealot’s because the ability doesn' t say "blocked by a 
creature." 
----- 
Altered Predator 
{X}{G}{G} 
Creature – Beast 
X/X 
Altered Predator comes into play with X +1/+1 count ers on it.  
{G}{G}, {Tap}: Until end of turn, up to X target la nds you control 
become 2/2 green Dryad creatures that are still lan ds, where X is equal 
to the number of +1/+1 counters on Altered Predator .   
 
* The value of X in Altered Predator’s activated ab ility is determined 
when the ability resolves. The result will take int o account any +1/+1 
counters added to Altered Predator while it’s in pl ay (such as from 
Camouflage Charm) and any +1/+1 counters removed fr om Altered Predator 
while it’s in play (such as from Coresetter). 
 
* For example, a Swamp affected by this activated a bility is still a 
land, still a Swamp, and may still be tapped for bl ack mana. If it had 
any other card types, supertypes or subtypes, it re tains those as well.  
 
* A land that turns into a creature is subject to t he "summoning 
sickness" rule: If its controller hasn't continuous ly controlled it 
since the beginning of his or her most recent turn,  it can't attack or 
use any {Tap} abilities (other than be tapped for m ana). See Rule 
212.3f . 
 
* The targeted lands are both lands and creatures a t the same time. 
They are affected by anything that affects either p ermanent type. 
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----- 
Bird of Legends 
{1}{G} 
Creature – Mythical Bird 
1/1 
Flying 
{G}, {Tap}, Sacrifice Bird of Legends: Search your library for a 
creature card with Transform or a landwalk ability,  reveal that card, 
and put it into your hand. Then shuffle your librar y. 
 
* A “landwalk ability” is Plainswalk, Islandwalk, S wampwalk, 
Mountainwalk, Forestwalk, Nonbasic Landwalk, Legend ary Landwalk, or any 
similar ability where the creature is unblockable a s long as the 
defending player controls at least one land which h as the specified 
subtype or supertype. See Rule 502.6 . 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If Bird of Legends’ controller is searching his o r her library during 
his or her main phase, the player may play a Surrep titious Scout 
located in his or her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
----- 
Bitterwood Outcast 
{5}{G} 
Creature – Elf Mutant 
3/6 
Each other creature you control can't be blocked by  more than one 
creature. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Destroy all enchantments, then remove all 
enchantment cards in all graveyards from the game.  
 
* When this ability is combined with Careless Strat egist’s second 
ability that reads "Each other creature you control  can't be blocked 
except by two or more creatures," it means that Bit terwood Outcast can 
be blocked only by two or more creatures, Careless Strategist can be 
blocked only by one creature, and none of your othe r creatures can be 
blocked. 
----- 
Canopy Cover 
{4}{G} 
Creature – Treefolk 
1/3 
{G}, Tap two untapped creatures you control: Put a 1/1 green Squirrel 
creature token into play.  
If a source would deal damage to a creature you con trol, it deals that 
much damage minus 1 to that creature instead. 
 
* Since this activated ability does not have the {T ap} symbol, you can 
use the ability (and even tap Canopy Cover) before this creature begins 
a turn under your control. 
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* Canopy Cover's replacement effect prevents 1 dama ge to each creature 
you control from any one source at any one time. It  will apply 
separately to damage from each other source, or to damage dealt by the 
same source at a different time. See Rule 419.7c . 
 
* This replacement effect is cumulative. Each Canop y Cover in play will 
reduce damage dealt to creatures you control by 1. 
 
* If a source deals damage more than once (such as the effect of 
Pestilence from Alpha), Canopy Cover will reduce ea ch instance of 
damage by 1. 
----- 
Deadly Centaur 
{4}{G} 
Creature – Centaur Warrior 
2/3 
As long as Deadly Centaur is enchanted, it gets +2/ +2 and has trample.  
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Destroy target enchanted permanent.  
 
* If all Auras are removed from Deadly Centaur, its  power and toughness 
change immediately and it no longer has trample. If  Deadly Centaur was 
attacking and had assigned part of its combat damag e to defending 
player when it lost trample, that assignment is not  changed. Once 
damage is assigned and put on the stack, it never c hanges. 
 
* Deadly Centaur’s Transform ability can destroy an y permanent which 
has an Aura on it. If the permanent is destroyed (a nd is not 
regenerated), the Aura is put into its owner's grav eyard because it has 
nothing to enchant.  
 
* If all Auras on the targeted permanent are remove d while Deadly 
Centaur’s Transform ability is on the stack, this a bility will be 
countered due to having an illegal target. 
----- 
Doubling Season 
{4}{G} 
Enchantment 
If an effect would put one or more tokens into play  under your control, 
it puts twice that many of those tokens into play i nstead. 
If an effect would place one or more counters on a permanent you 
control, it places twice that many of those counter s on that permanent 
instead. 
 
* The tokens and counters that Doubling Season crea tes are exact copies 
of the kind of tokens and counters that were being created in the first 
place. 
 
* Doubling Season affects cards that "come into pla y with" a certain 
number of counters. Octopede, for example, would co me into play with 
eight +1/+1 counters on it rather than four. 
 
* If there are two Doubling Seasons in play under y our control, then 
the number of tokens or counters is four times the original number 
(Octopede would come into play under your control w ith sixteen (16) 
+1/+1 counters on it). If there are three Doubling Seasons in play 
under your control, then the number of tokens or co unters is eight 
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times the original number (for example, if you cont rolled Legacy of 
Karviddam, you would put eighty (80) 1/1 Squirrel c reature tokens into 
play when the Legacy is put into a graveyard from p lay). 
 
* Doubling Season doesn’t affect the number of toke ns or counters put 
into play by any player other than Doubling Season’ s controller. 
----- 
Draining Leech 
{3}{G}{G}{G} 
Creature – Leech 
4/5 
Protection from enchanted creatures  
Green spells cost {G} less to play.  
At the beginning of your precombat main phase, you may add {X} to your 
mana pool, where X is the number of tapped lands ta rget opponent 
controls. 
 
* See LEECHES in the GENERAL NOTES section. 
 
* See PROTECTION FROM ENCHANTED CREATURES in the GE NERAL NOTES section. 
 
* You may add {X} to your mana pool for each Draini ng Leech you 
control. You may add {X} to your mana pool for one or more Draining 
Leeches you control, and decline to do so for the o ther Draining 
Leeches you control. 
 
* You decide whether or not to add {X} to your mana  pool as this 
triggered ability resolves at the beginning of your  precombat main 
phase. You don't decide before then. Only the first  main phase in a 
turn is the "precombat main phase," even if additio nal main phases are 
generated by some effect. 
 
* You can't add just some of the mana to your mana pool. You either add 
all the {X} to your mana pool or none of it. All th e mana you get this 
way is colorless. 
 
* This ability isn't a mana ability. It uses the st ack. 
 
* You can target a different opponent each turn. Yo u can target 
different opponents in the same turn, if you contro l more than one 
Draining Leech. 
----- 
Endless Wurm 
{3}{G}{G} 
Creature – Wurm 
9/9 
Trample 
At the beginning of your upkeep, sacrifice Endless Wurm unless you 
sacrifice an enchantment. 
 
* You choose whether to sacrifice an enchantment or  not on resolution 
of this triggered ability. If not, then you sacrifi ce Endless Wurm.  
 
* You can choose to sacrifice or not to sacrifice a n enchantment, if 
you no longer control Endless Wurm on resolution of  this ability. For 
example, you may choose to sacrifice one of the Pro mise Auras to get 
that card into your graveyard. 
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----- 
Firescar Rhino 
{2}{G} 
Creature – Rhino 
5/5 
Trample 
At the beginning of your upkeep, if a player has mo re life than any 
other, that player gains control of Firescar Rhino.  
Whenever Firescar Rhino blocks or becomes blocked b y a creature, that 
creature’s controller gains 5 life. 
 
* In a multiplayer game, Firescar Rhino’s controlle r compares his or 
her life total to the life total of each other play er at the beginning 
of his or her upkeep. The player with the highest l ife total when this 
triggered ability resolves gains control of Firesca r Rhino. Repeat this 
process at the beginning of the next upkeep of that  player. 
 
* If there is a tie for highest life total, either when Firescar 
Rhino's upkeep ability triggers or as it resolves, Firescar Rhino 
doesn't change controllers. 
----- 
Heart-Trees of Bitterwood 
{7}{G}{G} 
Creature – Treefolk 
7/7 
When Heart-Trees of Bitterwood comes into play, if you played it from 
your hand, put a token into play that’s a copy of H eart-Trees of 
Bitterwood. 
{7}{G}{G}: Put a token into play that’s a copy of H eart-Trees of 
Bitterwood. 
 
* Rule 503 governs the copying of creatures. 
 
* Heart-Trees of Bitterwood is considered "played f rom your hand" only 
if you play it as a spell from your hand. Putting i t directly into play 
from your hand as a result of a spell or ability (w ith Charmed Dragon’s 
triggered ability or with Legacy of Karviddam’s Tra nsform ability, for 
example), or returning it from your graveyard to pl ay (with Soultrawler 
Wraith’s activated ability or Twilight Dragon’s Tra nsform ability, for 
example) will not give you a creature token copy. 
 
* As the token is created, it checks the printed va lues of the Heart-
Trees it's copying -- or, if the Heart-Trees whose ability triggered 
was itself a token, the original characteristics of  that token as 
stated by the effect that put it into play -- as we ll as any copy 
effects that have been applied to it. It won't copy  counters on the 
Heart-Trees, nor will it copy other effects that ha ve changed Heart-
Trees's power, toughness, types, color, or so on (s uch as color-
changing due to Grotesque Result). It also doesn't copy any Auras 
attached to the Heart-Trees creature -- you get exa ctly what's printed 
on the chosen card and nothing more.  
 
* Normally, this means the token will simply be a H eart-Trees of 
Bitterwood. But if any copy effects have affected t hat Heart-Trees 
creature, they're taken into account. 
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* Once activated or triggered, the Heart-Trees’s ab ility to copy itself 
exists independently of its source as an ability on  the stack. This 
ability is not targeted. Destruction or removal of the source (the 
original Heart-Trees) after that time won't affect the ability. Any 
activated or triggered ability that references info rmation about the 
source will check that information when it resolves . If the source is 
no longer in play, its last known information is us ed and a token copy 
of the Heart-Trees creature when it was last in pla y is created. See 
Rule 402.6  and Rule 413.2f . 
 
* If Heart-Trees's activated ability is played or i ts ability triggers 
when it comes into play, but then Heart-Trees becom es a copy of another 
creature before its ability resolves (due to Mirror weave from 
Shadowmoor, for example), the token will be a copy of whatever creature 
the Heart-Trees is currently a copy of. At the end of the turn, Heart-
Trees will revert back to what it was, but the toke n will stay as it 
is. 
 
* A token creature that's a copy of Heart-Trees of Bitterwood has a 
converted mana cost of 9. 
 
* A token creature that's a copy of Heart-Trees of Bitterwood was not 
played, but instead put into play. Therefore, when the token comes into 
play, it will not trigger the ability for another c opy token. 
 
* If the copy of the Heart-Trees of Bitterwood is i n play when the 
original creature is destroyed, the copy will remai n in play as a copy 
of the chosen creature. The original Heart-Trees do es not need to be in 
play in order for the copy to remain in play as a c opy of that 
creature. 
----- 
Legacy of Karviddam 
{7}{G}{G}{G} 
Legendary Creature – Elemental 
10/10 
Trample, protection from blue 
When Legacy of Karviddam is put into a graveyard fr om play, put ten 1/1 
green Squirrel creature tokens into play. 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Search your library for up to three 
nonlegendary creature cards and put them into play.  Then shuffle your 
library.  
 
* The player who controls this creature at the time  it's put into a 
graveyard from play puts the 10 Squirrel creature t okens into play. It 
doesn't matter which player owns this creature card . 
 
* If a replacement effect (like Aquiline Drifter’s)  has the Legacy move 
to a different zone instead of being put into the g raveyard, its 
ability won't trigger at all. 
 
* When the Legacy is put into a graveyard from play , it will look back 
in time (to the point just before it left play) to see if its ability 
triggers. That means that if the Legacy lost its tr iggered ability 
while in play (due to Macromutation or from Keeper of the Prism’s 
Transform ability) and then was destroyed, the abil ity would not 
trigger.  
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* When the Legacy’s Transform ability resolves, you  can look in your 
library and then choose to find 0, 1, 2 or 3 creatu re cards. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If you play the Legacy and choose its Transform m ode and then search 
your library, you also may play a Surreptitious Sco ut located in your 
library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this Transform ability to sear ch. 
 
* If a Legacy is in play, another Legacy card can b e played in its 
Transform mode without violating the “legend rule.”  When the 
Transformed spell resolves, it is removed from the stack and put into 
its owner’s graveyard, while the Legendary creature  remains in play. 
----- 
Muskeg Creeper 
{2}{G} 
Creature – Fungus 
2/2 
Swampwalk 
Whenever Muskeg Creeper deals combat damage to a pl ayer, you may search 
your library for a basic land card and put it into play tapped under 
target player's control. If you do, shuffle your li brary. 
 
* You may target yourself or target any opponent to  control the basic 
land card put into play with Muskeg Creeper's abili ty. It doesn’t have 
to be the player to whom Muskeg Creeper dealt comba t damage. 
----- 
Mystic from Paradise 
{G}{G} 
Creature – Elf Mystic 
2/1 
Sacrifice an untapped land: Until end of turn, when ever a player taps a 
land for mana, that player adds one mana to his or her mana pool of any 
type that land produced. Any player may play this a bility. 
 
* Mystic from Paradise’s ability produces exactly o ne extra mana each 
time that turn that a land is tapped for mana. 
 
* If a player sacrifices Dwarven Crater to add thre e colored mana to 
his or her mana pool, that player did not tap a lan d for mana and he or 
she does not get to add one mana from the Mystic’s ability. If a player 
taps Dwarven Crater to add {R} to his or her mana p ool, the Mystic’s 
ability will cause that player to add {B}, {R}, or {G} to his or her 
mana pool. 
 
* If you tap a land for more than one mana and that  mana is of 
different types (like Crystal Quarry from Odyssey),  you choose which 
one of those types is added to your mana pool. 
 
* If the land you tap produces no mana (such as Maz e of Ith from The 
Dark), the Mystic’s ability adds no mana to your ma na pool. 
----- 
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Nature’s Instrument 
{1}{G} 
Creature – Plant 
2/2 
If a land card is in your graveyard, you may play N ature’s Instrument 
without paying its mana cost. 
{Tap}: Put target land card from your graveyard on top of your library. 
 
* If there is at least one land card in your gravey ard, you may play 
this spell without paying the card’s mana cost. Any  additional costs 
imposed after the spell is initially played (such a s those from Force 
Majeure) are paid as normal. If no land cards are i n your graveyard, 
you can't choose to play the spell without paying t he card’s mana cost. 
 
* The "if a land card is in your graveyard" conditi on must only be true 
when you announce you're playing the spell. If the condition isn't true 
later, you don't have to back up and pay the mana c ost. For example, 
you could play Bog Charm and remove all of your lan d cards in your 
graveyard after Nature’s Instrument is played and b efore it resolves. 
----- 
Partially Obscured Sun 
{X}{G}{G}{G} 
Sorcery 
Creatures you control get +X/+X until end of turn. 
 
* Only creatures in play when Partially Obscured Su n resolves get 
+X/+X. If you put a creature into play later in the  turn, that creature 
won't get the +X/+X bonus. 
----- 
Promise of Strength 
{2}{G} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Flash 
Enchant permanent 
{G}: Regenerate enchanted permanent. 
As long as Promise of Strength is in your graveyard , each enchanted 
creature has “This creature gets +1/+1 for each Aur a in play.” 
 
* See PROMISE AURAS in the GENERAL NOTES section. 
 
* Promise of Strength can regenerate an artifact, c reature, 
enchantment, or land (it could also regenerate a pl aneswalker, but 
there are no planeswalkers in Prevenience).  
 
* Promise of Strength creates a replacement effect that protects the 
permanent the next time it would be destroyed this turn. In this case, 
"Regenerate [enchanted permanent]" means "The next time [enchanted 
permanent] would be destroyed this turn, instead re move all damage from 
it and tap it. If it's an attacking or blocking cre ature, remove it 
from combat." See Rule 501.5a . 
 
* The graveyard ability of each Promise of Strength  applies once for 
each enchanted creature. Each enchanted creature ge ts +1/+1 for each 
Aura in play from each Promise of Strength in a gra veyard. 
----- 
Provider of Plenty 
{5}{G} 
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Creature – Centaur Shaman 
3/4 
If you would draw a card, you may instead choose la nd or nonland and 
reveal cards from the top of your library until you  reveal a card of 
the chosen kind. Put that card into your hand and p ut all other cards 
revealed this way on the bottom of your library in any order. 
 
* You must choose one of two possible types of card : land or nonland. 
Once you have chosen one or the other, reveal cards  until a card of the 
chosen type is revealed. So if you chose land, you would reveal cards 
until you reach a land card. If you chose nonland, reveal cards until 
you reach the first one that isn't a land.  
 
* If no card of the chosen kind (land or nonland) i s revealed before 
your library empties, you don't put a card into you r hand. However, you 
do get to order all the cards in your library in an y way you choose. 
Effectively, you can stack your deck. 
 
* If an effect would cause you to draw multiple car ds (such as Value 
and Truth), you choose for each individual draw whe ther to replace it 
by Provider of Plenty's effect. Each replaced draw is handled 
separately. In other words, you could reveal and th en put a card in 
your hand and the rest on the bottom of the library  for the first card, 
then draw a card for the second, and so on. In a mu lti-card draw you do 
not have to choose how many of those draws will be replaced before you 
do any drawing or use of this card.  
 
* Although Provider of Plenty's effect has you put a card into your 
hand, this isn't the same as drawing a card (the ef fect doesn't use the 
word "draw"). It won't trigger abilities that trigg er when cards are 
drawn, so you can’t use Geographic Prediction’s abi lity and your 
opponent doesn’t draw a card if he or she controls Omnipotent Leech. 
 
* If your library is empty, Provider of Plenty can prevent you from 
losing the game for being unable to draw a card. If  an effect or game 
action would cause you to draw a card, you can repl ace that draw with 
Provider of Plenty's replacement effect. (It doesn' t matter that you'd 
be unable to actually draw a card.) Since Provider of Plenty's effect 
has you put a card into your hand instead of drawin g a card, you'll 
never be forced to draw a card with an empty librar y. 
----- 
Rabid Squirrels 
{3}{G}{G} 
Enchantment 
When Rabid Squirrels comes into play, put two 1/1 g reen Squirrel 
creature tokens into play. 
Sacrifice a Squirrel: All Squirrels gain deathtouch  until end of turn. 
( Whenever a Squirrel deals damage to a creature, des troy that 
creature. ) 
{3}{G}{G}: Put two 1/1 green Squirrel creature toke ns into play. 
 
* If the “Sacrifice a Squirrel” ability is played, deathtouch triggers 
when any damage is dealt by a Squirrel that turn (s uch as a Squirrel 
that had been enchanted with a sacrificed Tainted F lesh), not just when 
combat damage is dealt. 
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* If all damage that a Squirrel with deathtouch wou ld deal to a 
creature is prevented, deathtouch won't trigger. 
 
* If a Squirrel with deathtouch deals lethal damage  to a creature, 
first the creature is destroyed as a state-based ef fect, then 
deathtouch triggers. If the creature is still in pl ay (because it 
regenerated, for example), it will be destroyed due  to deathtouch (and 
would need to be regenerated again to remain in pla y). 
 
* If the “Sacrifice a Squirrel” ability is played a fter combat damage 
has been assigned, the deathtouch ability gained by  all Squirrels will 
trigger when combat damage resolves. 
----- 
Ratufa, Deranged Squirrel 
{3}{G} 
Legendary Creature – Squirrel 
3/3 
Nonbasic landwalk 
Other Squirrel creatures get +1/+1 and have legenda ry landwalk. 
Sacrifice Ratufa, Deranged Squirrel: Search your li brary for a card 
named Rabid Squirrels and reveal it. Then shuffle y our library and put 
that card on top of it. 
 
* A creature with Nonbasic landwalk can't be blocke d if the defending 
player controls a nonbasic land. A nonbasic land is  any land that lacks 
the basic supertype, whether or not it has a basic land type (such as 
Svyelunite Debris, which is a Land - Island). 
 
* A creature with legendary landwalk can't be block ed if the defending 
player controls a legendary land (such as Urborg). Nonland legendary 
permanents don't affect whether that creature can b e blocked or not. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If Ratufa’s controller sacrifices Ratufa and is s earching his or her 
library during his or her main phase, the player ma y play a 
Surreptitious Scout located in his or her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
----- 
Reclaiming Wilderness 
{1}{G} 
Sorcery 
Search your library for a basic land card, put it i nto play tapped, 
then shuffle your library. Then each player may sea rch his or her 
library for a basic land card, reveal it, then shuf fle that library and 
put the revealed card on top of it.  
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* While Reclaiming Wilderness’s controller is searc hing his or her 
library, that player may play a Surreptitious Scout  located in his or 
her library. The opponent searching his or her libr ary can’t play a 
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Surreptitious Scout located there because a Surrept itious Scout can be 
played only during a player’s own turn. 
 
* Even though Reclaiming Wilderness’s controller ma y search his or her 
library twice during this spell, he or she may play  only one 
Surreptitious Scout from his or her library because  of the “Play this 
ability only once each turn” limitation on Surrepti tious Scout. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
----- 
Reduce-Recycle-Reuse 
{1}{G} 
Instant 
Target player shuffles target card from his or her graveyard into his 
or her library and you put a green 1/1 Squirrel cre ature token into 
play. Then you may pay {1}{G}. If you do, copy this  spell. You may 
choose new targets for the copy. 
 
* Reduce-Recycle-Reuse's controller chooses both of  the targets when 
the spell is put on the stack. A target card that's  moved out of the 
zone it was in when it was targeted is illegal. If both the target card 
(because of Bog Charm’s second mode, for example) a nd the target player 
(because of Bird of Judgment’s activated ability, f or example) are 
illegal targets when it resolves, the spell is coun tered. See Rule 
413.2a .  
 
* If the targeted card is removed from the graveyar d before Reduce-
Recycle-Reuse resolves, but the targeted player is still a legal 
target, the spell is not countered. If the targeted  player becomes 
illegal before the spell resolves, Reduce-Recycle-R euse can't make the 
player shuffle the card into his or her library (so  the card stays in 
his or her graveyard), but as long as the card didn ’t also become an 
illegal target, the spell is not countered. In eith er case, you will 
get a Squirrel token and can choose to copy this sp ell.  
 
* You must choose both of the targets at the time y ou play the copy of 
Reduce-Recycle-Reuse. The original spell is still o n the stack while 
it's resolving, not in a graveyard. Putting the spe ll card in the 
graveyard happens after all of its instructions hav e been followed, and 
is the last part of resolution. See Rule 413.2i . The instructions on 
the original Reduce-Recycle-Reuse require you to ch oose the target card 
for the initial copy (and the initial copy of the s pell is put onto the 
stack) before the original spell card is put into y our graveyard. 
Therefore, this card can’t be shuffled back into yo ur library by the 
initial copy of this spell. 
 
* If you make a copy of the copy of the original Re duce-Recycle-Reuse, 
you can target the original spell card, which is by  then in your 
graveyard. 
----- 
Rogue Wurm 
{6}{G} 
Creature – Wurm 
7/6 
You can’t enchant Rogue Wurm. 
Rogue Wurm can only attack or block alone. 
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* You can’t play the activated ability of Nomad Aur amancer, Tragic 
Visionary, or Aura of Uncertainty to attach an Aura  to Rogue Wurm, even 
though the latter two abilities don’t target Rogue Wurm. 
 
* Any opponent can target Rogue Wurm with Aura spel ls, and may also 
attach Auras to Rogue Wurm (with Nomad Auramancer, Tragic Visionary, or 
Aura of Uncertainty, for example). 
 
* Rogue Wurm "attacks alone" if it's the only creat ure declared as an 
attacker as the declare attackers step begins. 
 
* Rogue Wurm "blocks alone" if it's the only creatu re declared as a 
blocker as the declare blockers step begins. 
 
* If Rogue Wurm attacks alone, then a spell or abil ity causes another 
creature to be put into play attacking (such as Mil itia’s Pride from 
Lorwyn), that's fine. If Rogue Wurm blocks alone, t hen a spell or 
ability causes another creature to be put into play  blocking (such as 
Flash Foliage from Dissension), that's fine. 
----- 
Slithering Zealot  
{3}{G} 
Creature – Snake Warrior 
3/2 
Swampwalk 
Tap: Target attacking unblocked creature becomes bl ocked. Play this 
ability only during the declare blockers step.  
 
* The activated ability doesn't have any legal targ ets outside of the 
combat phase. 
 
* The activated ability will trigger any creature's  "whenever this 
becomes blocked" ability (such as Acinvar Xonox, Ta inted Flesh, and 
Alpha Wolf). 
 
* The activated ability will prevent any creature's  "whenever this 
attacks and isn’t blocked" ability from triggering (such as Valley 
Savior, Temporal Entrancer, and Warlord of the Wast es). 
 
* The activated ability doesn't affect abilities th at trigger when an 
attacking creature is “blocked by a creature” (like  Balduvian 
Quartermaster or Firescar Rhino). 
 
* The activated ability isn't particularly effectiv e against creatures 
with trample. Since the creature with trample has n o blocker to assign 
damage to, all the damage will be assigned to the d efending player.  
----- 
Surreptitious Scout 
{2}{G} 
Creature – Elf 
2/2 
While you're searching your library, you may play o ne Surreptitious 
Scout card from your library without paying its man a cost. Play this 
ability only once each turn. 
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* Surreptitious Scout's ability works only while yo u're searching your 
own library. The effect that caused you to search n eeds to say "search" 
and "library," and you need to be looking through y our own library for 
this to work. Examples of effects that let you play  Surreptitious Scout 
from your library are Nomad Auramancer, Sandbar Dra ke, Spiritbond 
Summoner, Sylvan Renewal, and Lorekeeper Dragon. Ex amples of effects 
that don't are Bird of Visions, Goblin Trickster, P rovider of Plenty, 
and Conversion Portal.  
 
* Playing Surreptitious Scout while searching your library follows all 
the normal rules for playing a creature spell, exce pt for (a) timing 
(playing Surreptitious Scout this way always occurs  during the 
resolution of another spell or ability), (b) what z one Surreptitious 
Scout is being played from, and (c) you don’t have to pay Surreptitious 
Scout's mana cost. The Surreptitious Scout spell go es on the stack. You 
do have to pay any applicable additional costs  (such as those imposed 
after the spell is initially played from Force Maje ure), so you can 
play mana abilities while you're playing Surreptiti ous Scout while 
you're searching your library.  
 
* If you want to play Surreptitious Scout while sea rching your library, 
you must do so before you find any cards with the s earch effect.  
 
* After you play Surreptitious Scout, you pick up t he search effect 
where you left off. When the search effect finishes  resolving, the 
active player gets priority with Surreptitious Scou t on the stack. Any 
abilities that triggered when the Surreptitious Sco ut spell was played 
(like Beta of Creation changing from an enchantment  into a creature) 
are put on the stack now.  
----- 
Sylvan Renewal 
{G}{G} 
Enchantment 
Lands you control don’t untap during your untap ste p. 
At the beginning of your upkeep, you may search you r library for a 
basic land card and put that card into play. If you  do, shuffle your 
library. 
Sacrifice Sylvan Renewal: If you control eight or m ore lands, search 
your library for any number of land cards and remov e them from the 
game. Then shuffle your library. 
 
* Effects like Sylvan Renewal’s upkeep ability that  allow players to 
"put" lands into play aren't the same as "playing a  land" and don't 
count as a player's one land played during his or h er turn. See Rule 
212.6e . 
 
* If you have more than one Sylvan Renewal in play,  you get to use them 
all. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* Because Sylvan Renewal’s controller is searching his or her library 
during his or her main phase, the player may play a  Surreptitious Scout 
located in his or her library. 
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* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
 
* The "if you do" in the upkeep ability means "if y ou search your 
library". You get to shuffle your deck even if you don't find (or 
choose not to find) a basic land. 
----- 
Tribe Leader  
{4}{G} 
Creature – Ape 
4/4 
Protection from enchanted creatures 
Whenever a green creature you control becomes block ed, it gets +1/+1 
and gains trample until end of turn. 
 
* See PROTECTION FROM ENCHANTED CREATURES in the GE NERAL NOTES section. 
 
* Tribe Leader’s ability triggers if a green creatu re you control is 
blocked with an effect like Slithering Zealot’s bec ause the ability 
doesn't say "blocked by a creature." 
----- 
Ursine Invader 
{2}{G} 
Creature – Bear 
2/2 
Islandwalk 
{1}{G}: Target creature blocks Ursine Invader this turn if able. 
 
* When Ursine Invader attacks, you can target any c reature in play with 
its activated ability. However, if the creature you  target can't block 
Ursine Invader (for example, because its controller  controls an Island, 
or because Ursine Invader gained flying and the oth er creature doesn't 
have flying or reach, or because both creatures are  controlled by the 
same player), the activated ability does nothing. I n that case, the 
creature you targeted is free to block whichever cr eature its 
controller chooses, or block no creatures at all. 
----- 
Verdant Domination 
{G}{G}{G}{G} 
Enchantment 
When Verdant Domination comes into play, sacrifice all non-Weed 
creatures you control. 
Tap an untapped land you control: That land becomes  a 1/1 green Weed 
creature that’s still a land. ( This effect doesn’t end at end of turn. ) 
Tap an untapped Weed you control: Tap target artifa ct, creature, or 
land. 
 
* A land that turns into a creature is subject to t he "summoning 
sickness" rule: If its controller hasn't continuous ly controlled it 
since the beginning of his or her most recent turn,  it can't attack or 
use any {Tap} abilities of its own (other than be t apped for mana). See 
Rule 212.3f . 
 
* The first activated ability's effect has no durat ion. The affected 
land will remain a 1/1 Weed creature and a land unt il the game ends, it 
leaves play, or some other effect changes its types . This is true even 
if Verdant Domination leaves play. 
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----- 
Verduran Master 
{G}{G} 
Legendary Creature – Elf Shaman 
0/2 
Whenever you play a creature spell, you may draw a card. 
 
* Since the ability of Verduran Master triggers whe n a creature spell 
is “played”, it can't trigger its own ability. 
 
* If a creature is put into play with an effect (su ch as Camouflage 
Charm or Rabid Squirrels), Verduran Master’s abilit y will not trigger. 
Putting a creature into play is different from play ing a creature 
spell. 
----- 
Waterborne Avenger 
{3}{G} 
Creature – Snake Warrior 
2/2 
Islandwalk 
{3}{G}: Regenerate Waterborne Avenger. 
Whenever a creature deals combat damage to you, put  a +1/+1 counter on 
Waterborne Avenger. 
 
* If multiple creatures deal combat damage to you, Waterborne Avenger's 
ability triggers that many times. Each instance of each creature's 
combat damage is counted separately. If two creatur es with double 
strike and one creature with flying attack you and all of them deal 
combat damage to you, put two +1/+1 counters on Wat erborne Avenger in 
the first strike combat damage step and then put th ree more +1/+1 
counters on Waterborne Avenger in the second combat  damage step. 
 
* If all combat damage from a creature attacking yo u was prevented or 
redirected, a +1/+1 counter isn’t put on Waterborne  Avenger.  
 
* If combat damage from a creature attacking you re solved but didn't 
cause loss of life (due to Worshipped Pegasus’s act ivated ability, for 
example), a +1/+1 counter is put on Waterborne Aven ger. 
----- 
Westwind Ancient 
{3}{G}{G} 
Creature – Treefolk 
7/7 
When Westwind Ancient leaves play, each other playe r puts a 7/7 green 
Treefolk creature token into play. 
Transform Instant  (You may play this card as this instant rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Target creature gets +7/+7 until end of turn. 
 
* When Westwind Ancient leaves play, it will look b ack in time (to the 
point just before it left play) to see if its abili ty triggers. That 
means that if Westwind Ancient lost its triggered a bility while in play 
(due to Macromutation or Keeper of the Prism’s Tran sform ability, for 
example) and then was destroyed, the ability would not trigger.  
----- 
Xyloid Camouflage 
{2}{G}{G} 
Enchantment – Aura 
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Enchant creature 
Enchanted creature gets +3/+3 and has forestwalk. 
{1}{G}{G}, Sacrifice Xyloid Camouflage: Put three 1 /1 green Squirrel 
creature tokens into play. 
 
* Xyloid Camouflage's controller (not the creature' s controller) is the 
only player who can activate Xyloid Camouflage’s sa crifice ability, and 
is the player who gets the three 1/1 Squirrel token s. 
----- 
AEther Flux 
{U}{B} 
Instant 
Gain control of target creature spell. (This can’t target  Transform 
instant or sorcery spells.)  At the end of your next turn, put that 
creature on top of its owner’s library.  
 
* After AEther Flux resolves, you control the targe ted creature spell. 
When the creature comes into play, any instance of "you" in that 
spell's text (in Careless Strategist, for example) now refers to you, 
"an opponent" (in Reaver Leech, for example) refers  to one of your 
opponents, “each other player” (in Charmed Dragon, for example) refers 
to all of your opponents, and so on. 
 
* After AEther Flux resolves and the creature comes  into play under 
your control, you choose any targets for its trigge red comes-into-play 
ability (like Squee’s Best Student’s) or its trigge red leaves-play 
ability (like Renaissance Elder’s). You are also su bject to any “As 
<this> comes-into-play” triggered abilities (such a s Reconstructed 
Hoverguard’s “discard your hand”), comes-into-play triggered abilities 
(such as Hygroscopic Elemental’s), leaves-play trig gered abilities 
(such as Westwind Ancient’s), or “when <this> is pu t into a graveyard 
from play” triggered abilities (like Legacy of Karv iddam’s). 
 
* You may take control of a Legacy of Karviddam cre ature spell with 
AEther Flux because the Legacy creature has protect ion from blue only 
after it comes into play. 
 
* If only blue mana was spent to play Acinvar Xonox , Sandbar Drake, or 
Telluric Sentry and then AEther Flux’s controller t akes control of that 
creature spell, AEther Flux’s controller (who is al so the creature’s 
controller) puts that creature’s comes-into-play tr iggered ability onto 
the stack. 
 
* If you take control of a Hired Jackal with AEther  Flux, the player 
who played the Hired Jackal may play a Surreptitiou s Scout located in 
his or her library while searching his or her libra ry for a land card. 
----- 
Ancient Potion 
{1}{W}{U} 
Enchantment 
At the beginning of each upkeep, target creature’s power becomes 0 
until end of turn. 
 
* If the targeted creature had any one-time effects  that modified its 
power or toughness (such as Enlarge) earlier in the  turn (while Ancient 
Potion’s ability was on the stack), Ancient Potion' s effect overrides 
those effects. The creature's power will be 0. 
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* Ancient Potion's effect changes the creature's cu rrent power to zero, 
but it does not prevent other effects (such as Grot esque Result) from 
raising the creature's power after Ancient Potion's  effect resolves. 
 
* If the target creature has any counters on it tha t modify its power, 
those counters continue to affect the creature afte r its power becomes 
0. For example, if the creature targeted by Ancient  Potion has a +1/+1 
counter on it (from Grisly Bonescaper, for example) , its power will be 
1. 
 
* If there's a permanent in play with a static abil ity that modifies 
the target creature's power or toughness, it still affects the creature 
after its power becomes 0. For example, if the crea ture targeted by 
Ancient Potion was Frightened Lurker and a player c ontrols Graveborn 
Alliance, the Lurker’s power will be 2. 
 
* You apply power/toughness changing effects in a s eries of sublayers 
in the following order: (a) effects from characteri stic-defining 
abilities; (b) all other effects not specifically a pplied in c, d, or 
e; (c) changes from counters; (d) effects from stat ic abilities that 
modify power and/or toughness but don't set power a nd/or toughness to a 
specific number or value; and (e) effects that swit ch a creature's 
power and toughness. Therefore, you'll always apply  this card at b. See 
Rule 418.5a . 
----- 
Cloud of Ash 
{2}{B}{R} 
Instant 
Two target creatures can’t block this turn. Each of  them gets -1/-1 
until end of turn. 
 
* You must target two different creatures. If there 's only one creature 
to target, you can't play Cloud of Ash. 
 
* Removing one of the targets while Cloud of Ash is  on the stack won't 
change what happens to the other creature when this  spell resolves. 
----- 
Concealment 
{G}{W} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
As Concealment comes into play, choose a basic land  type. Enchanted 
creature has landwalk of the chosen type. 
When Concealment comes into play, draw a card. 
 
* If the creature targeted by Concealment is an ill egal target when 
Concealment tries to resolve, it's countered. That means Concealment 
never comes into play, so you don't get to draw a c ard. 
----- 
Corrupted Stormscaper 
{1}{W}{U}{B} 
Legendary Creature – Phantasm 
2/3 
Flying 
Whenever Corrupted Stormscaper deals combat damage to a player, put a 
freeze counter on it. 
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Remove a freeze counter from Corrupted Stormscaper:  Counter target red 
or green spell. Play this ability only once each tu rn. 
 
* The "Play this ability only once each turn" restr iction applies, even 
if the creature changes controllers. 
 
* This activated ability can target a red spell, a green spell, a red 
and green spell (such as Freefall), and a spell tha t's red and/or green 
in addition to one or more other colors (such as An cestral Dragon and 
Mesmerizing Auress).  
 
* It doesn’t matter whether the spell is red or is green when the 
Stormscaper’s activated ability resolves, but it mu st be one color or 
the other. If the spell is colorless when this acti vated ability 
resolves (because of Bajada Moongazer’s ability, fo r example), the 
Stormscaper’s ability is countered. 
----- 
Daring 
{2}{W}{U} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Enchant creature 
Enchanted creature gets +1/+0 and has flying and fi rst strike. 
When enchanted creature leaves play, return Daring from its owner’s 
graveyard to its owner’s hand. 
 
* This ability returning Daring to its owner's hand  when the enchanted 
creature leaves play triggers regardless of the zon e where the 
enchanted creature goes when it leaves play (whethe r the creature is 
returned to its owner’s hand [because of Homeland S ecurity, for 
example], removed from the game [because of Strange  Odyssey, for 
example], or put into its owner’s graveyard). 
 
* This last ability doesn’t trigger if the enchante d creature remains 
in play and Daring is destroyed (by Revert, for exa mple) or if the Aura 
is put into the graveyard as a state-based effect ( for example, if the 
enchanted creature gains protection from white or p rotection from blue 
and can no longer be enchanted by Daring). 
 
* This last ability doesn’t trigger if Daring is no t put into a 
graveyard, but removed from the game due to an effe ct (like Aquiline 
Drifter’s replacement ability). 
 
* This last ability doesn’t trigger if Daring is pu t into a graveyard 
from anywhere other than the in-play zone. 
----- 
Hallowed Dragon 
{3}{G}{W}{U} 
Legendary Creature – Dragon 
6/6 
Flying 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Until end of turn, target creature loses all 
abilities and its power and toughness each become e qual to your life 
total.  
 
* The power and toughness of the creature targeted by Hallowed Dragon’s 
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Transform ability will continually change to reflec t your current life 
total. 
 
* Hallowed Dragon’s Transform ability overwrites mo st other effects 
that change or set the targeted creature’s power an d toughness. But 
certain other effects can still apply to that creat ure. They are: 
-- Effects that happen after Hallowed Dragon’s Tran sform ability 
resolves that change the targeted creature’s power or toughness (like 
Battle Tested or Grotesque Result). 
-- Counters that change the targeted creature’s pow er and toughness 
(such as a +1/+1 counter from Camouflage Charm), re gardless of when 
they were put on it. 
-- Static abilities that change its power and tough ness (such as the 
ability from Promise of Peace while the Promise is in a graveyard, if 
the targeted creature is enchanted), regardless of when they first took 
effect. 
-- Effects that switch the targeted creature's powe r and toughness 
(such as the activated ability from Flowstone Prese nce), regardless of 
when they first took effect.  
 
* If the targeted creature gains an ability after H allowed Dragon’s 
Transform ability resolves, it will keep that abili ty. 
 
* If a Hallowed Dragon is in play, another Hallowed  Dragon card can be 
played in its Transform mode without violating the “legend rule.” When 
the Transformed spell resolves, it is removed from the stack and put 
into its owner’s graveyard, while the Legendary cre ature remains in 
play. 
----- 
Lorekeeper Dragon 
{3}{B}{R}{G} 
Legendary Creature – Dragon 
6/6 
Flying 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Search your library for up to two cards and put 
them into your hand. Then shuffle your library.  
 
* While the player is searching his or her library during his or her 
main phase, the player may play a Surreptitious Sco ut located in his or 
her library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
 
* If a Lorekeeper Dragon is in play, another Loreke eper Dragon card can 
be played in its Transform mode without violating t he “legend rule.” 
When the Transformed spell resolves, it is removed from the stack and 
put into its owner’s graveyard, while the Legendary  creature remains in 
play. 
----- 
Macromutation 
{R}{R}{G}{G} 
Enchantment – Aura 
Flash 
Enchant creature 
Enchanted creature gets +4/+4 and loses all abiliti es. 
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* If enchanted creature gains an ability after Macr omutation attaches 
to that creature, it will keep that ability. 
 
* A creature enchanted with Macromutation loses all  triggered 
abilities, including “when <this> deals combat dama ge to a player” 
abilities (such as Dredger Wurm’s), “leaves-play” a bilities (such as 
Westwind Ancient’s) and “when <this> is put into a graveyard” abilities 
(such as Legacy of Karviddam’s). 
----- 
Mesmerizing Auress 
{1}{G}{W}{U} 
Legendary Creature – Human Druid 
3/3 
Aura spells you play cost {X} to play, where X is t hat spell’s 
converted mana cost minus 1.  
Whenever you play an Aura spell, draw a card. 
Sacrifice an Aura: Regenerate Mesmerizing Auress. 
 
* You may play a one-mana Aura (like Riposte or Hac kneyed Destiny) 
without paying its mana cost. All other Auras you p lay require only 
colorless mana. 
 
* If you play a Promise of Revenge while a Mesmeriz ing Auress and a 
Sylarian Leech is in play, the Promise will cost {2 } to play. Since 
Auras cost only colorless mana while the Auress is in play, the red 
Leech doesn’t reduce the cost to play the Promise o f Revenge. 
 
* The card-drawing ability triggers when you announ ce an Aura spell. 
This ability doesn’t trigger on the moving of an Au ra from one 
permanent to another (such as with Aura of Uncertai nty), or by putting 
an Aura into play (with the abilities of Nomad Aura mancer or Tragic 
Visionary, for example). 
 
* The Aura you sacrifice has to be under your contr ol, but it doesn't 
have to be attached to Mesmerizing Auress.  
 
* The Aura leaves play as a cost when you play the Auress’ activated 
ability, but the Auress won't be regenerated until the ability 
resolves. In the intervening time, the Auress will no longer have any 
power or toughness bonus that the Aura (like Divine  Heraldry) may have 
been giving it. This may cause the Auress to be des troyed before the 
regeneration shield is created. 
----- 
Radiant Thornscaper 
{1}{R}{G}{W} 
Legendary Creature – Minotaur Shaman 
4/4 
Whenever Radiant Thornscaper attacks, put a 1/1 red  Goblin creature 
token into play for each attacking creature. 
Whenever Radiant Thornscaper blocks, put a 1/1 gree n Squirrel creature 
token into play for each blocking creature. 
 
* If Radiant Thornscaper attacks or blocks and a to ken is created, it 
will be too late for that token to be declared as a n attacker (if it 
somehow gained haste) or as a blocker during that c ombat phase. 
----- 
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Renaissance Elder 
{G}{W} 
Creature – Human Monk 
2/3 
When Renaissance Elder leaves play, you may put tar get Aura card or 
target creature card other than Renaissance Elder f rom a graveyard on 
top of its owner’s library. 
 
* A “target creature card other than Renaissance El der” really means 
“target creature card other than this card”. The ta rget creature card 
can include another Renaissance Elder card that is in a graveyard. If 
two Renaissance Elders go to the graveyard at the s ame time, each can 
target the other to be put on top of their owners’ library. 
 
* When Renaissance Elder leaves play, it will look back in time (to the 
point just before it left play) to see if its abili ty triggers. That 
means that if Renaissance Elder lost its triggered ability while in 
play (due to Keeper of the Prism’s Transform abilit y, for example) and 
then was destroyed, the ability would not trigger.  
----- 
River Onslaught 
{2}{R}{G} 
Creature – Frog 
3/3 
{2}{R}{G}, Sacrifice River Onslaught: Target player  discards two cards 
at random, then draws two cards. 
 
* River Onslaught’s ability causes target player to  discard two cards 
at random first and then draw two cards. If that pl ayer has only one 
card in hand, he or she will discard it, then draw two cards. If that 
player’s hand is empty, he or she will just draw tw o cards. 
----- 
Spined Hydra 
{B}{R}{G} 
Creature – Hydra 
2/3 
Double strike 
You may pay {4}{B}, {4}{R}, or {4}{G} rather than p ay Spined Hydra’s 
mana cost. If you do, Spined Hydra loses double str ike. 
{4}{R}: Spined Hydra gains double strike until end of turn. 
 
* See ALTERNATIVE COSTS FOR GOLD CREATURES in the G ENERAL NOTES 
section. 
 
* Removing double strike from a creature during the  first combat damage 
step (from Sylarian Leech’s ability, for example) w ill stop it from 
assigning combat damage in the second combat damage  step. 
 
* If Spined Hydra's power changes between the assig nment of first-
strike combat damage and the assignment of normal c ombat damage (from 
Enlarge, for example), Spined Hydra will deal a dif ferent amount of 
damage in each combat damage step. 
----- 
Stronghold Mirage 
{1}{U}{B} 
Creature – Spirit 
0/2 
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Prevent all combat damage that would be dealt to or  dealt by Stronghold 
Mirage. 
{Tap}: Counter target spell unless its controller p ays {1}. 
 
* When Stronghold Mirage blocks a creature with tra mple, assigning 
damage from the attacking creature considers only t he actual toughness 
of Stronghold Mirage, not the Mirage’s prevention a bility that will 
change the final amount of damage dealt. See Rule 5 02.9d . The trampling 
attacking creature must assign at least 2 combat da mage to the Mirage 
(which will be prevented) before assigning the rema ining combat damage 
to the defending player (or to a planeswalker he or  she controls, 
although there are no planeswalkers in Prevenience) .  
----- 
Tempest Starter 
{1}{W}{U} 
Creature – Cat Rogue 
2/2 
Flying 
When Tempest Starter comes into play, you may searc h your library for 
an Aura card, reveal it, then shuffle your library and put the revealed 
card on top of it. 
 
* Because the "search" requires you to find a card with certain 
characteristics, you don't have to find the card if  you don't want to. 
 
* If the player is searching his or her library dur ing his or her main 
phase, the player may play a Surreptitious Scout lo cated in his or her 
library. 
 
* Preserver of Secrets prevents libraries from bein g searched at all, 
so its effect trumps this activated ability to sear ch. 
----- 
Twilight Dragon 
{3}{W}{U}{B} 
Legendary Creature – Dragon 
Flying 
Transform Sorcery  (You may play this card as this sorcery rather tha n 
as a creature spell.)  – Return all creature cards from your graveyard 
to play.  
 
* The creatures all come into play simultaneously. If some of them have 
"comes-into-play" triggered abilities, they go on t he stack in the 
order you choose. 
 
* If a Twilight Dragon is in play, another Twilight  Dragon card can be 
played in its Transform mode without violating the “legend rule.” When 
the Twilight Dragon’s Transform spell resolves, all  creature cards in 
your graveyard are returned to play, and only after  that is the 
Transform spell removed from the stack and put into  its owner’s 
graveyard, while the Legendary creature remains in play. 
----- 
Victual Troll 
{R}{G}{W} 
Creature – Troll 
3/3 
Nonbasic landwalk 
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You may pay 4{R}, 4{G}, or 4{W} rather than pay Vic tual Troll’s mana 
cost. If you do, Victual Troll loses nonbasic landw alk.  
{4}{G}: Victual Troll gains nonbasic landwalk until  end of turn. 
 
* See ALTERNATIVE COSTS FOR GOLD CREATURES in the G ENERAL NOTES 
section. 
 
* A creature with Nonbasic landwalk can't be blocke d if the defending 
player controls a nonbasic land. A nonbasic land is  any land that lacks 
the basic supertype, whether or not it has a basic land type (such as 
Memorial to Trokair, which is a Land - Plains). 
----- 
Conversion Portal 
{4} 
Artifact 
{3}, {Tap}: Sacrifice target creature with Transfor m, then reveal cards 
from the top of your library until you reveal a cre ature card with 
Transform. Remove that card from the game, and put the other cards on 
the bottom of your library in any order. Until end of turn, you may 
play that card without paying its mana cost. If you  do, you must choose 
to play it as a Transform instant or sorcery spell.  
 
* You choose the target creature with the Transform  ability when the 
Portal’s ability is announced. If you can’t sacrifi ce the targeted 
creature when the Portal’s ability resolves, the Po rtal’s ability is 
countered and you can’t complete the rest of its in structions. 
 
* If you control an opponent’s creature (with AEthe r Flux or Rootwater 
Matriarch, for example) that has the Transform abil ity, you may target 
it to be sacrificed. That creature card will be put  into its owner’s 
graveyard, but you will reveal cards from the top o f your library until 
you reveal a creature card with the Transform abili ty. It does not 
matter that the sacrificed creature card is owned b y your opponent. 
 
* Conversion Portal doesn't "search," so you can’t choose not to find a 
creature. The Portal instructs you to "reveal" card s until you reveal a 
creature card with the Transform ability. If there is one revealed, you 
have to follow the instructions as written on Conve rsion Portal. 
 
* When the Portal reveals a creature card with the Transform ability, 
that card is removed from the game. If you play thi s creature card, you 
can’t play it as a normal creature – you must choos e to play its 
Transform instant or sorcery spell mode. 
 
* The removed card is played using the normal timin g rules. You can't 
play the removed card during an opponent's turn, un less the Transform 
instant spell mode was chosen. The only differences  are that you're 
playing it from the removed-from-the-game zone and you don’t have to 
pay its mana cost. 
 
* Once you play a card this way, it leaves the remo ved-from-the-game 
zone and is put onto the stack. You won't be able t o play it from there 
again. When this card leaves the stack, it is put i nto its owner’s 
graveyard. 
 
* If you don't play the removed card that turn, it remains removed from 
the game but you can't play it. 
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* Cards removed from the game by Conversion Portal' s ability that are 
not played will stay removed from the game. 
 
* If Conversion Portal is activated and there are n o creature cards 
with the Transform ability in your library, you go through you entire 
deck and stop after you've revealed your last card.  You then put the 
revealed cards on the bottom of your library (which  has no top) in any 
order. Effectively, you can stack your deck. 
----- 
Coresetter 
{3} 
Artifact Creature – Construct 
0/4 
{Tap}: Put a charge counter on Coresetter. Remove a  counter from each 
other permanent you control. 
Remove a charge counter from Coresetter: Add {1} to  your mana pool. 
 
* The effect of the first ability is mandatory. You  must remove a 
counter from each other permanent you control, whet her it is a +1/+1 
counter (from a creature like Scrap Dealer), a heal ing counter (from 
Aysen Rebel), a blight counter (from Corpse Tree), a freeze counter 
(from Corrupted Stormscaper), a pain counter (from a land like Meadow), 
or a charge counter on another Coresetter in play. 
 
* If you do not control another permanent that has a counter on it when 
the triggered ability resolves, that part of the ab ility does nothing. 
There is no penalty for not being able to remove a counter, and you 
still put a charge counter on Coresetter. 
 
* Charge counters are indistinguishable from one an other. If some other 
spell or ability (such as Coretapper from Darksteel  or Power Conduit 
from Mirrodin) puts a charge counter on Coresetter,  that counter may be 
removed by Coresetter’s second ability to add mana to your mana pool. 
----- 
Crumbling Sanctuary 
{5} 
Artifact 
For each 1 damage that would be dealt to a player, that player removes 
the top card of his or her library from the game in stead. 
 
* The ability affects all players. 
 
* If you have no cards in your library, then damage  done to you will 
have no effect since it will get changed into a rem oval of cards that 
can't happen. 
 
* If a player controls Levok, Death Unbidden and da mage is dealt to 
Levok while Crumbling Sanctuary is in play, there a re two damage 
replacement effects. Levok’s controller can choose to apply the 
replacement effect from Crumbling Sanctuary first a nd mill cards. Then 
Levok's replacement effect will not be applied, as there is no damage 
to replace, so he won't have to sacrifice any perma nents. 
 
* Crumbling Sanctuary’s ability is not affected, if  Preserver of 
Secrets is in play. 
----- 
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Cursed Totem 
{2} 
Artifact 
Activated abilities of creatures can’t be played. 
 
* Cursed Totem can prevent an activated ability tha t is a mana ability 
(like Blood Purger’s and Skyshroud Alchemist’s) fro m being played. The 
Totem doesn't counter the ability, it makes it unpl ayable. 
 
* The Totem doesn't prevent creature cards which ar e not in play from 
having their abilities used. It also doesn’t preven t choosing the 
Transform instant or sorcery mode of creature cards  that are being 
played. 
 
* The Totem doesn’t prevent the playing of an activ ated ability from 
noncreature permanents, including artifacts (like t he Monoliths), 
enchantments (such as Aura of Uncertainty or Promis e of Strength), and 
lands (like Tolarian Current). 
 
* If a land is animated and becomes a creature (bec ause of Altered 
Predator or Verdant Domination) while Cursed Totem is in play, 
activated abilities of that land can’t be played wh ile it’s a creature 
(other than tapping it for mana). See Rule 212.6g . 
----- 
Ensouling Automata 
{5} 
Artifact 
{Tap}, Sacrifice X creatures: Put an X/X Golem arti fact creature token 
into play. It has haste, first strike, trample, and  shroud if five or 
more creatures were sacrificed this way. 
 
* The second activated ability of Tragic Visionary doesn't target a 
creature, and neither does the Aura that's coming i nto play. You may 
return an Aura from your graveyard to play attached  to a Golem creature 
token that gained shroud from Ensouling Automata’s ability. 
 
* Aura of Uncertainty’s ability doesn't target a cr eature, and neither 
does the Aura that's attached to the new creature. You may attach an 
Aura with Aura of Uncertainty to a Golem creature t oken that gained 
shroud from Ensouling Automata’s ability. 
----- 
Essence of All 
{2} 
Artifact – Equipment 
Equipped creature has trample as long as you contro l a Beast, has 
flying as long as you control a Bird, has vigilance  as long as you 
control a Cleric, has double strike as long as you control a Dragon, 
has fear as long as you control a Spirit, has haste  as long as you 
control a Warrior, has shroud as long as you contro l a Wizard, and is 
indestructible as long as there are ten or more dif ferent creature 
types among creatures you control. 
Equip {0} 
 
* If a creature equipped by Essence of All loses tr ample (because you 
no longer control a Beast) after combat damage has been assigned, it 
will not affect the damage assigned to the defendin g player (or to a 
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planeswalker under that player’s control, although there are no 
planeswalkers in Prevenience). 
 
* If a creature equipped by Essence of All loses do uble strike (because 
you no longer control a Dragon or from Sylarian Lee ch’s ability) during 
the first combat damage step after damage has been assigned, that 
creature will not assign any combat damage in the s econd combat damage 
step. 
 
* The only time an Aura targets a permanent is when  the enchantment is 
being originally played. Afterward, it doesn't targ et the permanent, so 
if a creature with an Aura attached to it gains shr oud because of 
Essence of All’s ability, the Aura remains on the c reature. 
 
* The second activated ability of Tragic Visionary doesn't target a 
creature, and neither does the Aura that's coming i nto play. You may 
return an Aura from your graveyard to play attached  to a creature that 
gained shroud from Essence of All’s ability. 
 
* Aura of Uncertainty’s ability doesn't target a cr eature, and neither 
does the Aura that's attached to the new creature. You may attach an 
Aura with Aura of Uncertainty to a creature that ga ined shroud from 
Essence of All’s ability. 
 
* If a creature equipped by Essence of All is dealt  lethal damage while 
there are ten or more different creature types amon g creatures you 
control, the equipped creature isn't destroyed, but  the damage remains 
on the creature. Later in the turn, if Essence of A ll is no longer 
equipping that creature or if there are fewer than ten different 
creature types among creatures you control, that cr eature will stop 
being indestructible and will be destroyed  the next time state-based 
effects are checked.  All damage on the creature is removed during the 
cleanup step. 
 
* Lethal damage and effects that say "destroy" won' t cause the creature 
equipped by Essence of All to be put into the grave yard while there are 
ten or more different creature types among creature s you control.  
 
* Even though an indestructible creature isn't dest royed by lethal 
damage, that definition (an amount of damage greate r than or equal to a 
creature’s toughness) is still used for things like  assigning trample 
damage. 
 
* An indestructible permanent can be removed from t he game, returned to 
a player's hand, put into a graveyard if its toughn ess becomes 0 or 
less (from Micromutate, for example), or if it's sa crificed.  
 
* You can use a regeneration effect on an indestruc tible permanent, but 
since that permanent can't be destroyed, the effect  will never apply. 
----- 
Inertia Matrix  
{2} 
Artifact 
Players can’t play Transform instant or sorcery spe lls. 
 
* Nobody can choose to play the Transform abilities  of a creature 
card while Inertia Matrix is in play. This includes  cards in a 
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player’s hand, cards in a graveyard (with the abili ty of Open 
Graves) and cards removed from the game (with the a bility of 
Cunning Manipulator, Temporal Sorcerer, or Conversi on Portal). 
----- 
Karviddam’s Secret 
{6} 
Artifact 
{X}, {Tap}: Put X 1/1 black Minion creature tokens into play tapped. 
Play this ability only if you played a spell this t urn.  
{2}, Sacrifice a creature token: Target player lose s 1 life and you 
gain 1 life. 
 
* A spell was played if that card (or that copy of a card) moved from 
the zone it's in to the stack. See Rule 409.1a . 
 
* You may sacrifice any creature token, not only a Minion creature 
token, as a cost to activate the Secret’s second ab ility. 
----- 
Mercadian Relic 
{3} 
Artifact 
{Tap}: Each player puts the top three cards of his or her library into 
his or her graveyard. 
{Tap}: Target player shuffles up to three target ca rds from his or her 
graveyard into his or her library. 
 
* The first ability of Mercadian Relic can be used if a player has 
fewer than 3 cards in their library. It will put 0,  1, or 2 cards into 
that player’s graveyard, if that is all that is ava ilable. 
 
* The first ability of Mercadian Relic is not a dra w effect, so it will 
not cause a player with less than 3 cards in their library to lose. 
 
* You may choose 0, 1, 2, or 3 cards in one player’ s graveyard as 
targets for Mercadian Relic’s second ability. If an y of the target 
cards is not there on resolution, the others are st ill shuffled into 
that player’s library. The shuffle occurs even if z ero cards are 
targeted. 
 
* The second ability of Mercadian Relic targets the  player, as well as 
the cards. If the targeted player becomes illegal b efore the ability 
resolves, Mercadian Relic can't make the player shu ffle the cards into 
his or her library, so the cards stay in his or her  graveyard. 
----- 
Mystic Compass 
{3} 
Artifact 
{1}, {Tap}: Target land's type becomes the basic la nd type of your 
choice until end of turn.  
 
* This ability overwrites previous land types. For example, if you play 
the ability targeting a Forest and choose "Island,"  the land will 
become an Island, not an Island and a Forest. The l and will lose the 
ability to be tapped for green mana and gain the ab ility to be tapped 
for blue mana, just like any other Island. 
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* Although this ability changes the targeted land's  land types, it 
doesn't affect its name, its supertypes (such as wh ether or not it's 
legendary, snow, or basic), or its other types (if it's also a 
creature, for example). If the ability changes the land type to a 
Island, it will cause the land to lose all of its p rinted abilities and 
gain the ability "{T}: Add {U} to your mana pool." 
 
* If you play Mystic Compass's ability on Saga of A ntiquities while the 
Saga is an Aura, the Saga will lose its ability to be an Aura until end 
of turn, and will fall off of the creature it was e nchanting. It will 
remain in play as the basic land type you chose. If  the Saga was 
tapped, it is not untapped by this effect. 
 
* If Mystic Compass's ability is played on a land t hat's also a 
creature (because of Altered Predator’s activated a bility), it will 
still be both a land and a creature. 
----- 
Oblivion Stone  
{3} 
Artifact 
4, Tap: Put a fate counter on target permanent. 
5, Tap, Sacrifice Oblivion Stone: Destroy each nonl and permanent 
without a fate counter on it, then remove all fate counters from all 
permanents.  
 
* Firewater Sorcerer’s activated ability can change  the target of 
Oblivion Stone’s ability that puts a fate counter o n a permanent.  
 
* If Oblivion Stone leaves play without activating its sacrifice 
ability, all fate counters remain on permanents bec ause the ability 
that created them doesn't say otherwise. All fate c ounters are 
interchangeable; they're not tied to a specific Obl ivion Stone. 
 
* If you control an animated land without a fate co unter on it when 
Oblivion Stone is sacrificed, it will survive becau se it's still a land 
(in addition to being a creature). Therefore, it do esn't qualify as 
"nonland." 
 
* Oblivion Stone destroys all nonland permanents. P laneswalkers are 
nonland permanents, so they will be destroyed by Ob livion Stone’s 
effect (although there are no planeswalkers in Prev enience). 
----- 
Staff of the Ages 
{3} 
Artifact 
Creatures with landwalk abilities can be blocked as  though they didn't 
have those abilities. 
 
* A “landwalk ability” is Plainswalk, Islandwalk, S wampwalk, 
Mountainwalk, Forestwalk, Nonbasic Landwalk, Legend ary Landwalk, or any 
similar ability where the creature is unblockable a s long as the 
defending player controls at least one land which h as the specified 
subtype or supertype. See Rule 502.6 . 
 
* The Staff does not remove landwalk from creatures . It just makes 
creatures with landwalk blockable as if they did no t have the ability. 
----- 
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Karakas 
Legendary Land 
{Tap}: Add {W} to your mana pool.  
{Tap}: Return target legendary creature to its owne r's hand. 
 
* Karakas will bounce only Legendary creatures. It can't normally 
target lands, but if you animate a Legendary land ( like Pendlehaven or 
even Karakas itself) with Altered Predator’s abilit y, then it's a valid 
target for Karakas’ activated ability.  
----- 
Saga of Antiquities 
Legendary Land 
{Tap}: Add {1} to your mana pool. If you control an  Aura, instead add 
one mana of any color to your mana pool. 
{1}: Until end of turn, Saga of Antiquities becomes  an Aura with 
enchant creature that’s still a land. Attach it to target creature. 
Enchanted creature gets +1/+1. 
 
* Because the effect that makes Saga of Antiquities  an Aura states 
specifically that it keeps its previous type (unlik e Transmogrifying 
Licid), the Saga will be a land and an Aura.  
 
* While the Saga is an Aura, it may be tapped for m ana. Since you 
control an Aura (the Saga) when the mana ability of  this land resolves 
(this mana ability doesn’t use the stack and no pla yer can respond 
before it resolves), you add one mana of any color to your mana pool. 
 
* If the Saga is tapped while it’s an Aura, it will  still function as 
an Aura enchanting the creature and the enchanted c reature will get 
+1/+1. 
 
* While the Saga is an Aura, you can activate its s econd ability again 
and attach it to another target creature. If the Sa ga is tapped when 
the latest activation resolves, the Saga is attache d as an Aura to the 
other creature, but remains tapped. 
 
* While the Saga is an Aura, if the creature it enc hants leaves play, 
the Saga will be put into its owner’s graveyard (un less you had 
activated the Saga’s Aura ability again and attache d it to another 
target creature). 
 
* While the Saga is an Aura, if it is targeted by t he activated ability 
of River Scout, Alluvial Kavu, Marshwood Kavu, or M ystic Compass, the 
Saga will lose its ability to be an Aura until end of turn, and will 
fall off of the creature it was enchanting. The Sag a will remain in 
play until end of turn as the basic land type chose n by the controller 
of that activated ability. 
 
* The Saga remains an Aura “until end of turn,” whi ch is during the 
cleanup step. If the Saga is attached to a creature  that will leave 
play “at end of turn” (like Relentless Champion or a creature exchanged 
with Lost in AEther), the “at end of turn” ability triggers when the 
end of turn step starts (which is before the cleanu p step). The Saga 
will be put into its owner’s graveyard when the “at  end of turn” 
ability resolved and the enchanted creature left pl ay (unless you had 
activated the Saga’s Aura ability again and attache d it to another 
target creature). 
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* During the cleanup step, the player first discard s cards in excess of 
his or her maximum hand size. Then the following ac tions happen 
simultaneously: all damage is removed from permanen ts and all "until 
end of turn" and "this turn" effects end (this game  action doesn't use 
the stack). See Rule 314.2 . This means that, for example, if the Saga 
is an Aura enchanting a Plowshare Oxen (the Oxen is  a 5/5 with the Saga 
Aura attached to it) while the Oxen was the target of a Burn spell 
which dealt 4 damage to it, the 4 damage would be r emoved from the Oxen 
at the same time during the cleanup step as the Sag a Aura fell off of 
it, so the Oxen would not receive lethal damage tha t turn. 
----- 
Urborg 
Legendary Land 
{Tap}: Add {B} to your mana pool.  
{Tap}: Target creature loses first strike or swampw alk until end of 
turn. 
 
* Urborg removes only first strike, not double stri ke. Creatures with 
double strike do not have first strike, although th ey deal damage 
during the first strike combat damage step. 
----- 


